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FRONT COVER
“View of Tallahasseee, Florida” is a sketch drawn by James Earl Taylor
which appeared in Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, October 31, 1868.
The artist was likely standing on the Florida A & M University hill looking
toward the west portico of the Capitol. If this is the direction, then the spire
to the left of the Capitol is the Presbyterian Church and the road is Adams
Street. The flag and tents suggest that the sketch was drawn shortly after the
surrender of Florida in 1865 when Union troops were still in the city.
Taylor was born December 12, 1839, in Cincinnati, and he was graduated
from Notre Dame University. He fought in the Union Army under General
Philip Sheridan during the Shenandoah Valley campaign. In 1863 he became
illustrator-correspondent for Leslie’s Illustrated, and in 1865, he made a
trip South. Several issues of his paper (1865-1868) carried pictures of
the people and scenes that Taylor had sketched on this journey. Later, he
traveled in the West, and in 1870 he went to Santo Domingo with President
Grant’s annexation commission. From 1883 until his death in New York City
in 1901, he was an independent illustrator and water-colorist. Among his
famous pictures is “The Last General Review,” depicting the victorious Union
troops marching in Washington in 1865.
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THE CAPTIVES OF FLORIDA
by EUGENE LYON*
N SEPTEMBER 1565, Pedro Menéndez de Avilés of Spain sought
out and attacked the Huguenot French in their Florida settle-
ment. When his victory was won, a number of men, women, and
children had become captives of the Spanish, while at least
two Spaniards were prisoners in the hands of the French. Some
of these people possessed noble blood; most were common sail-
ors and soldiers. A few gained a degree of notoriety from their
experiences– at least one of the captives was received at the
court of Philip II of Spain, while another appeared before the
Queen Mother of France. While some lived to return to their
native lands, for many their capture led only to hard labor,
prolonged imprisonment, or death. Why had these men, women,
and children become prisoners?
A long and bitter rivalry between the houses of Hapsburg
and Valois had continued as the sixteenth century passed. Over
these same years, both royal houses had fostered the explora-
tion of the North American mainland. The voyages of Ver-
razano and Cartier and unnumbered visits by Norman and
Breton fishermen encouraged the French to claim rights in the
land they called Terre des Bretons, New France, or Françiscane.
For their part, the Spanish kings traced their title to the
mainland to the donations of Pope Alexander VI and the con-
sequent Tordesillas agreements. Operating within these author-
izations, the Crown of Castile proceeded to license and send a
long series of explorers and adelantados to the land they named
Florida. Over a period of more than fifty years, none of these–
Ponce de León, the Ayllóns, Narváez, De Soto, De Luna, Villa-
fañe— succeeded in making a permanent settlement. Their for-
mal acts of taking possession of the land, however, had pro-
vided the desired seal of legality.1 Any intruders in Castile’s
Indies domains, now extended to Florida, were guilty of trespass.
*  Mr. Lyon is associate professor of history, Indian River Community
College.
1. Summary of the Spanish claims and explorations is in the consultas of
the Council of the Indies of May 5, 1565, Archivo General de Indias
(hereinafter referred to A.G.I.) Indiferente General 738, Ramo 7. A por-
tion of this material is to be found in the Stetson Collection, P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville.
[1]
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For their part, the kings of France had not accepted any such
pat sharing-out of the hemispheres. With tongue in cheek,
Francis I asked to see the will of Adam so that he might learn
about this division of the world.2 As war followed war in Europe,
the waters of the New World were increasingly frequented by
French vessels. These “corsairs,” English as well as French, be-
gan to assume the proportions of a major threat to the Spanish.3
By the 1550s fleets sailing on more-or-less regular schedules ex-
changed the products of Spain for the mineral and agricultural
wealth of the Indies; their route took them through the Bahama
Channel, past the Florida peninsula and the southeastern main-
land. The sack of Havana by Jacques Sore and the continual
presence of foreign vessels kept the Spanish in a state of per-
petual alarm. By 1559, a number of Frenchmen had been cap
tured in the Indies and returned as prisoners to Seville. Usually
these men had been formally exiled from Spain’s possessions, and
had often come condemned to long terms of service in the
Mediterranean galleys. In 1562, Philip II of Spain, deeply con-
cerned about his vital maritime lifeline, issued orders to Pedro
Menéndez de Avilés, captain-general of his Indies fleets:
We are informed that in the Indies sailing routes go some
French, English and Scotch corsair ships, seeking to steal
what comes and goes from there; this is a disservice to God
our Lord, to us, and is against the peace agreed upon between
us and the princes of those kingdoms. Because these corsairs
should, by rights, be hung as peace-breakers and robbers and
violators of the orders of their own lords and rulers, I order
you, if you capture any of the said corsairs, to proceed against
them and punish them in conformity with justice, executing
it then upon the sea with all rigor: in order that you might
do this, we give you full powers.4
Luis Garcia Arias discusses this statement in “Una frase famosa en las
relaciones marítimas hispano-franceses del siglo XVI,” Cuadernos de
Historia Diplomática, Tomo III (Madrid, 1954-1956), 131-62.
In announcing the Peace of Cateau-Cambresis in 1559, Philip II cau-
tioned his officials in the Indies: “See that the said peace is observed on
our part and because, as you know, between peace and war we are
accustomed to having corsairs which go to rob against the will of their
prince, it is well that in this time the ships which come from those parts
do not come unprepared.” Sobrecedula, Valladolid, May 23, 1559,-A.G.I.
Indiferente General 427, Book of 1543-1601.
“Instructions to General Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, 1562,” A.G.I. Indifer-
ente General 415. It is also cited as Crown to Pedro Menéndez de Avilés,
January  23 ,  1562 ,  in  Eugenio  Ruid íaz  y  Carav ía ,  La  F l o r ida ,
2 vols. (Madrid, 1902), II, 407. (Hereinafter referred to as Ruidíaz, La
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In that same year a direct French challenge was laid down to
the Spanish by Jean Ribault’s founding of a colony at Port
Royal on the present-day South Carolina coast. Taking possession
of the area for France, Ribault erected a white marble column
bearing the royal arms to symbolize this possession. When he
sailed, he left a small garrison behind.
Through his ambassador in Paris, Philip learned of the
settlement at Port Royal. He immediately asked Menéndez and
his governor at Havana to investigate this incursion of the
French and to expel them, if possible, from his dominions.5 In
May 1564, Manrique de Rojas was sent north from Cuba for
this purpose, but when he arrived at Port Royal he found that
the Frenchmen were gone. After waiting fourteen months for a
relief vessel, they had deserted the colony, sailing east in a small
ship they had built. A sixteen-year-old boy, Guillaume Rouffi,
had refused to leave, and he was captured by Rojas and returned
to Havana along with Ribault’s column.6
The Spanish had scarcely cleared Florida waters when the
second French expedition, 300 men in three ships commanded
by Rene de Laudonnière, arrived at the mouth of the River
May–the present St. Johns. He named the triangular form which
he constructed, Caroline, in honor of King Charles IX. The
French established relations with the nearest Indian groupings
and began to explore the immediate area and the upper reaches
of the St. Johns River. Once their supplies were exhausted, how-
ever, the settlers apparently were unable to support themselves
from the land. There was, moreover, a limit to what they could
get from the Indians. In his Histoire Notable, Laudonnière
describes the sufferings and privations of the colony, and he
recounts the mutiny of a few of his officers and men and their
Florida.) See also the legajos entitled “French Corsairs, 1523-1596,” A.G.I.
Patronato 267, and “English Corsairs, 1528-1596,” A.G.I. Patronato 265,
as well as the citations below in A.G.I. Justicia 212. There are many
references to corsairs in sixteenth-century Spanish archival documents.
5. Crown to Diego de Mazariegos, February 13, 1563; Crown to Pedro
Menéndez de Avilés, February 13, 1563; A.G.I. Indiferente General 427,
Book of 1543-1601. Menéndez, engrossed in the return of the 1563 com-
bined fleets, would scarcely have had time to act upon this order, which
he undoubtedly had received when he reached Havana.
6. Report on the “French who went to populate Florida,” and report of
Manrique de Rojas, Havana, July 9, 1564, A.G.I. Santo Domingo 99. For
details of the voyage of the Port Royal French to La Coruña, see “In-
formation of Governor Blas de Merlo,” La Vega, Jamaica, March 26, 1565,
A.G.I. Justicia 212.
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seizure of some of his vessels. By December 1564, three small
ships carrying about seventy men were engaged in land and sea
raiding in the Spanish Caribbean. They captured five ships,
a number of Spaniards, and killed several, including one Antón
Nuñez, secretary of the audeiencia of Santo Domingo. Only one
small vessel, however, made its way back to Fort Caroline. Thirty-
two Frenchmen were captured in Jamaica, and six had been
taken in an abortive attempt to forage for supplies at Cagay,
Hispaniola. The governor of Cuba had trapped another group
fourteen leagues from Havana and captured eleven.7
While these events were taking place in the Indies, Philip II
and his councils had determined to send another adelantado to
attempt again to make a settlement on the American mainland.
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés was the obvious choice for this vital
task. Most of his life had been spent on the seas, and much of this
time he had been fighting the French. His keen sense of strategy
and tactics and his fine seamanship and loyalty to the Crown had
led to royal appointments to posts of great responsibility in the
Indies fleets and to voyages to England and Flanders. Menéndez
also had the ability to raise a force of ships and men through his
own resources and those of his many relatives and friends. This
was an important consideration at a time when Crown revenues
were short because of the many pressing commitments on the
continent, in the Mediterranean, and in the Indies. On March
20, 1565, formal agreement was made with Menéndez for the
conquest and population of Florida, to be executed at his own
expense.8
7. See Rene de Laudonnière, “L’Histoire notable de la Floride.” in Paul
Gaffarel, Histoire de la Fioride Française (Paris, 1875). The first part
of Governor Merlo’s “Information,”a third-person description of the 1562
and 1564 French expeditions, gives what is apparentIy the prisoners’ own
story of the raiding journeys. Spanish eyewitnesses then outlined events
which took place in Hispaniola, Cuba, and Jamaica. Unfortunately, apart
from these prisoner narratives or interrogations, no first-hand French
reports of Laudonnière’s men’s corsairing expeditions exist. Paul Gaffarel
depends heavily upon the Le Moyne narrative, which on this point was
a second-hand account. It seems to confuse the Hispaniola and Cuba
landings of the various parties from Fort Caroline. See also Crown to
Casa, May 22, 1565, A.G.I. Contratación 5,167, Book III.
8. The only out-of-pocket expense to the Crown was to be a 15,000-ducat
merced if Menéndez sailed before the end of May. The Menéndez asiento
and capitulaciones may be found in several places in the Archive of the
Indies: A.G.I. Patronato 19, No. I, Ramo 15; Patronato 257, No. 3, Ramo
3; Contratación 3,309, lo, “Asientos pertenecientes a la Florida”: it is
summarized in Contaduría 941, fol. 6. It has also been reprinted in
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Now information began to arrive from the Indies which
would shortly give added urgency to the Spanish effort and
radically change its character. News of Laudonnière’s settlement
on the St. Johns had reached Spain late in March with the
arrival of a ship from Cuba. The governor described his capture
of the French from Florida, and enclosed copies of the prisoner
interrogations, which provided detailed information about Lau-
donnière’s dispositions. Even better, he also sent along three of
the captives.9
Additional information came from Don Francisco de Alava,
the Spanish ambassador in Paris, who maintained an efficient
network of spies and informers at the French court and in the
port cities of France.10 From Don Francisco, Pedro Menéndez,
and other sources, it was learned early in May that the French
were preparing to dispatch a large fleet to Florida.ll
Philip was now certain that an armed colony of the political
and religious enemy had been implanted in the territorial do-
main of the Crown of Castile, dangerously near the Bahama
Channel fleet lifeline. Its ships had engaged in acts of piracy in
open defiance of Spanish law. Now, the enemy was to be streng-
thened by a substantial reinforcement. Decisions were not long
in coming. Details of Fort Caroline’s location and its defenses,
together with the three prisoners brought from Cuba, were
turned over to Pedro Menéndez. In the face of the enlarged
threat of the French, plans for Florida were altered significantly;
now troops, guns, and supplies were to go at the king’s expense,
Ruidiaz, La Florida, II, 415-27.
9. Casa to Crown, March 26, 1565, A.G.I. Contratación 5,167, Book III. Sent
along with the governor’s report in the ship Vera Cruz was the prisoner
interrogation found in A.G.I. Patronato 267, No. 1, Ramo 37, and dated
at Havana, December 22, 1564. Guillaume Rouffi had acted as interpreter
during the questioning. The Cuba governor also sent a follow-up letter:
Diego de Mazarregos to Crown, April 7, 1565, A.G.I. Santo Domingo 115.
A sketch of Fort Caroline accompanied the letter. News of the actions
of the governor of Jamaica apparently did not reach Spain before
Menéndez sailed; more definite news of this came September 5— see
Council of the Indies to Crown, October 2, 1565, A.G.I. Indifferente
General 1,218. Word of the Huguenots’ raids in Santo Domingo had come,
however, by the end of May; Crown and Council of the Indies to Casa,
May 22, 1565, A.G.I. Indiferente General 1,966.
10. The correspondence between Alava and Philip II is in Archivo Docu-
mental Español (Madrid, 1954), Tomo VIII.
11. See consulta, Council of the Indies, Madrid, May 12, 1565, A.G.I. In-
diferente General 738, Ramo 7, No. 74. The report by Pedro Menéndez
that sixteen ships and 2,000 men were to go to Florida was discounted
somewhat by Philip II (see marginal notes).
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in addition to those furnished by Pedro Menéndez. Added sup
port was also to be provided in the Indies.12
What was the nature of the French reinforcement which so
alarmed the Spanish? Gaspard de Coligny, the Huguenot ad-
miral of France, had commissioned Jean Ribault, newly freed
from his English imprisonment, to command the fleet. His flag-
ship Trinité led the way as seven ships and approximately 1,000
men sailed from Le Havre and Dieppe late in May 1565. Menén-
dez’s main contingent of ten ships and, 1,000 men left Cádiz late
in June.
The French ships arrived on the Florida east coast on August
14. They watered “at a little river” and traded with the Indians
for silver recovered from wrecked vessels. There they met a
Spaniard who had himself been shipwrecked in the area twenty
years before.13 Bringing him along, the French sailed north-
ward, reaching the mouth of the St. Johns on August 28. The
three smallest vessels entered the river, while the four larger
ships remained anchored outside the bar. The long process of
unloading supplies for the fort and the colony began.
In the meantime, Pedro Menéndez had made a stormy pas-
sage to Puerto Rico, arriving there August 8. Even though his
ships had been battered by high winds, he was determined to
press on to Florida without waiting for his vessels from Asturias
to arrive and without calling at Santo Domingo or Havana to
pick up reinforcements. With a reduced force of five ships and
800 men, he left San Juan, knowing that he was in a race with
Ribault’s relief fleet. If he could arrive first at Fort Caroline,
victory was possible. Once reinforcements arrived there, the issue
might be in doubt.14
Menéndez sighted Cape Canaveral on August 25, and then
turned north to the supposed latitude of the French settlement.
His battle plan was simple. He had learned from the prisoners
12. Royal cedulas to the Casa, May 9, 15, 1565; and Council of the Indies to
Casa, May 22, 26, 1565; Council of the Indies to Pedro de las Roelas,
May 22, 1565; all from A.G.I. Indiferente General 1,966. The reactions of
the Casa to these orders are seen in Casa to Crown, Seville, May 22, 28,
1565, A.G.I. Contratación 5,167, Book III.
13. Nicholas Le Challeux, “Histoire Memorable du demier voyage en Flor-
ide,” in Gaffarel, Histoire de la Floride Francaise, 460, describes the ar-
rival in Florida and the incident of the captive of the Indians. It is
possibIe that this man was Pedro de Bustinçuri.
14. Pedro Menéndez de Avilés to Crown, August 13, 1565, A.G.I. Santo
Domingo 224; Ruidiaz, La Florida, II, 70-74.
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that Fort Caroline was located at some little distance up the
St. Johns River. Thus, if he could seize the river mouth, he
would bottle up the defenders. Events, however, forced a change
of plan. When the Spanish approached the St. Johns inlet
on September 4, they discovered the four French ships anchored
there. Ribault had won the race.16
Menéndez boldly sailed up to the moored French craft and
dropped his anchor close aboard the Trinité. At his hail, the
French freely identified themselves-that was all Menéndez
needed. He shouted in answer that he was the adelantado of the
Crown of Castile, sent to eject them by force from their trespass
on the domains of Philip II. He then cut his anchor line and led
his ships in assault against the enemy. The French also cut or
slipped their cables and made good their escape from the heavily
laden, storm-damaged Spanish vessels. Taking his fleet south,
Menéndez established his own base at St. Augustine on Sep-
tember 6. He planned to fortify himself there until opportunity
should arise to meet the French on favorable terms.
After holding council of war, Ribault decided to carry the
offensive to the Spanish. He reboarded ship, intending to seek
out Menéndez, destroy his ships, and land a force in small craft
to erase the Spanish settlement. Ribault left his treasurer, the
Sieur de Lys, at Fort Caroline. Laudonnière, who had been ill,
was also there, along with the women and children from the
fort and fleet, and possibly 180 men.16 Sailing south with his
four largest ships and eight small craft, Ribault caught Menéndez
unloading supplies and cannon across the St. Augustine bar.
Fortunately for the Spanish, their best ships, the San Pelayo and
San Sebastian, which drew too much water to pass into the har-
bor, had already been sent away. As it was, Pedro Menéndez
narrowly escaped capture, but after he withdrew inside the bar,
the French departed.
Now there occurred an event of nature–in which the Spanish
15. Pedro Menéndez de Avilés to Crown, September 11, 1565, A.G.I. Santo
Domingo 231; Ruidiaz, La Florida, II, 74-84.
16. By Laudonnière’s itemized account, he had a garrison of 105, exclusive of
women and children; Laudonnière, “L’Histoire notable,” in Gaffarel,
Histoire, 399. If 132 were killed in the fort, exclusive of women and
children, and a number were killed, ransomed, or escaped, one cannot
reconcile the figures. Le Moyne asserts that only 150 people were left
behind by Ribault in the fort, including women and children. Le
Challeux gives the garrison total at 240.
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saw the hand of God–which gave Menéndez his dreamed–of
opportunity. A severe windstorm, perhaps a September hurri-
cane, began to blow. Superb seamen that he was, Pedro Menén-
dez could see at once that the threat of Ribault’s ships had, for
the moment at least, been dispersed by the winds. His enemies
were divided, and he sensed that Fort Caroline had been weak-
ened to buttress Ribault’s marine striking force. When the In-
dians near St. Augustine advised that it was possible to reach
the French fort overland, he decided to stake virtually his en-
tire force in a concentrated attack. Preceded by axmen and
guided by Indians and a French prisoner, the adelantado led
500 men out of St. Augustine on September 18, to begin the
difficult journey across a land overgrown with trees and shrubs
and flooded from the recent storm.17
At dawn on September 20, the Spanish surprised and over-
ran the outnumbered garrison of Fort Caroline. In the thick
of the fighting, Menéndez called out to his captains to spare
women and boys under the age of fourteen. Some of the French
escaped by rowing or swimming to the three ships the French
had left in the river or by fleeing to the woods. Laudonniére had
climbed the walls of the stockade, and he was wounded by a
Spanish soldier as he disappeared into the forest. An eyewitness
described the slaughter of the rest:
They made a pretty butchery of it, except for a small enough
number, among which were the deponent, three drummers
(one from Dieppe and the other two from Rouen), and four
trumpeters (three from Normandy and the other, named
Jacques Dulac, from Bordeaux).18
How many Frenchmen were killed and captured at Fort
Caroline? Menéndez says, “we cut the throats of one hundred
thirty-two,” and ten more who had fled to the woods were cap-
tured and killed the next day. Fifty women and children were
saved, together with the eight musicians. Gonzalo Solís de Merás
added that a number were ransomed from the Indians–perhaps
17. Menéndez describes his strategic decision in a letter to Philip II: Pedro
Menéndez de Avilés to Crown, October 15, 1565, A.G.I. Santo Domingo
231; Ruidiaz, La Florida, II, 84-105. The taking of the fort is more fully
discussed by Gonzalo Solís de Merás, Pedro Menéndez de Avilés transl.
by Jeanette T. Connor (DeLand, 1923; facsimile edition, Gainesville,
1969), 98. Lyle N. McAlister’s introduction gives a view of the historio-
graphy of the French-Spanish conflict.
18. “Deposition of Jean Mennin,” in Gaffarel, Histoire, 445.
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Several smaller parties of the fugitives, about thirty-five in-
dividuals, eluded bands of searching Spaniards and made their
way to the French ships in the river. Among these were Laudon-
nière, the artist Le Moyne, and Le Challeux the carpenter. When
Menéndez attacked, three of Ribault’s lightest vessels were
moored in the river, and several smaller craft were anchored
close to the fort. The Spanish sank one of these last by gunfire
and captured two as prizes. Jacques Ribault, son of the French
commander, was captain of the Pearl, which was anchored in
the river. Alarmed at the Spanish assault, he moved his little
fleet downriver. Once the shaken survivors were safely aboard,
it was decided that only the Pearl and the Levrière were fit for
the journey back to France. Three smaller craft were scuttled in
the river. When at last they sailed, at least two Spaniards–the
man captured on the east coast in August and one other–went
along.
In the meantime, Ribault’s ships had been caught up in
violent winds and tumultous seas. Desperately, they maneuvered
for sea–room, but were finally driven ashore, one after another,
along the storm–ravaged beaches. One small vessel escaped the
storm, and made its way out of Florida waters.20 Three of the
larger ships had become stranded below St. Augustine, while a
fourth went aground some seventy–five to ninety miles farther
south.21 On September 22, men from St. Augustine found a lone
French survivor of the earlier wreck of a small reconnaisance
craft which had been dispatched a week before to observe
Spanish operations. Pedro Menéndez’s brother Bartolomé took
19. Pedro Menérdez de Avilés to Crown, October 15, 1565. Solís de Merás,
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, 106, estimates that twenty were killed in the
woods and that seventy women and children were spared.
20. See “Papers relating to various Frenchmen who came prisoners in the
fleets and who were captives in the jail of the Contratación of Seville–
1571,” A.G.I. Patronato 267, No. 2. Ramo 7. Two prisoners, it is stated,
came to New Spain in one of Ribault’s ships which weathered the
storm.
21. The location of the Ribault shipwrecks and their correlation with the
three groups of survivors dealt with by Menéndez poses many problems.
Menéndez advised Philip the French had told him three ships of theirs
had wrecked twenty to twenty–five leagues south of Matanzas. Ribault’s
Trinité, at that time, was anchored dismasted, five leagues south of
Matanzas. Yet it must have been a major French ship which was
stranded at Cape Canaveral. Perhaps the balancing factor was the
number of smaller vessels which sailed out of the St. Johns River area
with Ribault. One of the “three ships” could have been one of these.
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a small force south and recovered and re–floated the little
vessel, near the inlet soon to be named Matanzas.22
There shortly appeared at this inlet a straggling band of
French seamen, moving up the beaches from their shipwrecks,
trying to get back to Fort Caroline. Menéndez, who had returned
to St. Augustine, heard of their arrival from the Indians and
hastened to the spot with one of his French prisoners who was
to act as interpreter. After a short parley, the luckless Frenchmen
were ferried across the inlet in small groups, taken behind some
sand dunes, and killed. Accounts vary as to the number slain
and spared. The expedition’s chaplain, Father Grajales, who
witnessed the massacre, says 111 were killed, and “ten or twelve”
found to be Catholics were spared. Another witness, Solís de
Merás, says that eight out of a total of 208 were granted their
lives. Menéndez himself mentions saving sixteen: “twelve were
Breton seamen they had kidnapped, while four were carpenters
and caulkers of whom I had need.” While reporting these events
to the king, Menéndez was interrupted by the news that a second
body of French survivors had just been sighted at the same inlet.
After dealing with this group just at ruthlessly as he had with
the first, he resumed his letter. “I spared the lives of two young
gentlemen about 18 years old,” he wrote, “and three others–a
drummer, a fifer, and a trumpeter.” Solís de Merás puts the
figure of those saved at about sixteen out of a total of 150.
Among the victims was Jean Ribault himself.23
The harvest of prisoners was not yet complete. Learning
from the Indians that the survivors of one of Ribault’s ships
had built a fort near their wrecked vessel at Cape Canaveral,
Menéndez decided to march south and deal with the Frenchmen.
Then he could also carry out an earlier plan to explore the lower
coast, and seek the site for a fort to help in the defense of the
22. “Narrative of Francisco López de Mendoza Grajales,” in A.G.I. Patronato
19; Ruidiaz, La Florida, II, 455. This record of the Menéndez expedition,
written by its chaplain, a secular priest from Andalucia, has also been
translated into English by Edward W. Lawson, “Letters of Menéndez,”
(typescript mss., St. Augustine, 1955), and Charles E. Bennett, Laudon-
niére and Fort Caroline (Gainesville, 1964), 141-63.
23. Pedro Menéndez de Avilés to Crown, October 15, 1565; “Narrative of
Francisco López de Mendoza Grajales”; Solis de Merás, Pedro Menéndez
de Avilés, 115. The French contemporary chroniclers Le Challeux and Le
Moyne and the modern French writer Gaffarel used second– or third–hand
testimony in their description of events at Matanzas. They can offer no
reliable estimates of numbers, and were not aware that there were two
distinct groups of Frenchmen killed at Matanzas.
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Bahama Channel. While 100 of his men sailed in three small
craft, Menéndez led 150 more in an arduous trek southward
along the beaches. Early in November 1565, the Spanish came
upon a makeshift fort put up by the shipwrecked French. Weak-
ened as they were by hunger and exposure, the survivors could
offer little resistance. When one of the earlier French captives,
a trumpeter, was sent forward by Menéndez with a promise to
spare their lives, most surrendered, but others fled into the
woods. According to Solís de Merás, 150 Frenchmen turned
themselves over to the Spanish; Menéndez himself estimated their
number at between seventy and eighty. On short rations due to
their increased numbers, the land party continued south to the
Ais inlet, where they rendezvoused with the ships. A garrison
of 200 soldiers, together with a number of the French captives,
were left in the vicinity, where an ostensibly friendly Indian
chief had sworn his fealty to Philip II. Pedro Menéndez, taking
fifty of his own men and twenty of the French, set sail to seek
supplies in Cuba.
By the end of 1565, between 200 and 320 French men, women,
and children had been captured. In point of time, the earliest
prisoner taken had been Guillaume Rouffi. After being present
at the interrogation of the Havana prisoners in 1564, he had
passed into the service of Menéndez and came to Florida, where
he served as an interpreter.24
The governor of Havana captured the next group of French-
men, the men who had claimed that they had fled the harsh
treatment of Rene de Laudonnière and confessed the Catholic
faith. Only five of these–Francisco Juan, Alberto Melenes, Mig-
uel Cobin, Juanes de Sigaray, and Martin Joaber–have been
identified. In February 1565, some of these men–probably in-
cluding the first two-were sent to Spain, and they returned to
Florida with Pedro Menéndez. On June 25, another five of the
same group arrived in Seville, where they were lodged in jail.25
24. Rouffi may have been also sent to Pedro Menéndez from Havana; on
March 22, 1565, a royal order had been sent to the Cuba governor
asking for “the Frenchman who was in Cuba and familiar with
the language and customs of Florida,” so that Menéndez could take him
along; Ruidiaz, La Florida, II, 671. On this date, news of the other
French prisoners in Havana had not yet arrived. Roufli appears on the
1565-1566 ration list A.G.I., in Contaduría 941; microfilm, P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, reel 1.
25. See fn. 9 for the citation of the interrogation. Two of the three men
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Several prisoners had been taken at Cagay as a result of the
raids of the two other French ships in Hispaniola. Under tor-
ture at La Yaguana, they confessed that they had come from a
Huguenot settlement in Florida. One of these men may have
been Stefano de Rojomonte.26 A much larger haul of captives
had been made on January 24, 1565, when Governor Blas de
Merlo took two ships and thirty-two Frenchmen in the harbor
of La Vega, Jamaica. After a bearing, some of these prisoners
were condemned to service in the Spanish galleys. Shortly after
mid-March 1565, they were all put aboard a Portuguese ship
bound for Spain. The seamen Miguel de Orange and Juan Men-
do were among the Frenchmen on this journey. The ship landed
at Manzanilla, Cuba, to load hides for the voyage. A Spanish
witness later testified that some of the French escaped, seized
another vessel anchored nearby, and sailed away. Left behind
at Bayamo were Orange, Mendo, and a few others. According to
Orange’s own statement, he was allowed ashore freely by the
Spanish, while nine of his companions were sent to Spain in
two other ships. Orange and Mendo settled down comfortably
enough, working as fishermen among the cays and marshes




sent to Menéndez may have been “Francisco Juan” and “Alberto de
Melenes”–Solés de Merás, Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, 92, 98, mentions
the French guide, and Mrs. Connor identifies him as Jean François, who
had come from Spain with the adelantado. A certain “Melenche” made
a statement about Florida in Seville at about the time the ship arrived
with the prisoners from Cuba; Melenche’s Deposition, March 29, 1565,
M.S., Direction de Hidrografia. Madrid; in Colección Navarrete, Tomo
14, Dot. 33. The transcripton of French names into Spanish produced
some strange results, which confuse the identification and correlation of
the prisoners. Unless, however, a clearly French name was unmistakably
assigned to a captive, the name used here is that found in the Spanish
records.
Several witnesses who had been captured by the French corsairs testified
in Jamaica in March 1565: see “Information of Governor Blas de Merlo,”
A.G.I. Justicia 212. The La Guayana incident is described in a letter from
Luis de Padilla to Francisco de Vela, July 27, 1565, A.G.I. Santo Domingo
71, Stetson Collection. Rojomonte’s declaration, apparently made in Cuba
on February 28, 1565, is at A.G.I. Putronato 19, No. 1, Ramo 14.
In the legajo dealing with Orange and Mendo, A.G.I. Justicia 212, are
their confessions, Governor Merlo’s long “Information” of 1565, and
material relating to many other French captives. A discussion about
Orange and Mendo and their companions in Jamaica and Cuba is found
in “Statement of Captain Francisco Calvillo,” Madrid, March 28, 1569,
and “Statement of Blas De Merlo,” Madrid, March 31, 1569, in the same
legajo.
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Page from a Spanish Florida ration list, 1565-1566. The names of some of the
French prisoners appear, including “Mosuir de Gran Pré; Pedro, French
trumpeter; Domingo, French sailor; NichoIas, French sailor; Luis, French
sailor; Pierres, interpreted of the land of the Cacique of Mayaca, and Juan
Bivete, interpreter of the land of Mayaca.” from A.G.I. Contaduria 941.
Microfilm in P.K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida;
reel 1.
Reproduced with permission of the Archive of the Indies, Seville.
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In Florida Pedro Menéndez’s prisoners posed both opportuni-
ties and heavy responsibilities. Noblemen like the Sieur du Lys
and Pierre d’Ully, recovered from the Indians, were real prizes
of war; their ransom might bring substantial sums from their
families. Menéndez began negotiations for d’Ully’s ransom, by
permitting him to write to the constable of France to whom he
was related. Some prisoners were turned over to Spanish captains
as their own personal rewards of victory. Others, who possessed
special skills or abilities, were attached to Menéndez’s command.
These included the drummer, Guillermo, a trumpeter, and
Francisco de Montbalorte, who knew the language of Saturiba’s
Indians.
After the events at Matanzas Inlet, some two dozen more
prisoners had been added. When a fire destroyed the storehouse
at Fort Caroline, now re-named San Mateo, supply problems
became critical, and Menéndez arranged to have the women and
children removed to the island Indies on the first available
ship.28
Pedro Menéndez took along some twenty of the French
prisoners captured at Cape Canaveral on his voyage to Cuba in
November 1565. Solís de Merás pictures it as an epic small–boat
journey, in which Ribault’s former chief pilot helped the
adelantado man the tiller all through the stormy night. When
the little vessel safely reached port, so the story goes, Menéndez
offered those who would renounce heresy a safe return to France.
Those who accepted the offer were then seated with Menéndez’s
own men in a feast of brotherhood. What was much more likely
was that Menéndez intended to put these men to use as oarsmen
or seamen in his own small fleet of light, fast ships, some of which
were already at Havana. These were the vessels which he was
permitted to use in supplying Florida by trading with Spain and
2 8 . Du Lys and Grand Pré are listed on the 1565-1566 ration list in A.G.I.
Contaduria 941, as are “Guillermo” and Monbalorte. Menédez informed
the king of his efforts to ransom d’Ully in a letter on October 20, 1566,
sent from St. Augustine, and found in A.G.I. Santo Domingo 115, Stet-
son Collection. With regard to the women and children. “Francisco
Ginoves left the fort of San Mateo within a month after it was captured
in the patax named El Espiritu Santo, of 100 tons, to carry to Puerto
Rico, and Española the women, the girls, and boys who were French and
whom the adelantado had saved from being killed in Fort San Mateo
when it was won–so that they would not harm the Spanish soldiers with
their evil sect”: in “Los despachos que se hibieron,” A.G.I. Escribanía de
Camara 1,024 A. Pieza 2.
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other places in the Indies.29
In the meantime, on Florida’s east coast, where the other
French prisoners taken at the Cape had been left, along with
a Spanish detachment, what had begun as simple privation
ended in disaster. Short of supplies, the men had scattered in
groups, foraging hopelessly for food. When the Indian chief at
Ais who had sworn undying friendship turned to open warfare,
the situation became even more critical. The Spanish captain
took his men twenty leagues south, where Cacique Gega showed
them bits of silver and gold from lost ships and offered to trade.
Then, without warning, the Indians waylaid and killed sixteen
Spaniards. Hastily, a crude blockhouse was built for protection.
The fort, called Santa Lucia, mounted several small guns. Al-
though safe inside, the garrison suffered from hunger and the
persistent attacks of Indians. One survivor, artillerist Diego
López, later alleged that the Spanish had finally been driven by
starvation to kill and eat their French captives. When the
decimated garrison was finally rescued, many Spaniards and
possibly all of the French had died.30
While events had moved rapidly in Florida and in the rest of
the Indies, the news of the Spanish successes was uncommonly
slow in reaching Madrid. When Menéndez wrote Philip from
Havana in December 1565, he assumed that his previous dis-
patches had already reached Madrid. Actually, his letter of
October 15, 1565, which had been entrusted to Captain Diego
Flores de Valdes, did not arrive until February 13. Flores’s ship
had been wrecked in the Azores, however, and this had delayed
the news which both courts anxiously awaited.31
The first notice Philip II had of Menéndez’s victory came to




At this time, Pedro Menéndez Marquez was named to command these
ships; Pedro Menéndez de Aviés to Pedro Menéndez Marquez, December
4, 1565, A.G.I. Putronato 257, No. 4, Ramo 1. The royal trade privilege
was given in the Menéndez asiento (see note 8).
Menéndez described conditions found by a relief vessel in his letter to
Philip II, January 30, 1566 in A.G.I. Santo Domingo 168, Stetson Col-
lection. Lopez’s account is from “Merits and Services of Diego Lopez,”
December 16, 1569, in Buckingham Smith ColIection, P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History, microfilm 1:2:414: 265-90. A relief ship at
Santa Lucia was commanded by Captain Juan de Vascozabal; see A.G.I.
Indiferente General 1,967 for a letter written about his services by
Philip II— Crown to Casa, October 16, 1570, Stetson Collection.
The French writers Paul Gaffarel, Histoire, and Stephan Lorant, ed.,
The New Worlds First Pictures of America (New York, 1946), 27, accuse
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from Florida had landed at La Rochelle, and, by January 6, 1566,
Alava could advise his government of the French loss of Fort
Caroline.32 Young Ribault had not known, of course, of his
father’s death at Matanzas. Next, Philip received more detailed
information from a bizarre messenger from Florida. The Baron
de Fourquevaux, French ambassador in Madrid, wrote on Febru-
ary 4: “the news the Spanish Court has of their victory comes
from Don Frances de Alava and from a Biscayan who landed at
La Rochelle with the son of Captain Jean Ribault.” This Basque,
the ambassador went on, had spent many years in Florida as a
captive of the Indians. He had married the sister of an Indian
king and was adept in several of their dialects. After arriving in
France, he escaped his captors and made his way to Madrid. The
man brought such good news that Philip gave him a title and
determined to send him back to Florida to aid Pedro Menen-
dez in his relations with the Indians.33 Apparently this was the
man whom Ribault had rescued from the Indians on his way
to Fort Caroline. A clue as to his identity appears in a Florida
ration list of 1565-1566:
Don Pedro de Bustinçuri, interpreter of the land of the
cacique of Ayz; he is the one whom the French took to France,
and from there he came to the court of His Majesty.34
Philip II’s first reactions, upon learning of Menéndez’s victory,
were characteristic. He cautioned Alava in Paris to be prepared
for a strong and wrathful response; he also feared some military
retribution by the French.35 As to prisoners whom Menéndez had
taken, the king expressed himself rather forcefully. This com-
ment was appended to the adelantado’s letter of December 12,
which had been sent from Cuba:
Philip and the Duke of Alba of willfully concealing the ghastly truth
about Matanzas from Forquevaux, Catherine, and Charles IX. The truth
is that, until mid-February, they had not yet learned of it themselves.
See, Casa to Crown, March 6, 1566, A.G.I. Contratación 5,167, Book III.
32. Alava to Philip II, January 6, 1566, Archivo Documental Español (Ma-
drid, 1954). Book VIII, No. 1,184.
33. Letter from Fourquevaux, Madrid, February 4 and February 18, 1566, in
“Lettres et papiers d’etat de Fourquevaux,” in Gaffarel, Histoire, 417, 421.
34. A.G.I. Conraduria 941, 1565-1566 ration list. Bustinçuri is quite likely the
“Don Pedro Vizcaino” of Escalante Fontaneda’s account— Memoir of Do
d’Escalante Fontaneda, 1575, transl. by Buckingham Smith, ed. by David
O. True (Coral Gables, 1945), 32. Both names appear in the ration list
cited above.
35. Philip II to Alava, February 23, 1566, Archiuo Docummtal Español, No.
1, 202, 246.
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It will be well to write immediately to this governor and
to Pedro Menéndez, that it will be well that he shall put those
whom he has taken alive to the oar, if he can, and it seems
to him to be safe; or else send them here to go to the galleys.
This as regards those to whom he offered their lives; as to
the rest, he does very well in executing justice upon them.36
The anticipated French reaction was not long in coming.
Catherine de Medici summoned Ambassador Alava and expressed
her outrage over events in Florida in a stormy interview. Four-
quevaux was then asked to make strong and formal protest to
Philip II. In the name of Charles IX, he demanded justice,
reparation, and punishment for Pedro Menéndez. On April 1,
1566, Philip granted audience to the French ambassador, re-
ceived the French demands, and took them under advisement.
As information began to sift in from the Indies, both am-
bassadors were kept busy. On March 16, 1566, Fourquevaux ad-
vised his king that thirty women and eighteen children from
Fort Caroline had left Florida and had been taken to Santiago
de Cuba.37 For his part, Alava had discovered another Spaniard
who had come with Laudonnière from Florida. He had been
taken to the queen and the Cardinal of Bourbon, who questioned
him closely about Florida. Once the French court had left the
city. Alava had the man spirited away to Spain by a circuitous
route.38
In a second audience granted the French ambassador on
June 18, Philip flatly refused to consider any reparation for the
acts of Pedro Menéndez. He evidently asked for more informa-
tion about the French captives still held in the Indies, for Four-
36. Pedro Menéndez de Avilés to Philip II, December 12, 1565, in “Letters of
Menéndez,” Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, series 2,
VIII (1894), 459. This letter, from the collection of Francis Parkman,
does not appear in Ruidiaz, La Florida, nor is it to be found in the
Connor or Stetson collections at the University of Florida. With regard
to galley service for French prisoners, Don Alvaro de Bazán had ordered
on December 31, 1558, that such captives should be placed at the oar
the galleys; their captains, officers, and ship-masters should be hung or
thrown into the sea. Cesar Fernández Duro, Armada Española, 9 vols.
(Madrid, 1895-1903), II, 462.
37. Fourquevaux to Charles IX, March 16, 1566, in Gaffirel, Histoire, 424.
38. Alva to Philip II, Archivo Documental Español, No. 1,207, 275. This
man may have been one of the two Spaniards whom Laudonnière had
rescued or ransomed from the Indians’ in Florida. Originally, they had
been held captive by the chief of the Carlos Indians; later they had
been passed along to the east coast Indians and thence came to Fort
Caroline. See Laudonnière’s “L’Histoire notable,” in Gaffarel, Histoire,
390-91.
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quevaux had sent the Spanish king a detailed report on June 20.
In this eloquent and remarkable document39 the ambassador
complained of what he termed the evasiveness of the Spanish
about the entire affair. He claimed that Pedro Menéndez was
keeping eighteen sailors from the Trinité in “miserable cap
tivity,” and protested the innocence of the five Frenchmen who
had been transported from Havana to prison in Seville. Next, he
furnished a list of men who were, according to his sources of in-
formation, still held captive by the Spanish.40
In the face of the French pleas, Philip issued the following
order:
As to those persons of whom it is said in other articles that
they are imprisoned, His Catholic Majesty has taken it well to
send an order that all the women be brought back and
freed, and also the children of fourteen years of age and
under. The other prisoners shall be brought to the Casa de
Contratación of Seville in order that their cases might be
considered and that justice be provided to them with all
the indulgence and kindness possible.41
Quite a change of tone from the comment Philip had scrawled
on Menéndez’s December 12 letter! The king refused to free the
five prisoners brought from Havana; he viewed their cases as a
matter of faith, to be turned over to the inquisition for dis-
position.
This policy was not as helpful to the prisoners as it might
39. The complaint of Fourquevaux may be found in the Spanish records, as
transcribed; as Fourquevaux to Philip II, June 20, 1566, Archivo Docu-
mental Español, No. 1,246, 405. In the Spanish transcript, the French
names have been badly distorted (compare with Archives Nationales,
Paris K, 1506, 104). Woodbury Lowery reproduced both versions, but
inexplicably mis–dated them 1568, “Woodbury Lowery, unpublished
manscriptts, Florida (1566-1579), Vol. II, microfilm, P. K. Yonge Library
of Florida History. reel 1. 127.
40. Fourquevaux’s list contained the names of Jacques Le Tellur, quarter-
master of the Trinité; Meris LaBatu, her pilot, Tehan Feron, Denys de
Caudecoste, Michel Le Feure, Antoine Sainton, Nicholas Sauvage, Pierre
Bourbetel, Jacques Drouet, Nicholas Masselin, Marin Thierry, Nicholas
d’Outremer, Loys LeChien, NichoIas Margueriete, Guillaume Cautere,
and Robert Emo. In addition, he claimed that the Sieur de Grand Pré
and eighteen sailors and soldiers were being held in Cuba. while Jacques
de Lac, three other trumpeters, three drummers, eight women (and their
children), and the Sieur du Lys were in custody at Santo Domingo and
Puerto Rico.
41. This order in brief, was written across the Spanish transcript of Four-
quevaux’s letter of June 20. The expanded version cited is found as
“Reply of Philip II to the Ambassador of France,” Archivo Documental
Español, No. 1,214, 295-96. This letter bears no date, but his been
assigned (perhaps in error) to March 1566.
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have seemed. In the first place, the order was not everywhere re-
spected, and secondly, Philip had done little more than re-affirm
long-standing law and practice–foreigners found to have come
to the Indies without Crown permission were to be sent under
guard to the Casa in Seville.4 2 Many French captives reached
Seville after having been sentenced or bound over by action of
a governor or audiencia in the Indies. Lengthy re-hearing before
the Casa officials was likely. The sanctioning power of the Crown
might cut through such legal tangles, but in practice some of
the cases dragged on for years.
In the fall of 1566, interest in the prisoners’ fate quickened.
Charles IX urged Fourquevaux to press for the early release of
the Sieur du Lys, and added with some heat that the courtier
was being unjustly held for ransom by a Spaniard who was
asking 500 écus for his release. The ambassador again approached
the Spanish king, acting through the Duke of Alba. On October
20 he wrote his sovereign that a Spaniard had just arrived from
Santo Domingo, bringing with him a young man from La Ro-
chelle, who had been captured at Fort Caroline. Fourquevaux
connived at the youth’s escape, took his deposition, and sent it
to Paris. This young man, Jean Mennin, claimed that he had
seen eleven Frenchmen hung in Havana. His captors, he said,
had taken him to Puerto Rico, where he saw eight of the Florida
Frenchwomen and four of their babies. Mennin added that the
Sieur de Gran Pré was then in Havana with a boy named Jacques
and seventeen or eighteen sailors.43
In his narrative, Jacques Le Moyne du Morgues stated that
one unnamed sailor was sent to Havana, where he was bonded
to a nobleman named Pornpierre. According to Le Moyne
two men were sold as slaves and sent to Portugal. During the
voyage from the Indies, their vessel was intercepted by a French
ship, and they were freed.
Many of the prisoners probably had been scattered to differ-
ent places by the fall of 1566. At that time, Pedro Menéndez
and many of his captains and men left Florida to strengthen the
42. This precedent was established as early as 1540. See cedula to the gov-
ernor of Cuba, November 27, 1560, for a more contemporary citation.
The earlier notice was sent to the audiencias of Santo Domingo, New
Spain, and Tierra Firme from Madrid on June 18, 1540. These are
found in Diego de Encinas, Cedulario Indiano, 4 vols. (Madrid, 1596;
facsimile edition, Madrid, 1945), I, 442-43, 446.
43. “Deposition of Jean Mennin,” 445.
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defenses of the island Indies and to clear their waters of cor-
sairs. Apparently, the Sieur du Lys was one of the men who
had left at this time. Some of these men managed to escape
their captors in the islands–in December 1566, one Hernando
Manrique had smuggled in three Frenchmen and some of Pedro
Menéndez’s runaway sailors. They were ordered seized in Seville,
and legal action was started against them.44
Early in 1567, the Casa de Contratación advised the king that
one of the more prominent French prisoners from Florida had
been sent to Seville by Pedro Menéndez. The man, Pierre d’UIly,
was obviously in the process of being ransomed. The Cuss
officials interfered with the ransom, and prevented d’Ully from
going on to France; he was jailed until payment arrived for his
passage home.45
After much negotiation by Ambassador Fourquevaux, the
Sieur du Lys was finally freed from jail in Madrid. The am-
bassador continued to press for the release of Frenchmen re-
ported to be serving in the Spanish galleys and for others cap-
tured as a result of the events in Florida. He feared that some
of these, if not quickly freed, might be taken by the Duke of
Alba to the war that was threatening in the rebellious Dutch
provinces. Fourquevaux’s efforts proved successful when, on
May 19, 1567, Philip ordered that eight “French who were
brought from Florida” be liberated from the Casa prison in
SevilIe.46
In the meantime, Pedro Menéndez arrived in Cuba early
in 1567, in the course of his anti-pirate sweep. Miguel Orange
and Juan Mendo claimed that he met with them there and gave
them his passport to return freely to Spain and from there to
their homes. As a result, they sought a shipmaster willing to
carry them to Europe.
Menéndez had paid little attention to his king’s order to re-
turn all the Frenchmen captured in Florida to Seville. He con-
44. Crown to the Casa, December 10, 1566, A.G.I. Indiferente General 1,967;
Casa to the Crown, April 16, 1567, A.G.I. Contratacion 5, 167, Stetson
Collection.
45. Casa to Crown, January 11, 1567, A.G.I. Contratacion 5,167, Stetson
Collection.
46. See Fourquevaux, in Gaffarel, Historie, 448-49. Philip II’s order of re-
lease: Crown to Casa, May 19, 1567, A.G.I. Indiferente General 1,967. The
men freed were Miguel Seromo, Gardian Bastian, Briso Guivalier,
Martin Goled, Matuyrin Sierun, Guillermo Boxaro, Diego Burdinson,
and Estevan Godan.
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tinued to utilize the prisoners in his land forces, and he assigned
a number of them to his fleet of vessels which served the Florida
garrisons. At some point, three men, Juan Bivete, “Fucao,” and
“Pierres,” who had learned the languages of the Indians near
Cape Canaveral passed into Menéndez’s custody. Together with
eight French sailors and Monbalorte, the three men were shown
on the ration lists of 1567 for Florida. On May 10, 1567, a mar-
ginal note advises that Grand Pré had escaped from Florida in
a small ship.47
During the summer of 1567 Pedro Menéndez returned to
Spain, his first visit in two years. Even though he had to face
some detractors, it became clear to Fourquevaux shortly after the
adelantado’s arrival in Madrid that his return had become a
triumph. Far from being punished for his acts in Florida,
Menéndez obviously was intended for far greater honors and
wider duties than he had yet enjoyed. During Menéndez’s court
visit, Fourquevaux was able to spirit away another captive, a
trumpeter named de Montargis, who had served in the adelan-
tado’s own entourage.48
Certainly some of the strangest episodes relating to the French
prisoners revolved around two tales of buried treasure. In both
cases, the Frenchman involved was reputed to be the sole sur-
vivor of a group who had buried treasure in Florida. The French
ambassador told of the first instance, in which the Spanish king
granted one Captain Parra a commission to seek booty taken
from the Indians by a group of Frenchmen. In the second case,
Juan Fernandez de Cea, a Portuguese jailed in ‘the Azores, ad-
dressed Philip directly, telling of his acquaintance with a
certain Guillermo, a Frenchman who had been put into his cell.
Guillermo, according to de Cea, had confided to him the location
of the wreck of one of Ribault’s ships, near which the survivors
had buried 35,000 ducats. In this early Florida treasure-hunt,
Philip II prudently remanded the man and his French adviser
to the care and custody of the local governor, requiring that
the work be done under his supervision. He also cautioned that
the royal fifth share, or quinto, be duly collected out of any
treasure found.49
47. See ration lists, 1565-1566 and 1566-1567, A.G.I. Contaduria 941.
48. Fourquevaux to Charles IX, nd., Gaffarel, Histoire, 451.
49. Gaffarel, Histoire, 451. Captain Parra served with Pedro Menéndez in
Florida; see consulta of Council of the Indies, March 8, 1569, A.G.I.
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The events of 1568 in the Spanish Indies did little to abate
Spain’s dislike of foreign incursions. In April of that year,
Dominique de Gourges’s expedition visited revenge upon the
Spanish at Fort San Mateo, the site of Menéndez’s victory less
than three years before. De Gourges’s attack helped to stir up
Spanish fears of a French combination with Negro slaves or
cimarrones in a general take-over attempt in the Indies. During
the summer, eight Frenchmen who had been captured in New
Spain were tried before the audiencia of Mexico. They were first
condemned to hang, but their sentences were commuted to from
three to ten years’ service in the Spanish galleys, and they were
ordered to Seville.50 The state of opinion in the Indies, as well
as a hardening enmity toward English intruders, was illustrated
further by the attack that same year upon Hawkins’s expedition
in San Juan de Ulúa.
In the meantime, one of the earliest of the Florida captives,
Guillaume Rouffi, died in Florida on June 9, 1568. He had served
the Spanish for four years, and probably he had been most
helpful to Menéndez in the Santa Elena area where his knowl-
edge of the Indian languages could have been best utilized. The
adelantado continued to use other Frenchmen in his Florida
forces. During this time, according to an audit of the Florida
accounts. Bivete, “Fucao,” and Monbalorte were still serving
as interpreters, while one Die Rodrigues and “Guillermo”
worked for Spanish officials. What particularly had irritated the
auditor was that the Frenchmen were being maintained at
Crown expense in billets intended for soldiers.51
By far the most detailed story of any of the French prisoners
is that of Miguel Orange and Juan Mendo.52 These men, who
had been captured in Jamaica and lived freely for more than
three years in Cuba, were finally able to persuade a ship-captain,
one Francisco Romero, to transport them to Spain. The vessel
Indiferente General 738, Stetson Collection; Juan Fernandez de çea to
Crown, October 22, 1567, A.G.I. Contratación 5,104, Stetson Collection;
Crown to D. Fernando Cavillo de Mendoza, n.d. (filed in error, 1570)
and Crown to Casa, January 26, 1568, A.G.I. Contratación 5,102.
50. Their 328-folio packet of trial documents is found in A.G.I. Justicia
212.
51. “Audit taken by Andres de Equino . . . of the supplies, arms and
munitions carried to Florida for the royal account,” A.G.I. Patronato
257, No. 3, Ramo 8.
52. Orange and Mendo’s journeys, their arrest, and imprisonment are de-
tailed with the legal papers of their trial in A.G.I. Justicia 212.
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left Bayamo, Cuba, on November 23, 1568. One of the two men
later testified that only four French prisoners were then left
behind in Cuba. Early in 1569, when he arrived at Seville’s
Guadalquivir River port, Captain Romero turned over the men,
together with a Frenchwoman who had come in their company,
to the officials of the Casa. When the French ambassador
learned that the Frenchmen were in jail, he petitioned Philip II
for their release. In the meantime, the two men sent their own
request to the Casa. On March 8, 1569, the Council of the Indies
made the following recommendation in the case:
Miguel de Orange and Juan Mendo, Frenchmen, who were
sent from Florida by Pedro Menéndez to the Casa de Contra-
tación, ask their release before the officials of the Casa, who
have sent their petition to the King. It has seemed to the
Council that the crime of the French who went to Florida
has been sufficiently punished, and that what best befits
the conservation of peace and the brotherhood of these king-
doms and that of France [is] that Your Majesty might be
served by their being set free.53
After reading the council’s proposal, Philip wrote these words
in the margin: “It is well and thus shall it be done.” Apparently,
however, the very nature of the Spanish legal and administra-
tive system militated against the immediate release of the men.
Spanish justice had to run its course; it proved to be a rather
long one.
In accordance with proper procedure, the fiscal, or prosecu-
ting official, of the Casa made formal charges against the men:
they were accused of having gone in the company of others to the
Spanish Indies without license from the Crown. Bit by bit, evi-
dence was gathered and presented. A Spanish captain from Cuba
and ex-Governor Merlo testified that they had known the men
who had been among those captured in Jamaica and who had
lived for a considerable time in Cuba. Both officials strongly
urged that the Frenchmen not be released since their knowledge
of Indies ports and waters might prove dangerous to Spain if
they were to return there.
After receiving a royal order from Madrid requiring the
speed-up of the case, the two Frenchmen and Romero were
53. Council of the Indies to Crown, March 8, 1569, A.G.I. Indiferente Gen-
eral 738, Stetson Collection. The Frenchwoman, who is not mentioned
again in the file, may have been released.
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brought before the Casa officials where they made their formal
confessions. Orange and Mendo stated their cases simply and
frankly. They claimed that hunger had forced them to leave
Fort Caroline; they denied that they had taken any part in any
piracy. They said that they had lived quite freely in Cuba, and
had come to Spain with the approval of Pedro, Menéndez and
the local authorities in Bayamo. These confessions, together
with other testimony, were forwarded to Madrid where the
Council of the Indies saw them in June.54
Early in the fall, Philip II issued his formal letter of sum-
mons directly to the two Frenchmen. This indicated that the case
was being transferred to the council’s jurisdiction. In the decree,
they were given formal notification of the charges made against
them by the Casa’s fiscal and that of the council. They were
advised of their rights under Spanish law and urged to obtain
counsel to present their case. They did the latter; in November
their attorney, one Juan de la Peña, addressed the Crown in
the matter. His clients were not guilty of the charge, de la Peña
asserted; they had gone to Florida, and from there to the island
Indies under the orders of their lawful superiors, Captain
Laudonnière and other French officials. In Jamaica, they had not
been condemned, as their companions had, because they were
“peaceful people,” and as such they had lived in Cuba without
molesting anyone. The last file note on the two prisoners is
dated January 1570; it advises that more papers in the case were
coming from Jamaica. Here the documents end. Were they
freed? It is quite probable, since their case had been put in the
hands of the Council of the Indies which previously had been
inclined to mercy in their behalf.
During the two years which immediately followed the trial
of Orange and Mendo, many Frenchmen and Englishmen cap-
tured in the Indies made the long voyage by ship to Seville.
The suffering of those imprisoned there is evidenced by their
petitions for better food and care and for their freedom. As new
groups arrived from Santo Domingo and New Spain, condemned
to exile from the Indies and to galley service, fresh requests
54. Casa to Crown, May 21, 1569; A.G.I. Contratación 5,168, Book 4. In
A.G.I. Escribanía de Camara 970, under date of June 7, 1569, there is
found the petition of the men to the Council of the Indies. In their
petition, they asked for a copy of the fiscal’s charges against them, and
also sought to be moved to Madrid in order to testify in person.
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emanated from the French ambassadors for their release. In the
fall of 1571, the Crown obtained from the Casa a list of all the
French captives remaining in Seville. On November 7, 1571, a
royal order was issued sending all of them to nearby Puerto
Santa Maria to be received there into imprisonment in the
galleys. Among them were Jean Deschamps and Guillaume Gen-
darme, who “had left France in 1565 under Jean Ribault, had
escaped in a small vessel when his ships went ashore in Florida,
and had made their way to New Spain where they had been
condemned to the galleys.”55 Thus, more than five years after
the events at Fort Caroline and Matanzas, some of the last of
the captives of Florida had received the punishment which Spain
reserved for the crime of trespass in her Indies.
Little enough can be learned of the human dramas involved
in the individual stories of the prisoners remaining in the hands
of the Spanish. It can be determined, however, that some of them
played a key role in the development of events, and a few fur-
nished very vital intelligence as to French dispositions in Florida.
Many continued to provide valuable service as interpreters, sea-
men, and workers for the Spanish. Their fates were indeed
varied, depending upon the hands into which they had fallen,
and the circumstances surrounding their captures: a few were
ransomed, a number escaped, some ended their days in the
Spanish galleys, and many died in different parts of the Indies
and in Spain. The French monarchs and their ambassadors made
sincere protest of this treatment of their subjects, and these pro-
tests did have some effect upon Crown policy, if not as much
upon what actually happened to the captives. The belated and
incomplete release of the prisoners was the only reparation that
France was to receive for the loss of her Florida colony, the
execution of one of her best naval captains, and the death of
many hundreds of sailors and soldiers. Finally, as the Florida
conflict itself can best be seen against the background of the
long dynastic struggle, so can the treatment of the captives of
Florida best be understood in terms of long-established means of
dealing with intruders in Spanish lands and waters.
55. “Papers relating to various Frenchmen who came prisoners in the fleets
and who were “captives in the jail of the Contratación of Seville— 1571,”
A.G.I. Patronato 267, No. 2, Ramo 7.
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T H E  F E M A L E  P R O T E C T I O N  A N D  T H E  S U N
LIGHT: TWO CONTEMPORARY NEGRO
MUTUAL AID SOCIETIES
by BRUCE  ERGOOD*
UTUAL AID SOCIETIES were an integral part of the lifestyle
of nineteenth-century American blacks. These precursors
of contemporary insurance companies provided financial assist-
ance to members in time of sickness and crisis and paid the
burial costs of the departed member. Societies were founded in
the East and throughout the South, both in rural and urban
communities. Many of these societies— or burial clubs, as they
are commonly called— continue to exist.
Stemming from the Free African Society, established in Phila-
delphia in 1787, and from “burying sections” of New York City
and Charleston, South Carolina, these early associations of free
Negroes operated in a simple fashion. They collected dues,
kept records of members’ contributions, and paid a benefit. Their
purpose was outlined in a Philadelphia newspaper in 1831:
Whereas, we believe it to be the duty of every person to con-
tribute as far as is in his power towards alleviating the miser-
ies and supplying the wants of those of our fellow beings
who . . . may become objects of charity. . . . We have deemed
it our duty to use such means as was in our reach to lessen
its weight . . . . We have found the forming of institutions
for mutual relief, the most practical and best calculated to
effect our Object.l
Moreover, the purchase of insurance was denied practically all
Negroes until relatively recently.2
By the mid-nineteenth century mutual aid societies were
commonplace; in 1838 over 100 such organizations existed in
* Mr. Ergood is an instructor in the Department of Sociology and An-
thropology, Ohio University.
1. Philadelphia Public Ledger, March 1831, quoted in James B. Browning,
“The Beginnings of Insurance Enterprise Among Negroes,” Journal of
Negro History, XXII (October 1937), 419.
2. Mildred F. Stone, Since 1845: A History of The Mutual Benefit Life
Insurance Company (New Brunswick, 1957).
[25]
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Philadelphia alone. 3 They met in churches and carried that par-
ticular organizational imprint left by the Negro church.4 Their
patterns of operation changed after the Civil War, and caught
up in the “fraternal order fever” of the time, most of the small
local burial societies either went out of existence or merged into
larger regional fraternal orders. Among these newly-formed
orders were the United Grand Order of Galilean Fisherman
(1856), the Knights of Tabor, United Brothers of Friendship
(1861), Knights of Pythias (1864), and the Improved Benevolent
and Protective Order of EIks of the World (1898). Probably the
largest and most successful group was the Grand Fountain United
Order of True Reformers. At its height in the 1870s it counted
over 2,500 chapters–called fountains–owned a bank, a hotel, and
other real estate, and published a newspaper.5
Because of the developing interest of white insurance com-
panies for the Negro market and poor actuarial practices, most
of the small societies had discontinued operation by 1920. In-
ternal power struggles account for the coup de grace given most
of the larger fraternal orders, but a few survived. The Masons,
Knights of Pythias, and the Protective Order of Elks are the
better known fraternal orders which are still active. A few
local and regional mutual aid societies continue to operate in
the South.6 Studies of urban and northern Negro life for the
same periods make little or no reference to burial societies,
suggesting that they may have succumbed to the impersonal
atmosphere of the cities which, according to one writer, made
“the resurrection of mutual aid societies near impossible.“7
In 1968 there were six state-wide Negro mutual aid societies
in Florida having a combined membership of 41,000.8 The






W. E. B. DuBois, ed., Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans
(Atlanta, 1907), 95.
E. Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church in America (New York, 1963), 85.
DuBois, Economic Cooperation Among Negro Americans, 101-02.
Hortense Powdermaker. After Freedom, A Cultural Study in the Deep
South (New York, 1939), and Arthur F. Raper, Preface to Peasantry:
A Tale of Two Black Belt Counties (Chapel Hill, 1936), describe burial
societies in the Mississippi Delta and North Carolina respectively.
Frazier, The Negro Church in America, 48.
For a more detailed description of other Florida Negro-mutual aid socie-
ties, see Bruce Ergood, “Social Insulation and Integration: The Case of
Three Mutual Aid Societies in Alachua County, Florida” (M.A. thesis,
University of Florida, 1968).
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headquarters, hospital, and rest home in Tampa. It is one of
three societies which in the 1920s broke from the parent group—
the Pallbearers Grand Union. All three share similar organiza-
tional structure, membership obligations, by-laws, and purposes.
These state-wide organizations have chapters or lodges in most
of the cities and larger towns in the state and in most rural
population centers. The activities of the city chapters vary some-
what from those of the smaller communities, but the members
all share in the basic benefit derived from membership-pay-
ment of sickness and death benefits.
Many local burial societies which have no relationship to
the state-wide organizations are also found throughout Florida.
Some of them are splinter groups from the older Pallbearers so-
cieties, while others were founded autonomously. They all share
similar organizational practices and purposes. The Female Pro-
tective Society of Alachua County is one such society. Founded in
1903, it has had as its “chief obligation . . . to take care of the
sick and bury the dead and relieve its distressed members.“9
Burial payments amounted to fifty dollars from the home-lodge
treasury, $100 from the convention treasury, and five dollars for
flowers. To receive the benefit, a person had to have been a
member for more than two years. Although three informants
stated that the Female Protection, the term commonly used
to designate this group, pays a sickness benefit to members who
are ill for more than a week, no mention is found in the official
booklet of any sum paid for sickness expenses, nor any proce-
dure for verifying such a claim and thus eligibility for the benefit.
Two members noted that a benefit of three dollars per sickness is
paid, though there is a limit on the total payment allowable
during a given year. Another informant claimed that a disabled
member is allowed to reduce her dues of paying only the quar-
terly one dollar without the additional “sickness” dues, and
thus is entitled to the full death benefit. The constitution and
by-laws do not indicate the amount of dues to be paid, but in-
formants state these to be forty cents a month for sickness and
9. This quotation and others cited below are taken from an eight-page
printed booklet entitled Foundation, Female Protective Society. No
author or date of publication is given although it states that the “record
for taking in a candidate [was] composed by Mrs. Sadie Lee Brown,
President of Lodge No. 2.” The author assumes the publication date to
be the 1950s, corresponding to the beginning of Mrs. Brown’s tenure.
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one dollar quarterly for death benefits. Evidently there has been
an increase in the death benefits since the booklet was written.
Three member-informants noted $250 as the amount of death
benefit the Female Protection is now paying. A non-member-in-
formant estimated the benefit to be between $150 and $250. This
same informant also claimed that each member is assessed fifty
cents on the death of a member, but no authorization for this
collection is found in the constitution and by-laws, nor was it
mentioned by members.
According to one of the older members born in Alachua
County, the society was founded at a time when other mutual
aid societies were “dropping off.” “It was cheaper than insurance”
was the primary reason for joining. The society has survived for
sixty-five years, and has a membership of from 150-200.10 Mem-
bers carry-in food to sick members, visit with them, and gen-
erally assist them during their illness, thus fulfilling an impor-
tant function of the organization.11 “Any lady between the age
of fifteen and sixty years, in good health and good standing is
eligible to obtain membership in this society” (Article 8). There
is no mention of race as a condition of membership, but no
informant could remember any white person ever requesting to
join.
Mrs Matilda Haile is listed as founder of the group, and
Cecilia Haile, Mary Williams, Julia Johnson, Nancy Neal, Bella
Neal, and Serina Haile were charter members. These women,
all Methodists, lived near the Pleasant Plain Methodist Church.
The society still meets at its original location, west of the Farns-
worth store crossroad, west of Gainesville, on the Newberry
Road in an area known as Jonesville.12 The organization is no
longer denominationally singular, but according to one member,
it is open to any “Christian woman of good reputation.” Metho–
10. “Come see this beautiful group of women [200] females carring [sic] on
this good work with the Lords [sic] help.”
program (mimeo), 1967.
Fifty-second Annual Session
11. A report from Enfield, North Carolina, describes a similar organization.
The Woman’s Burial Association, organized in 1902, paid a ninety dollar
burial benefit and grew from six societies with 300 members to forty-one
societies and 1,900 members during its first seven years of operation.
There were as many male members as female. W.E.B. DuBois. Efforts
for Social Betterment Among Negro Americans (Atlanta, 1909), 36.
12. Cornell Haile, Gainesville, is the son of the founder and presently is a
farmer in Alachua County.
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dist, Baptist, and Holiness sects are represented. The official
designation of eligibility to women “in good standing” could
be a reference to church membership, or it might refer to ac-
ceptable moral character.
The four lodges making up the society, or convention as it
is often called, are located in an area extending from Alachua
south to the Jonesville area and east to Interstate Highway I-75.
Lodge No. 1 meets at Fort Clark Baptist Church; No. 2–called
Texas–in an area known as Whitaker; No. 3 at Nebo Church
in Alachua; and No. 4 meets at Pleasant Plain Methodist
Church. The lodges are known both by their number and by
the location of their meetings and are referred to by either
designation. Lodge No. 4 is probably the largest, with a member-
ship of from fifty to sixty. The society holds an annual conven-
tion beginning on the Thursday before, the fourth Sunday in
October. It generally convenes Thursday evening and schedules
events for Friday and Sunday, leaving Saturday as a free day.
The chief presides over the meetings. Besides the regular busi-
ness activities, there is always an accounting of society funds, a
service memorializing departed members, and a worship service.
Members wear white on Thursday and Sunday of the convention.
The constitution is very specific on this stipulation: “Thursday:
white dresses, white hats, and white gloves, brown stockings and
black shoes. Sunday: white dress with white rose in hair, white
gloves, brown stockings and white shoes.” (Amendments, Article
1). No fines are levied, however, for failure to dress in white or
for failure to wear the blue membership ribbon, as is true in
other orders. Friends, family, and other non-members are in-
vited, and according to witnesses, the “uniformed turn-out of the
Female Protection is impressive and the display in white, al-
though not uniform, is pleasing to the eye.” Even more im-
pressive is the rhythmic march around the hall and to the front
where individual offerings are received at the table around
which the presidents of the lodges are seated. The offering is
counted immediately, and the amount is reported to the audience
before the service continues.
The program for the fifty–second annual convention in 1967
gives both information about the meeting and some informa-
tion about a conflict among the sisterhood. The three sessions
held on Thursday at Pleasant Plain Methodist Church, the home
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church of Lodge No. 4, included devotions, singing, an address
by the chief, a talk by the vice-chief, the celebration of the Lord’s
Supper, solos, a sermon, and three collections. On Friday there
were devotions, a paper, and three more collections. It is not
unusual for one of the collections to go to the host church.
Sunday’s program included Sunday School, eleven o’clock wor-
ship service, an afternoon devotional service, the evening candle
light march, and a service memorializing the five members who
had died during the past year.
The printed convention program listed two founders instead
of one; Mary Green’s name had been added to appear with
that of Matilda Haile. Mrs. Green’s daughter, who was president
of one of the four lodges and former treasurer of the grand
convention, had modified the historical record somewhat, perhaps
in an effort to accentuate her own position of authority within
the organization. This same woman had presided over an ex-
change turn-out in the Copeland area, where she introduced the
convention chief, an elderly yet vocally energetic woman, but
took charge of the program herself. She is usually mentioned
first in any inquiry about the Female Protection. Although there
is a constitutional provision for bringing disagreement between
members before the grand lodge, it is not considered likely that
such matters would be handled in such a formal manner.
Receipt and disbursement of funds is handled in a formal
and open manner. According to the constitution, “The Treasurer
shall keep all money of the Society, and make an annual report
of all money received and paid out and balance in treasury each
year . . . . All money must be counted at the table and reported
to the Secretary, then turned over to the Treasurer. . . . The
Bank Book must be brought to Quarterly Meetings every six
months . . . . Fines of twenty-five cents are levied for ‘misspeak-
ing’ in meeting; disorderly acts are punished with fines of $1.00,
$2.00 and $3.00, with suspension for the fourth offense.” An
unexcused absence costs the member twenty-five cents, and
willful exposure of anything which has been settled in the order
incurs a fine of two dollars. The procedure for collecting and
reporting money was carried out as officially described at the
exchange this writer attended. Moreover, members and non-
members alike attest to the integrity of persons in charge of
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funds and to the payment of death benefit, usually at graveside
before all those present.
Until recently the Female Protection had met on the
second Friday of each month at 200 p.m. This day created a
problem for members who were working, and effective January
1968 the time was changed to two o’clock on the fourth Sunday
afternoon of the month. The activity of these meetings is col-
lection of dues. The main quarterly sessions held in January,
April, July, and October continue to meet on Friday afternoon.
Dues collection seems to be the dominant activity at these meet-
ings, but there are devotional services and some socializing. The
annual session or convention is the major affair of the year.
The frequent meetings evidently help maintain the interest
of the members in the organization. Attendance is in part assured
by the use of a secret password, called a “C word.” At each
monthly meeting a new password is given to those present, and
this word is used to gain admittance to the next meeting. Mem-
bert not privy to the current password must pay a twenty-five
cent fine to enter, unless their absence is excused for reasons of
sickness or “other legal reasons.” One informant gave as her
reason for regular attendance, “to keep up the password.”
An attempt to organize a fifth lodge in Gainesville proper
for those members who no longer lived in the rura1 areas, has
failed. The grand convention has threatened to suspend those
members responsible if they continued with the idea. This would
mean loss of the burial benefit these women had built up in the
organization, and so the new venture has been abandoned.
The Female Protection is not affiliated with any one de-
nomination or church. Apparently, however, there is a close tie
between the Holiness church groups and the society, particularly
with Lodge No. 2. Many of the Holiness groups in this section
of Florida call their churches, Church of God by Faith, and it
is to these churches that the Female Protection seems most closely
tied. The grand chief, Sister Peggy Camps, is the grandmother of
Joseph Camps, minister of the Church of God by Faith in the
Copeland area (a small section just east of the Gainesville city
limits on East Thirty-ninth Street). At one exchange meeting
presided over by the society, the Reverend Mr. Camps paid
tribute to the Female Protection and its work. When he asked
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for his relatives in the group to stand, ten of the forty members
present responded. Moreover, the president of Lodge No. 2 (in
1971) was a member of the Church of God by Faith on N. W.
Sixth Avenue, Gainesville. One informed non-member related
that the late Bishop Williams of the Sanctified group, a term
used almost interchangeably with Holiness, had organized a
burial benefit society, called The Christian Industrial Union.
This group had a quarterly dues of one dollar and paid a fifty
dollar death benefit. They had no printed guide, little formal
organization, and their only responsibility was collecting the
quarterly dues. Likely the close identification to the Holiness
group is a result of the church organizational ties held by some
key officers. That a conscious effort to align the society to
“sanctified” persons cannot be concluded.
The society provides an outlet for female leadership. Women
are its sole members; there is no direct male influence or compe-
tition. Male dominance which characterizes the leadership of the
black church is lacking in this closely related yet separate re-
ligious group. The women control all of the society’s funds, and
they dominate all of the organization’s activities, except the
preaching at the annual convention which is done by ministers.
The Sun Light Pall Bearers Charitable Society is a state-wide
organization with a membership of more than 5,000 members.
it grew out of the older Pallbearers Grand Union which was
established in Thomasville, Georgia, in 1898. After an initial
period of growth and expansion, the Pallbearers had only twenty-
one lodges and 450 members by 1936.13 The loss was caused by
the splinter groups which include Sun Light. A comparison of
the official printed guides of the Pallbearers Grand Union and
the Sun Light reveals that the procedures, type of benefits, and
the operational structure of both organizations are almost the
same.
The Sun Light makes no official recognition of its parent
organization. When asked why the word Pallbearer was used
in the name of the society, the founder told of remembering a
group of elders in the church of her childhood who were called
Pallbearers. They were a respected group, and she used the
13. The information on the history of the Pallbearers Grand Union is from
a rhymed brief history entitled, “A Tribute to the Pallbearers Grand
Union,” written by an unidentified member, undated, mimeo.
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designation to lend dignity to the organization. No mention of
the Pallbearers Grand Union was made.
The founder of Sun Light is Mattie J. Shaw Cohens, who
developed an organization of some 278 societies throughout
Florida.14 Mrs. Shaw, as she is usually known, is a former Ocala
school teacher, now (1971) over eighty years old. According to
her, the society was founded in 1923 “to provide among the
sisterhood regular, member-led worship, to give aid in time
of need, visitation to the sick, and to rescue persons who had
befallen  tragedy.”15 The official guide gives the founding date as
1947, but if Mrs. Shaw’s account is correct, this date refers to
the chartering of the organization, not its founding.16
Mrs. Shaw’s statement about the purpose of the Sun Light
is reiterated by members and non-members. To aid the sick and
bury the dead is always stated as the main responsibility of the
Sun Light, although nowhere in the official guide is this ex-
plicitly expressed. Two statements do set forth this purpose:
The Sun Light Society stands 100 percent for Charity. The
main objective of the Sun Light is Charity and care for the
sick. All Societies are assessed $1.00 each per quarter for
Charity; We should strive to be “Christian Sun Light Hu-
manitarians.” Our ears should be open to all calls of suffer-
ing humanity, especially those of the Sun Light Pallbearers
Charitable Society, etc.
However, since the Guide is clear on detailing how much each
member must pay, the length of membership before benefits are
available, the procedures for verifying sickness and certifying
deaths, and the appropriate ceremony for funerals including the
required dress of the members, it can be described as a mutual
benefit sick and burial society. According to the description of
one non-member, “The (Sun Light) Pallbearers is just like any
other organization. It pays to help at sickness and helps give you
a burial.” One elderly member called it “a great organization.
It really helps old people.”
Attendance at quarterly meetings is required of local presi-
14 .  Th i s  number  inc ludes  twenty -one  soc ie t i e s  in  Georg ia ,  Of f i c ia l  Program
and Repor t ,  SLPBCS Quar te r ly  Meet ing ,  Apr i l  30 ,  1968 ,  Oca la ,  F lor ida .
1 5 .  I n t e r v i e w  w i t h  M r s .  M a t t i e  J .  S h a w  C o h e n s ,  O c a l a ,  F e b r u a r y  1 4 ,  1 9 6 8 .
1 6 .  T h i s  c i t a t i o n  a n d  o t h e r s  n o t e d  i n  p a r e n t h e s e s  a r e  t a k e n  f r o m  t h e  G u i d e ,
Sun Light Pall Bearers Charitable Society, revised 1968, Ocala, Florida.
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dents, past and present state officers, deputies, and staff; many
members also attend. The membership seems to be drawn largely
from the elderly. Although no official statistics are available,
personal observations at local and quarterly meetings substan-
tiate this. Of the more than 100 members at the April 1968
quarterly meeting, fewer than twenty appeared to be under fifty
years of age. And with the exception of five to ten visiting min-
isters and a few speakers who were invited apparently to promote
certain political candidates–United States Senator George
Smathers, for one, over eighty per cent of the group were women.
Attendance at a local society meeting in Alachua revealed a
similar ratio between the younger and older women. At a meeting
of the Alachua Sun Light the following month, ten members
“turned out.” Two were elderly and one woman seemed to be
of upper-middle age. There were four upper-middle age to elder-
ly men along with young boys-ages ten, eleven, and twelve-
who were being initiated into membership.
Aware that a large percentage of its membership is elderly,
the Sun Light leadership is evidently trying to encourage younger
affiliates. Like the Pallbearers, they have a junior lodge or society
which provides for recruitment among the young, who will
already have built up a substantial fund of payments by the
time they are making decisions on their own as to what they
will join. To receive the full death benefit one must have been
a member for at least a year, stated in the Guide as having
paid at least three quarterly endowments. In a separate section
of the Guide, the youth goal is stated: ‘A Junior Society also
a Teen-Age in every Sun Light Society.” A state youth director
was hired in 1968 to promote, encourage, and organize junior
societies, and at the April 1968 quarterly meeting, each society
pledged itself to organize at least one youth group during the
ensuing year.
At the April 1969 meeting, Mrs. Shaw reflected that the Sun
Light was begun with only seventy dollars and a small number
of women, and now its net worth was over $100,000, and there
were more than 5,000 members, including 198 ministers, in
the organization. Some of the strongest opposition in, the begin-
ning had come from the clergy, but as Mrs. Shaw pointed out,
“now they give us welcome support and are to us a source of
pride.” The state president, many local society presidents,
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and the principal speakers at meetings and anniversaries are
clergy, most of whom are “Sun Lights,” as members are called.
The Florida Watchman, which is published and edited by Mrs.
Shaw, indicates extensive ministerial involvement in the society’s
activities. This newspaper, published semi-monthly in Ocala,
carries no official designation as an organ of the Sun Light, al-
though the news that it reports is almost all about the society’s
activities and members. Of the four contributing editors, two
are clergymen.
The Florida Watchman identifies another important charac-
teristic. The Sun Light seems to be closely related to the Baptist
denomination; when location of a society meeting, or the church
membership of a “Sun Light” is mentioned, it is invariably Pro-
gressive Baptist or Missionary Baptist. The latter is so familiar
that the initials “M.B.C.” serve as a substitute for fully naming
the group. The two local societies in Gainesville both meet in
Baptist churches. The state president and at least one other staff
member are Baptist ministers, and the Sunday school and
“training union” literature advertised in the Watchman and
sold at state meetings is printed by a Baptist publishing house.
The relationship to the Baptist denomination, albeit to churches
in separate associations, seems almost exclusive.
Blacks make up the total membership of the Sun Light. The
presence of two white non-members at the April 1968 quarterly
meeting received much attention.17 Although many of the so-
cieties are located in urban areas, and there is indication of con-
siderable affluence among some of the members, nonetheless, the
predominance of rural lodges, coupled with the traditional and
continued racially segregated patterns of social intercourse, would
seem to preclude any immediate racial mixture within the
organization.
Sun Light activities are mainly related to the regular bi-
monthly local society’s meetings, local society anniversaries, fed-
eration (district) meetings, quarterly meetings, and the annual
grand assembly. And, as is true with other organizations, the
meetings take on seemingly greater importance as their locus
moves away from the local scene and toward the state level. How-
ever, the major activity of the society is the meeting of the local
17. The offering of a membership application to the author was given as
proof that the Sun Light does not discriminate against white persons.
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lodge, usually on the first and third or the second and fourth
Sunday of the month during the evening. At this time, the
monthly and quarterly endowments are collected; there is a
short worship service, including hymns and spirituals usually
sung in slow blues tempo, scripture reading, and prayer; and the
business is conducted. Mrs. Shaw has observed that, “Every
[sic] since the Sun Light has been organized our prayer hour has
been the idol of the Sun Light.”18
Included in the business of a local lodge is the practice of
the “secret” ritual. This consists of the recitation of certain words,
as printed in the Guide, and movements and arm raisings at ap–
propriate times. This ritual is also performed at the graveside of
a departed member. The rationale for the frequent practice of
the ritual is given in the Guide, following the section which in-
dicates special words to be said by each officer, the number and
dress of the pallbearers, and words of advice: “Most funerals are
too long to begin with. Hence you will gain a more worthy
comment by brief and quick execution of that which you do,
both at the Church and Cemetery.” It is also stipulated that at
funerals: “They [the marshalls] may have swords buckled at
their sides, but don’t unsheath them. It removes the Solemnity
when you are brandishing a Sword.”
Business matters include making arrangements for federation
meetings, which are periodically held by the four to five locals
which make up a district federation, promoting approaching
events of interest to the members (the national Gospel Train of
popular religious singing groups was promoted among Sun
Lights– the society being one of the sponsors of the concert),
discussion of ways to collect over-due endowments, and planning
junior and teen-age auxiliaries. Much of the business is con-
ducted while the members await arrival of latecomers before the
formal meeting begins.
Since the primary activity of collecting funds for the mutual
benefit function is handled at the local level, most federation and
state meetings are of a two-fold nature: they function to collect
other payments made only at that level (and reporting that
collection to the assembly), and to hold a worship service of
prayer, preaching, and song. The endowments payable at the
18. Ocala The Florida Watchman, February 10, 1968.
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state organization level include ,the temple tax— ten dollars per
member to be paid annually before the grand assembly. The
temple tax is thus apportioned: home office— twenty-five cents
for general expenses; local society member assessment— ten cents
per member for lodges of twenty-five members or less, fifteen
cents per member for those larger than twenty-five: special tax
for presidents not attending the state president’s council held at
the grand assembly— five dollars: quarterly meeting report (dues)
— one dollar and sixty cents per member per quarter, payable
prior to or at the quarterly meeting, but collected locally; com-
missary donation— one dollar or more quarterly is expected from
each society to defray the costs of the meal served; president’s do-
nation— one dollar annually from local president’s for the presi-
dent’s distress fund; members distress fund— fifty cents annually
from each member, presidents excluded; the founder and builder
love donation— all members “are asked to pay $15” each year to
headquarters to help defray costs in the event of sickness; educa-
tional fund— each society pays fifty cents or one dollar quarterly;
and the charity fund— each society pays one dollar quarterly.
From this list it is obvious that attendance at quarterly meetings
is all but obligatory for a local president, and that this meeting
exercises great control over the life of the society.
Sickness benefits, except as noted in the list above, are pro-
vided by the local society from the fifty cent monthly dues
levied for that purpose. The benefit is paid locally and thus
varies according to the fund which accrues. A local sickness com-
mittee assesses the need of those submitting bills and pays bene-
fits accordingly. An additional sickness benefit is available from
the state headquarters. For a fifteen dollars annual contribution
a benefit of fifty dollars a year is guaranteed from the home
office. A member need not keep up the sickness benefit, either
locally or with the home office, to be eligible for the death
benefit. All other local society expenses are expended from the
fund accruing from the fifty cent a month sickness dues.
The death benefit is paid by the home office only after the
correct procedure has been followed to verify that the member
was “financial,” that is, currently paid up on his obligations and
that the member is indeed dead. The quarterly endowment of
one dollar and sixty cents, which is paid locally, forwarded, and
reported in duplicate to the home office, provides the funds
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from which this payment is made. All late “reports,” as these
collections are called, are assessed a twenty-five cent late fee. The
benefit paid on the death of a member is $160; it is pro-rated
from twenty-five dollars to $100 to members who have been in
Sunlight for less than one year. Persons over eighty years of age
are ineligible for membership.
A member who contributes according to the suggested list of
fees and donations, and in addition, pays into the home office
sickness benefit fund will pay a minimum of twenty-eight dollars
and forty cents per year into Sun Light treasuries. Using the
5,000 membership figure as a multiplier, the organization ap-
parently is in good financial condition. At the present rate of
payment, the cost of the burial benefit is paid off after twenty-
five years, excluding any interest on these funds accrued from
investment. Thus, the existence of many youth auxiliaries and
the effort to recruit more junior members is understandable.
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THE EAST FLORIDA LAND COMMISSION:
A STUDY IN FRUSTRATION
by GEORGE C. WHATLEY* and SYLVIA COOK**
HE  PURITAN  SOUL  of John Quincy Adams had been much
mortified by the tissue of intrigue and double dealing that
had surrounded his negotiations for the acquisition by his be-
loved United States of the Florida territory. Then, on February
22, 1821, when the treaty was finally ratified, he confided his
satisfaction to his diary:
This day, two years have elapsed since the Florida Treaty
was signed. Let my sons, . . . meditate upon all the vicissi-
tudes which have befallen the treaty. . . . Let them remark
the workings of private interests, of perfidious fraud, of
sordid intrigues, of royal treachery, of malignant rivalry, and
of envy masked with patriotism, playing to and fro across
the Atlantic into each other’s hands, all combined to destroy
this treaty between the signature and the ratification, and
let them learn to put their trust in the overruling providence
of God. I considered the signature of the treaty as the most
important event of my life. . . . It promised well for my
reputation in the public opinion. Under the petals of this
garland of roses, the Scapin, Onis, had hidden a viper. His
mock sickness, . . . his double dealing before and after the
signature, his fraudulent declarations to me, and his shuffling
equivocations here and in Spain, . . . were but materials in
the hands of my enemies to dose me with poison extracted
from the laurels of the treaty itself. An ambiguity of date,
which I had suffered to escape my notice at the signature of
the treaty, amply guarded against by the phraseology of the
article, but leaving room to chicanery from a mere colorable
question, was the handle upon which the King of Spain, his
rapacious favorites, and American swindling land jobbers
in conjunction with them, withheld the ratification of the
treaty, while Clay and his admirers here were snickering at
the simplicity with which I had been bamboozled by the
crafty Spaniard. . . . By the goodness of that inscrutable
* Mr. Whatley is assistant professor of history, University of Alabama in
Birmingham.
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Providence which entraps dishonest artifice in its own snares,
Onis divulged his trick too soon for its success.l
Perhaps an “inscrutable Providence” had saved Mr. Adams in
his negotiations with the “crafty Spaniard.” It had been agreed
by Adams and Louis de Onis that after January 24, 1818, the
Spanish government would grant no more lands, and that if
lands were granted after the stipulated date, they would be
null and void. In December 1820, Adams discovered the exist-
ence of three tremendous grants made by Spain after January
24, 1818, but predated in order that they would appear legal.
Adams and Onis immediately exchanged notes couched in the
most polite diplomatic terms but with a distinct note of ire on
the part of the New Englander.2 The Spanish government
eventually and reluctantly cancelled the grants, but, if Mr.
Adams’s immediate problems with the Florida purchase agree-
ment seemed to be at end, the future still held many vexations
for those who would implement the treaty.
The continental breadth of the treaty has long overshadowed
the more prosaic problems of the transfer of land titles from
Spanish to United States citizens. The material articles in the
treaty were as follows:
Article 2: His Catholic Majesty cedes to the United
States, in full property and sovereignty, all the territories
which belong to him, situated to the Eastward of the Missis-
sippi, known by the name of East and West Florida. The
adjacent Islands dependent on said provinces, all public
lots and Squares, vacant Lands, public Edifices, Fortifications,
Barracks and other Buildings, which are not private property,
Archives and Documents, which relate directly to the prop
erty and sovereignty of said Provinces, are included in this
Article. The said Archives and Documents shall be left in
possession of the Commissaries, or Officers of the United
States, duly authorized to receive them.
Article 8: All the grants of land made before the 24th of
January 1818 by His Catholic   Majesty or by his lawful au-
thorities in the said Territories ceded by His Majesty to the
United States shall be ratified and confirmed to the persons
1. Allan Nevins, ed., The Diary of John Qunicy Adams, 1794-1845: Ameri-
can Political, Social, and Intellectual Life from Washington to Polk
(New York, 1928), 255-56.
2. Hunter Miller, Treaties and Other International Acts of the United
States of America, 8 vols. (Washington, 1933), III, 44-46.
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in possession of the lands, to the same extent that the same
grants would be valid if the Territories had remained under
the Dominion of His Catholic Majesty. But the owners in
possession of such lands, who by reason of the recent circum-
stances of the Spanish Nation and the Revolutions in Europe,
have been prevented from fulfilling all the conditions of
their grants, shall complete them within the terms limited
in the same respectively, from the date of this Treaty; in
default of which the said grants shall be null and void. All
grants made since the 24th of January 1818 when the first
proposal on the part of His Catholic Majesty, for the cession
of the Floridas was made, are hereby declared and agreed
to be null and void.3
In 1822, the basic legislation establishing the machinery to
dispose of land claims in Florida was enacted by congress. It
established for the territory of Florida a commission of three
members appointed by the President with the advice and con-
sent of the senate. They were to receive a salary of $2,000
annually. The commission was to meet in Pensacola to settle
land claims in West Florida and in St. Augustine to settle claims
in East  Florida.4
At about the same time that the land commission was estab-
lished in 1822, the President appointed Alexander Hamilton as
attorney general for East Florida. Hamilton, second son of the
Federalist leader, a graduate of Columbia College, and a captain
of infantry in the War of 1812, arrived in St. Augustine in the
summer of 1822, and began immediately to take an active part
in the politics of the new territory.5 On December 15, 1822, he
wrote to the secretary of state concerning the problems of land
titles in East Florida.6 In this letter Hamilton suggested that it
would be wise for Congress to create a new land commission for
the territory of East Florida. He pointed out that the land
commission for West Florida was behind in its schedule because
of a “malignant fever” which had broken out in Pensacola. He
suggested also that from his observations the land title situation
3. Ibid., III, 5, 9.
4. United States Statutes at Large, VII, 103-06.
5. Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United States The
Territory of Florida, 1821-I824, 26 vols. (Washington 1956-1962), XXII,
413, fn. 40.
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was much more complex than congress had expected. He judged
that at least 1,200 Spanish and possibly 500 British claims needed
adjudication; he also intimated the probability of many fraudu-
lent claims, especially among those granted after 1815. It would
be a policy of economy for both the nation and the individuals
involved, if the greatest of speed could be exercised in settling
the East Florida claims. Partially as a result of Hamilton’s letter,
congress created on March 3, 1823 a new land commission for
East Florida.7
With its permanent base in St. Augustine, the commission
had the same powers and duties in East Florida that the old
commission had had for all of Florida. It was to finish its work
and report to the secretary of the treasury on grants confirmed
and rejected by February 1, 1824, only ten months after its
creation! Two significant changes were made in the amending
act; it was no longer necessary to present deraignment8 of title,
but the commissions were to confirm the land in favor of “actual
settlers” at the time that territory was ceded to the United
States. The jurisdiction of the commissions was increased from
1,000 to 3,500 acres; claims in excess of 3,500 acres were to be
referred to Congress.
A temporary board of commissioners for East Florida, in-
cluding Alexander Hamilton, Davis Floyd, and William W.
Blair, was appointed on April 3, 1823.9 This group functioned
or malfunctioned, as the case may be, until the summer of 1824.
By that time Hamilton had resigned and Blair had been ap-
pointed to the federal bench. It was during the year from the
summer of 1823 to the following summer that the frustrations
of implementing articles 2 and 8 reached a peak. From the be-
ginning there was a decided lack of harmony among the members
of the commission.
All three commissioners had achieved some prominence prior
to their appointment to the East Florida land commission. Blair
had attained eminence at the Kentucky bar at an early age and
had been appointed a judge of the state courts. He accepted
7. United States Statutes at Large, VII, 148-50.
8. In common law, the word “deraignment” is used in the sense of “to
prove.” Henry Campbell BIack, Black's Law Dictionary (4th ed. New
York, 1951), 529.
9. Carter, Territorial Papers, XXII, 805, fn. 49.
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the appointment as a land commissioner hoping that the Florida
climate would improve his health.10 Floyd, a former presiding
judge in the Indiana courts, had achieved notoriety in the Burr
conspiracy. He had been a close friend of Aaron Burr and had
served as his principal recruiter in the Kentucky area. When the
conspiracy was discovered, Floyd was indicted for treason and
convicted in an Indiana court of a “high misdemeanor.” De-
spite his conviction, Floyd served as a clerk of the territorial
legislature and a state judge, and the governor of Indiana had
recommended him for an appointment to the East Florida land
commission.11
Hamilton had been involved in Florida politics long enough
to make both friends and enemies. The East Florida Herald of
St. Augustine approved his appointment to the commission and
later championed his candidacy as a delegate to congress.12
However, a petition signed by forty-four citizens of St. Augustine
requested that the President remove Hamilton from the board
because he had allegedly said that those persons who did not
vote for him would not have their claims confirmed.13 The
charges, which Hamilton vehemently denied, resulted in two
libel suits.14
There arose almost immediately a definite difference of
opinion among the commissioners concerning what the Spanish
land law actually was and how it should be interpreted and ap-
plied in East Florida by the commission. Article 8 had stipulated
that the United States would make Spanish land titles valid
“to the same extent” that they would have become valid under
Spain’s jurisdiction. As far as the commission could discover,
there was no comprehensive Spanish code of land laws which it
could use to determine the ultimate validity of the grants. It
was up to the commission to interpret those laws which it could
ferret out from available Spanish sources. The one basic law
10. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, July 31, 1824.
11. Thomas Perkins Abernathy, The Burr Conspiracy (New York, 1954), 88,
240, 263.
12. St. Augustine East Florida Herald, April 6, May 3, 1823.
13. Carter, Territorial Papers, XXII, 702-05.
14. “Spanish Land Grants,” prepared by the Historical Records Survey, Divi-
sion of Community Service Programs, Works Projects 1942, I, xiv, fn. 19
(mimeographed). The records of the two libel suits are not available.
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upon which the commission could agree was found in book 12,
title 4, of the Laws of the Indies:
In order that our subjects be encouraged to the discovery
and settlement of the Indies, and may live with the comfort
and convenience which we desire, it is our will that houses,
lots, lands, knights’ shares, and peasants’ shares of land,
may and shall be distributed to all those who go to settle
new lands in townships and villages, which, by the Governor
of the new settlement, shall be assigned them, making a dis-
tinction between gentlemen and peasants, and those of an
inferior degree and merit, and increase and give them of
better quality, according to the importance of their services;
and that they may devote themselves to the culture and im-
provement of them, and, having made on them their resi-
dence and place of labor, and resided in those townships
four years, we grant them the right, from thenceforward, to
sell and dispose of them, at their will, freely, as of a thing
their property. . . .
And, as it may happen that, in distributing the lands,
there may be a doubt as to the measurements, we declare
that a peasant’s portion is a lot of fifty feet in breadth, and
one hundred in depth, arable land, capable of producing one
hundred fanegas of wheat and ten of Indian corn; as much
land as two oxen can plow in a day, for the raising of esculent
roots, and eight of woodland; pasture land for eight breeding
sows, twenty cows, and five mares, one hundred sheep, and
twenty goats. A gentleman’s portion (caballeria) is a lot of
one hundred feet in breadth and two hundred in depth, and
all the remainder five times the peasant’s portion (peonia),
to wit: arable land capable of producing five hundred fane-
gas of wheat or barley, fifty of Indian corn, as much land as
ten oxen can plow in a day for raising esculent roots, and
eight of woodland; pasture land for fifty breeding sows, one
hundred cows, twenty mares, five hundred sheep, and one
hundred goats. . . . .15
After much study, the commissioners decided that these
rules for establishing individual titles to land were the only true
guides prior to Spain’s cession of Florida to Great Britain in
1763. The regulations applied to all of the Spanish overseas
possessions, not to Florida alone, and were for the purpose of
“encouraging” migration to the colonies. The quantities of land
varied not only according to the social class of the person who
15. Book 12, Title 4, Laws of the Indies, as translated in Walter Lowrie
and Walter S. Franklin, eds., American State Papers, Public Lands,
(Washington, 1834), III 726.
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took advantage of the law, but also according to the utility of
the land. Hence, the quantity of land was not necessarily the
same from grant to grant. To this basic statute the commission
added the following general rules for judging the validity of
land claims: royal orders made with particular reference to
Florida, the decrees and regulations of the local governors, and
the customs and usages of the local administrations. These
rules were enough to necessitate considerable interpretation
(and disagreement) as the commission decided on individual
grants.
In a letter to Floyd, Hamilton questioned the failure of the
commission to establish any standard precise rules of proce-
dure.16 This laxity made it impossible for any satisfactory num-
ber of claims to be adjudicated, and it raised serious doubts as
to the justness of those few claims which were decided. Hamilton
offered to Floyd, for the consideration of the majority of the
commission, a long and detailed set of regulations for the adjudi-
cation of claims. He also remarked that he had anticipated the
present situation as early as the previous summer and could not
understand why the majority refused to remedy it. Under these
circumstances it was not surprising to Hamilton that only
twenty-six claims were ready for adjudication on January 8,
although the commission had been in session for six months. It
was over two years before Floyd answered this letter.
On January 22, 1824, Hamilton wrote to President Monroe
claiming that the commission was attempting to adjudicate
claims without first settling upon the proper legal principles
to govern its decisions .17 The commission, he charged, was not
always examining the Spanish laws or consulting the original
documents. For this reason, Hamilton refused to participate any
further in the commission’s deliberations, although he con-
tinued to attend its sessions. The next day, January 23, he again
wrote to Monroe offering his resignation (which was not ac-
cepted) and suggesting that the operations of the commission be
suspended until congress could make an investigation.18 On
January 27 Blair and Floyd wrote to Hamilton requesting that
16. Hamilton to Davis Floyd, January 8, 1824, Carter, Territorial Papers,
XXII, 825.
17. Hamilton to James Monroe, January 22, 1824, ASP, Public Lands, III,
766.
18. Hamilton to Monroe, January 23, 1824, ibid.
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he affix his signature to a report which they were preparing for
transmission to Washington.19 It contained a statement of the
problems and the commission’s meager accomplishments to date.
It was an official report, and Hamilton knew that if he signed it,
he would have no grounds to voice his objections officially, and
so he refused.20
In March Hamilton launched a fuller attack against his
fellow commissioners in a communication to William H. Craw-
ford, secretary of the treasury .21 He spoke of the majority’s
actions as being plainly arbitrary because there was a complete
lack of any formal procedure for studying and deciding upon
the claims which came before it. The commission had still not
defined the genera1 legal principles which should have been
the basis of its decisions. For this piece of gross neglect, Hamilton
could not account. Furthermore, there were no written opinions
for those cases which had been decided, he charged, since there
were still no systematic minutes kept of the commission’s regular
meetings.
Hamilton also claimed that Blair and Floyd, while members
of the commission, had acted as counsel for one John H. McIn-
tosh who had entered a claim for 10,900 acres before the board.22
The McIntosh case illustrated his basic disagreement with Blair
and Floyd over the interpretation of Spanish laws. Hamilton’s
position was that the Spanish governors of Florida had them-
selves no power to grant land in fee simple; any power the
governors possessed had to come from specific royal orders. Blair
and Floyd argued that the governors did have a discretionary
power and, hence, that their decrees and orders had produced
valid land titles. In Hamilton’s words:
To express my dissent from, the conclusions of the report
19. WiIliam W. Blair and Floyd to Hamilton, January 27, 1824, ibid., III, 769.
20. Hamilton to Blair and Floyd, January 27, 1824, ibid.
21. Hamilton to William H. Crawford, March 31, 1824, ibid., III, 766-68.
22. Report of Blair and Floyd communicated by Crawford to congress,
May 20, 1924, ibid., III, 752. The original grant to McIntosh was issued
pursuant to his request for the land to the governor of Florida on
May 18, 1803. There was some question as to whether or not McIntosh
had fulfilled the condition of his grant. Then in 1812 McIntosh
moved to Georgia. In 1816 by a Royal Order the grant had been recon-
firmed. After a great deal of testimony before the East Florida Land
Commission, Commissioners Blair and Floyd held that the grant to
McIntosh was valid. It was this holding which Hamilton contested.
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I must remark, with all due deference, that the argument
seems to be drawn from an extraordinary bias, indicative of
an impulse corresponding with the feelings of counsel em-
ployed and interested in the cause of their clients. The re-
port decides in favor of the unlimited powers of the Gov-
ernors to dispose of the public lands; and commences in sup
port of this position, with an extract from the Codes of
India, 12th title, book 4th. . . . It is evident, from the ex-
tract taken from the Codes of India, through all the royal
orders and official correspondence, to the change of the In-
tendancy of Florida, in 1817, to the Intendant of the island
of Cuba, that the Governors possessed a very circumscribed
and limited authority.23
To prove his point Hamilton cited the royal order of Janu-
ary 22, 1813, which was made on behalf of those who had
served in the Spanish army and who had otherwise assisted the
government in its military activities. He pointed out that the
quantities of land to be given by the order were in line with
the quantities listed in title 12, book 4, of the Laws of the
Indies, and, furthermore, that the governors were aware of this
fact. The commission, according to Hamilton, was using this
royal order as the basis for validating many sizable Florida
grants made by the governors after 1815. About that time
(1815) it was generally conceded that Spain was ready to begin
negotiations for the cession of Florida to the United States. This
situation brought on what Hamilton described as the “general
jubilee distribution” of land which he estimated to include
1,500,000 acres. The peak of the “jubilee” came after 1816 with
the grants of that “agrarian prodigal,” Don Jose Coppinger, the
last Spanish governor of East Florida.
The final letter of Hamilton’s attack on the commission was
sent to President Monroe on May 25. His exasperation at the
majority and its “constant tissue of miserable evasion” knew
no bounds; he catalogued a series of seventeen major com-
plaints.24 He expressed his suspicion of the majority’s dilatory
methods, its misinterpretation of the basic Spanish laws and
decrees, and cited several cases of fraud and unethical actions
in which the majority had either participated or condoned.
William Allen, who was appointed to the board the following
23. Hamilton to Crawford, March 31, 1824, ibid., III, 767.
24. Hamilton to Monroe, May 25, 1824, Carter Territorial Papers, XXII, 944.
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year and who was acquainted with both Blair and Floyd,
damned Floyd with faint praise in an assessment of the two
men:
Judge Floyd, it is true, is not possessed of any extraordi-
nary Superiority of intellect altho’ I have no doubt he has
a very good judgment and the very best intentions. And any
mistake into which he may have fallen I should be inclined
to contribute altho’ only by surmise to his more highly-
gifted associate Judge Blair. . . .25
If the lack of harmony among the commissioners produced
frustrations, confusion made its masterpiece in the situation
which prevailed in the archives. By virtue of article 2 of the
Adams-Onis Treaty, the archives of East and West Florida were
to be turned over to persons duly authorized by the United
States government to receive them.26 Spanish officials in the
Floridas were flagrantly reneging in regard to this article by
their open transfer of documents to Havana prior to the rati-
fication of the treaty. Whereupon Andrew Jackson, then gov-
ernor of Florida ordered the confiscation of the remaining
documents. A commission of five was appointed to select the
documents claimed by the United States under the treaty. The
commission did not inventory the papers found in bundles, but
merely listed the bundles. Oftentimes the bundles were not
even untied but were returned to the Spanish or retained simply
according to the label on each bundle.27
At the time that the archives came under the control of
American officials, they were in a chaotic condition. The official
documents were drafted on loose sheets of paper “much erased
and enterlined [sic].” Each original copy was filed in the office
of the archives without a signature. Thus, it was “only the
situation” in which the paper was found among the archives
that gave it “any credit as an Official Document.”28 Furthermore,
the documents were kept “without any descriptive list, or record
memoranda of their existance [ sic ].“29 District Attorney Edgar
Macon commented:
25. William Allen to Adams, October 5, 1824, ibid., XXIII, 81.
26. Miller, Treaties and Other International Acts, III, 5.
27. William Reynolds and Antonio Alvarez to Adams, March 16, 1824,
Carter, Territorial Papers, XXII, 903-04.
28. Reynolds and Alvarez to Adams, August 25, 1823, ibid., XXII, 731.
29. Hamilton to Adams, June 4, 1824, ibid., XXII, 965.
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Those accustomed to the regularity of American offices, can
form no conception of the manner in which Spanish offices
are kept; their proceedings and records are huddled together
without any regard to order or system, for a bill of sale,
mortgage and power of Attorney, though totally unconnected,
are sometimes recorded upon the same sheet of paper, and
at the end of the year all papers relating to that year, no
matter of what nature, are bound up into a volume, though
it has not unfrequently happened that in many instances the
publick [ sic ] documents have not received this attention.30
In May 1823 William Reynolds as keeper of the archives with
Antonio Alvarez as his assistant took charge of the Spanish land
documents and began “to work” in them.31 On August 20, the
commissioner ordered Reynolds to bring the documents to their
next meeting. Reynolds complied, but refused on a legal tech-
nicality to leave the documents. Hamilton favored keeping the
documents by force, but Blair opposed, and, since Floyd was
absent, the commission’s vote was a tie. So, Reynolds and his
uncataloged documents went back to the archives, there to re-
main for over a year. The commission was allowed to remove
copies from the archives at Reynolds pleasure, that is, when
the disorderly state of the papers would permit the needed ones
to be found. In June 1824, Hamilton wrote to the secretary of
state describing the frustrating conditions.32 The documents were
indispensable to an equitable adjudication of claims, and yet
they were under the jurisdiction of an archivist who took little
care of them. Hamilton suggested a form of indexing and storing
the documents.
Hamilton twice suggested that Reynolds be replaced by
William H. Simmons and Edward R. Gibson, both of Florida.33
In August Reynolds received instructions from Secretary of
State Adams to relinquish the documents to Simmons and
Gibson, who had previously received their commissions from
the territorial governor. Reynolds, however, refused to turn the
archives over to Gibson and Simmons unless an index was
made and receipts given. Despite the magnitude of the task im-
posed by Reynolds’s demands, Gibson and Simmons agreed, since
30. Reynolds to Adams, September 30, 1823, ibid., XXII, 757.
31. Reynolds
32.
and Alvarez to Adams, August 25, 1823, ibid., XXII, 757.
Hamilton
33.
to Adams, June 4, 1824, ibid., XXII, 964-66.
Hamilton to Monroe, January 23, 1824, ASP, Public Lands, 111, 766.
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it was the only way out of the dilemma.34 Reynolds’s position
was championed by the St. Augustine paper and, within less
than a year, he was reinstated by virtue of a federal appoint-
ment which superseded the action of the territorial governor.35
When Reynolds returned to St. Augustine, he found that it
was Gibson and Simmons’s turn to be recalcitrant; they refused
to vacate possession of the documents until specifically ordered
to do so by the secretary of state. The state department ordered
the transfer on June 6,, 1825, and Reynolds resumed possession
of his precious documents.36
Given a unified commission and a well organized depository,
there were still lesser frustrations to plague an efficient transfer
of land ownership. The commission had agreed that in the
case of claims which were not supported by documents the
claimants would be given title if the land had been actually
possessed and improved. This did not cover grants where an
adverse claim was involved. The problem was to determine
what constituted actual possession and the degree of improve-
ment necessary to warrant ownership. These problems quite
obviously had to be decided at the discretion of the commis-
sioners.
Then there was the physical problem of translating the
thousands of documents from Spanish into English. The cost of
translation plus the time involved would have, under the most
salutary personal relations, impeded the progress of any com-
mission’s work. As a matter of fact, the commission, in an
effort to alleviate the difficulty, authorized the secretary to pro-
cure an assistant translator in hopes that congress would ap-
prove the action. Congress either failed to heed the needs of
the commission or to understand the complexity of the situation
despite repeated pleas. Floyd, in 1826, pointed out that by no
amount of industry could the employed translators have ac-
complished more than they had done, nor had the proceedings
of the commission interfered with their duties.37
34. William H. Simmons and Edward R. Gibson to Adams, October 8, 1824,
Carter, Territorial Papers, XXIII, 85-87.
35. Ibid., XXIII, 205. Reynolds’s prior appointment and that of Gibson and
Simmons were made by the territorial governor.
36. Daniel Brent to Simmons and Gibson, June 6, 1825, ibid; XXIII, 260.
37. Floyd to Richard Rush, March 6, 1826. ASP, Public Lands, IV, 758.
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After documents had been unearthed from the archives and
translations made at the expense of much time and money,
it was then quite possible that the Spanish surveyor had failed
to complete the survey of the land in question. In many in-
stances surveys were incomplete because of the fear of Indians.
In those cases where surveys had actually been made, it was
often that a pine tree or a bend in the river was used as the
basic point of the survey. It is also quite obvious that neither the
course of a river nor a pine tree is a permanent fixture of nature.
The first formal report of the East Florida Land Commission
was submitted to congress on January 1, 1825. This report in-
cluded the following statistics:
Claims confirmed 145
Claims recommended for confirmation 26
Claims ascertained to be invalid 40
Claims recommended for confirmation but not
reported 18
Claims held under advisement 80
Total of claims acted upon 30988
In a letter to the secretary of the treasury on January 31, 1826,
the commission summarized its work since the previous report:
Confirmation of claims 326
Rejection of claims 61
Reference to congress
Undetermined claims 528
(233 held under advisement pending further
proof, and 295 awaiting translation).39
The increased efficiency reflected in the second report resulted
from several factors. To begin with, the personnel change which
occurred in late 1824 produced more harmonious personal re-
lationships. The new commissioners benefited from the chaotic
experiences of the Hamilton-Blair-Floyd commission. Finally
by 1825 the conditions at the archives were conducive to a more
systematic use of the indispensable documents.
Notwithstanding the improvement of the second year, there
remained the difficulty of determining once and for all the
meaning of “to the same extent that the same grants would be
38. Ibid., IV, 158.
39. Ibid., IV, 276-77.
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valid if the Territories had remained under the Dominion of
His Catholic Majesty.” Spanish land law had not yet been defined
precisely enough to facilitate the transfer of land titles from
Spanish to United States sovereignty. There were still perplexing
questions posed by charges and countercharges of grants illegally
made. The more efficient commission and archives did not
alleviate the myriad frustrations which were bound to grow
from incomplete and inaccurate Spanish surveys.
Against the background of these continuing problems, on
January 6, 1826, the committee on public lands sent to the house
of representatives a report which pertained to the resolutions
and reports of the commissioners of East and West Florida:
No satisfactory returns have been made by the board of East
Florida, nor any good reasons furnished for the delay; the
committee deem it improper now to act in reference to those
claims. An early report in that district would place claims
under a general law. Otherwise . . . perhaps some other
mode of settling the unfinished business of that district had
better be resorted to.40
Congress did resort to other means by enacting legislation which
created the offices of register of public lands and receiver of the
public monies for East Florida. Even these measures did not
solve the problems of an orderly transfer of Spanish titles to
validity under United States law. The final solution to the
vexing problems was to be decided by the United States Supreme
Court.
40. Ibid., IV, 451.
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HOW TO ESCAPE THE YANKEES:
MAJOR SCOTT’S LETTER TO HIS WIFE
AT TALLAHASSEE, MARCH 1864
edited by CLIFTON  PAISLEY *
HE MIDDLE FLORIDA cotton plantation region that centered
in Tallahassee had good reason in the spring of 1864 to fear
an attack by Federal forces despite the impressive Confederate
victory at the Battle of Olustee on February 20. After this bloody
engagement Union troops retreated to Jacksonville, and pursuing
Confederates stopped twelve miles short of the city at McGirt’s
Creek. They dug in there, and for months there was a standoff.
Florida’s long and poorly defended shoreline provided abundant
other opportunities for a Federal assault, however. Middle Flor-
ida had become particularly vulnerable to an attack with the
withdrawal of Confederate forces to meet the Federal threat at
Olustee. A band of deserters hidden in the swamps of Taylor and
Lafayette counties had been raiding the plantation country and
had become so destructive that in March 1864, a force was sent to
try to clear these renegades out of the swamps.1 These dissidents
had also occasionally assisted landing parties from Federal gun-
boats in raids on salt works. One such raid was near St. Marks,
within thirty miles of Tallahassee, on the three days preceding
the Battle of Olustee, and $3,000,000 worth of property was
destroyed.2
Such fear of a Federal attack weighed heavily on the mind of
a Leon County planter and merchant, Major (later Colonel)
George W. Scott, who wrote a 2,200-word letter to his wife
Rebekah from a headquarters outpost of the Army of East
Florida on Mary 19, 1864.3 Less than a month before, Scott
*
1.
Mr. Paisley is research editor, Office of the Graduate Dean and Director
of Research, Florida State University.
John E. Johns, Florida During the Civil War (Gainesville, 1963), 164-65,
201; War of the Rebellion: Official Records of the Union and Confed-
erate Armies (Washington, 1880-1901). Series 1, vol. XXXV, pt. 1,
368-69; Samuel Proctor, “Jacksonville During the Civil War,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XLI (April 1968), 354-55.
William Watson Davis, The Civil War and Reconstruction in Florida
(New York, 1913; facsimile edition, Gainesville, 1964), 208.
The original letter was discovered about six years ago, according to a
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had participated in the fighting at Olustee. This letter to Mrs.
Scott, who was then living at their plantation home south of
Tallahassee, had practically nothing to say about life in a Con-
federate camp. Instead, it was filled with detailed instructions on
preparation for a 1OO-mile flight into Georgia should there be a
heavy Federal landing on the coast. The planter-soldier prob-
ably was the more concerned because his plantation lay exposed
to a possible enemy advance from the coast; it was at the southern
extremity of the upland plantation country, lying along the
south slope of the Tallahassee Hills. The rail line from St.
Marks crossed one corner of his property.4
Both Scott and his wife were natives of Pennsylvania and
Southerners by adoption. Scott had come to Florida as a young
man in 1850, settling in Tallahassee where he established a
successful mercantile business. An older brother, John, who
remained in Pennsylvania, was a prominent attorney who served
as a Republican United States Senator from 1869 to 1875. After-
wards he was general solicitor for the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company. George W. Scott entered Confederate service in May
1861, and for much of the war he commanded a battalion in
the Second Florida Cavalry.5
The Federal landings in 1864 which Scott had feared did
not take place. However, on March 4, 1865, several hundred
Negro troops were debarked from fourteen Union vessels at the
Spanish Hole near St. Marks Light. Scott, who had been pa-
trolling the coast, sounded the alarm,6 and it was his unit that
first engaged the invaders at the East River Bridge. On March 6,
at nearby Natural Bridge, Scott’s battalion was in the thick of
a fight in which regular Confederate forces, militia, and volun-
4. Scott’s largest acreage, the 720-acre Craig Place, was acquired in 1862.
However, his house was on what later was called the Otis Place on Bel
Air Road (present South Adams Street between Palmetto and Orange
Avenue). It overlooked the valley where the Florida A. and M.
University farm is located. Leon County Deed Book N, 68, and Book R,
71, fix the location of his 1,036-acre plantation. Tallahassee Weekly
Floridian, March 19, 1889, recorded the burning of the “elegant mansion”
formerly owned by Scott.
5. Wallace M. Alston, The Significance of the Life of George Washington
Scott (Decatur, 1951), passim; Clifton Paisley, From Cotton to Quail;
An Agricultural Chronicle of Leon County, Florida, 1860-1967 (Gaines-
ville, 1968), 20-22; U.S. Congress, Biographical Directory of the American
Congress, 1774-1961 (Washington, 1961), 1,573.
6. Caroline Mays Brevard, A History of Florida From the Treaty of 1763 to
Our Own Times, 2 vols. (DeLand, 1924), II, 116.
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teers turned back a threatened assault on Tallahassee. Two of
the three Confederates who died in this battle were in his com-
mand. Scott became a local hero, and on returning to Tallahassee
three days after the engagement he was presented with a horse
by Green A. Chaires, the prominent Leon County planter.7
Chaires had also been apprehensive about a Federal attack on
Middle Florida since his plantation lay only eight miles from
the Natural Bridge battlefield.
Returning to his business and plantation interests after the
Civil War, Scott entered politics briefly. In the spring of 1868
he ran unsuccessfully for governor of Florida on the Democratic-
Conservative ticket. In the fall of that year he was visited on his
plantation by the editor of the Tallahassee Floridian who praised
the progressive farming methods of this “man of practical ideas.”
A sixteen-foot overshot waterwheel had been set up on the lower
reaches of his plantation, and, utilizing the drainage from the
southern escarpment of the Tallahassee Hills, it powered cotton
gins and cane- and corn-grinding machinery. It was also used to
crush animal bones for Scott’s experiments with cottonseed
and bonemeal fertilizer. Scott’s farming operations did not pros-
per. In 1870 he moved to Georgia; in Atlanta he established
a fertilizer manufacturing business which eventually became
one of the largest in the South. In 1890, Scott made a gen-
erous gift to help Decatur Female Seminary become estab-
lished, and shortly afterwards the school was renamed as Agnes
Scott College for Scott’s mother.7
The original of George Scott’s letter to his wife is owned by
his grandson, J. J. Scott of Scottsdale Mills, Georgia. He supplied
the editor with a photostat of the original and a typescript. The
letter is reproduced exactly as it was written.
Hd Qrs Outpost Army East Florida
March 19th 1864
Dear Bettie,
I send enclosed with this a statement of my affairs which I
have often and long intended giving you so that if anything
7. Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, March 11, 1865; Mark F. Boyd “The
Joint Operations of the Federal Army and Navy Near St. Marks, Florida,
March 1865,” Florida Historical  Quarterly,  XXIX (October 1950),
96-124; Paisley, From Cotton to Quail, 20-22.
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should befall me you would have a pretty correct idea of how
my matters are situated. You had better take care of this state-
ment so that you can refer to it if necessary.
I will also give you some directions about what I now think
it is best for you to do should the enemy get possession of the
country. It is very hard to say what will be the best, but under
my present impressions you had better, when the enemy lands
with a large force on the coast, take the clothes that is such as
are serviceable the best of the bed clothes and your two best
mattresses. Take all your bed clothes if you can and I would
quietly have your clothes and bed clothes that you do not use
packed up so that you will not be hurried too much if you
have to go. You can take all your cuttlry and spoons. I would
also pack a bll of your best small dishes such as plates cups &
saucers tumblers &c. the large ones you will have to leave as
they are so heavy and bulky. You will have to take sufficient
cooking utensils with you— don’t forget your sifter, take the
flour, about 100 lbs of the sugar and a can or bll of syrup— and
as many hams as you can well take. Take the best axes, cross
cut saw, and other tools that you may need for putting up
cabins. Harry can put six mules in big wagon, Bob 4 mules in
salt works wagon. Sam Anderson can put Lee and the big Gray
mare in the new two horse wagon. Sam Johnston can put
Allen Scott’s Charlie and the little grey mare in the small two
horse wagon and Jeps can take the ox cart with oxen. If the
negroes all go with you which I suppose they will this will leave
Milton Moses and Major with the assistance of the woman to
drive the stock. Should you be by any accident one horse or
mule short Harry can take five in big wagon. You will have to see
that the negroes do not pyle up the wagons with their stuff-let
them only take their clothes blankets & quilts and enough cook-
ing utensils to get along with, the balance of their things you had
better have put into one of the rooms of the House I would also
before leaving have your things packed and locked in the
rooms. I think also that it would be better to have all the meat
that you are compelled to leave put into the meat room in the
house— would also have all the gear–hoes and tools of all kinds
that you leave put into house and locked up Charlott’s room
might be used for some of these purposes and leave Aunt Gina in
charge of all–and then I think after you get fixed wherever you
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go I think it would be well to send Moses back to stay with her.
It will be well to tell the negroes that you will not be gone
very long and that Aunt Gina will take care of their things.8
As to where you will go you will have to be governed by
others I think it would be best and more pleasant for you to go
into some neighborhood with those you know, Mr. Fierce, Capt.
Brokaw, Dr Randolph & others but I should think somewhere
about Albany, Geo-9 and I also think that if you are compelled
to move that it will be best after you get moved up the country
to sell out the stock mules and all for it will be very expensive
feeding them and the longer you would keep them the more ex-
pensive besides it would be too late to make a crop to
feed them on next year. So I think it would be best to sell every-
thing and hire all the servants out except those you want for
your own use in that event it would be best for you to rent a
house in Albany, Americus, or some other town or village in
that region.
I am under no obligation to take the Maxwell negroes you
will therefore not take them except Henry & if he wants Jane
to go with him you can take her if the Maxwells are willing.
The arrangement about teams would leave you Jim and
Stonewall for the carrage and George to drive, the folks of
course would all have to walk as you will want to take as many
provisions as possable. The negro children would have to be put
on one of the wagons. This will give you the big wagon for your
own things, Bob’s and one of the two horse wagons for pro-
8. Aunt Gina was one of ten slaves obtained by Scott with the farm he
purchased on November 7, 1862, from Hannah S. Craig. The recorded
deed (N-68) lists her name as Lina; however, this undoubtedly is Aunt
Gina as she is listed as “an old woman.” The others mentioned in the
Scott letter were obtained in the same purchase of land and slaves for
$17,309; Major, about forty-five; Moses, about thirty-eight; Milton, about
thirty; Sam Johnston, about twenty-seven; and Sam Anderson, about
fifty.
9. Untouched by Federal army activity, southwest Georgia became a place
of refuge, and, by the end of the Civil War, some of its towns were said
even to have taken on an air of gaiety with parties and theatricals to
entertain the refugees. T. Conn Bryan, Confederate Georgia (Athens,
1953), 135, 199. Albany was a prosperous community. Its population,
according to the 1860 census, compared with Tallahassee’s 1,932. Some
of its local historians claimed later that at the start of the war Dougherty
County was “the richest county of the South, on the basis of per capita
wealth.” See Thronateeska Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion, History and Reminiscenses of Doughtery County, Georgia (Albany,
1924), 363.
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visions one two horse wagon for the negroes things and the ox
cart for corn and meat. I think I would have the folks shell
about 20 bu corn and sack it up in those sacks you had oats in,
and have it put away so that it will be ready— if you have the corn
and you can have meal ground along the way— 20 bu can go on
the cart and that will feed horses and negroes for five days— 2
qts of shelled corn is a feed for a horse— six qts a day.
I would go the Lake Jackson road cross the river on Stewart’s
bridge10 then cross the county road to what is known as Haw-
thorn’s trail which leads on by Mrs. Rackley’s to Albany–you
cannot travel more than 12 or 15 miles a day. You had better
take the parlor carpet with you–it will answer to throw over
your things in case of rain indeed if you could take both it would
be better for you could thro one over wagon to protect your
things and if you cannot get a house you can take two forked
sticks put a pole across and throw over your carpet which will
makea very good tent under which you can put your mattress
thus for yourself and children
If you want money of which you should take at least $500
with you call on Mr. Butler for it but I will not sell the salt
I have in Macon for the present and if you should go into
Georgia and want money write to Messrs Carhart and Gurd
Macon Ga.–and say to them to charge a part salt I have in
their hands stating how you came to be there– (viz. that Yanks
run you off).
Tell Aunt Gina to take good care of the house and things
left–you would have to leave corn and meat plenty for her to
get at–that is about the corn some should be brought to the
house where she could watch it for the probability is that all
corn left at cribs will be carried off. You should also leave her
some money.
I believe now I have given you as full direction as I can well
10. Lake Jackson Road is now known as Old Bainbridge Road. According
to an 1883 map Stewarts’ Bridge crossed the Ochlockonee River into
Gadsden County about where U.S. 27 now crosses.
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do for circumstances will alter cases very much and it is hard to
tell what is best to do.
The tenth of meat we saved last year will be about 450 Ibs.ll
I wish you would have 3 blls sent to Major Noyes and take
rect for us on tax in kind and if there is more than the four
hund and fifty lbs let him credit me with the difference at
government prices. You had better have the pickel reboiled be-
fore you send it–and write the Maj a note stating what it is for
& that my tax will be about 450 lbs & if any more to credit me.
You might also see Mr. Butler what he can get for two blls
more for I think we can spare at least that much and if he can
sell it, it would be well to send some up to him. Have the pickel
reboiled on that too–please attend to the meat matter at once.
Keep the best blls yourself for fear you have to go off–you had
better deliver also the tenths of sugar and syrup.
I believe we made two cans and a bll of syrup which would
be at 40 gals each 120 gals and at least 250 or 300 lbs of sugar-
but on reflection it would be so inconvenient to send that amount
that I will let it be and pay that amount in money if I can do
so–12 gals syrup and 30 Ibs sugar would be about the tenths.
Now my dear wife do not become alarmed because I write
to you thus, for there may be no danger of an invasion of Midl
Florida but I will express my views fully to you my dear Bettie
for you know how much I love you and our dear little ones and
my anxiety to keep you from all harm leads me to make these
suggestions, for I would be misserable if I thought those I held
so dear were exposed to the annoyances and insults of such a
lot of black and white ruffins as the North has sent out against
this state.
There is no doubt but that the enemy are reinforcing and
that they intend to occupy the States if they can— and they have
less sense than I give them credit for, if they do not send an
expedition to Midl Fla to cooperate with this–I therefore ex-
pect they will–but now my dear wife do not mention this as
coming from me– for in the position I am in here persons
might be disposed to give undue weight to it and thus create
11. The “Confederate tithe” was adopted as a revenue measure on April 24,
1863. It provided for a tax in kind of one-tenth of all agricultural
products and was stringently enforced in Florida. See Davis, The Civil
War and Reconstruction in Florida, 187.
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quite an alarm among the citizens–but just you go along
quietly as if you knew nothing about it and get such things
ready as you can without attracting attention. It will at least
be a wise precaution and if you do not have to go so much the
better but it is well to be as well prepared as possable for when
the time comes if at all, all will be hurry and confusion. Of
course, you will not make a move until it is well ascertained
that the enemy are coming into Mid. Fla. Should you go off
and not have an opportunity of hearing from me and you
should learn that the enemy were there in large numbers, I
think the best thing you could do would be to advertise all
the stock wagons &c. for sale— keeping about two cows and two
horses besides Buck’s pony— also the small two horse wagon and
gear so as to haul without hands. You might sell off when you
get up in the neighborhood of Albany advertising in papers and
by hand bills stating number of horses and mules-cows-sheep
hogs-wagons, &c. You can get someone to write it for you for I
suppose there will be a number of Tallahassee folks there. You
can then rent a comfortable house, if possible near some of
your friends, keep Millton and George to attend to matters for
you and hire the balance of negroes out. You would keep the
carriage and two horses to go about with & haul with, & probably
you might be fixed so that you could plant a garden some po-
tatoes, &c.
I think this arrangement would give you much less trouble
than if you were to attempt to hold on to the teams and hire
them out for it would be a great trouble to you and probably
very expensive besides if you have to go you would hardly get
back in time to save the crop now planted for it would go to
ruin in two weeks if not worked. So I think it altogether the best
to sell out as soon as you get out of way of enemy and there fix
to live as easy and comfortable as possable.
Should Charley Myers or anyone else come for “Stonewall”
tell him or them that he is one of the three military horses
allowed me by law for my own use, and that I need him myself.
Do not let anyone take him away— I wrote to Charley Myers
today that I could not let him have him. Joe is failing very
fast if you can get “Stonewall” up so that he will do for me
to ride I will send Joe home to recup.
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Well now I believe I have written you everything and it
makes a very long letter I am afraid you will tyre reading it.
So my dear wife hoping that you will not have to leave
home and that we may soon be permitted to meet again, I
remain your ever affectionate husband. Kiss the children and
love from papa.
George
Tell Harry he must push up and get plenty of corn planted.
Has he planted that new ground on other side of plank road
there is near 40 acres of best land there I want planted. Has
he planted the part he ploughed on big hill–that next to
plank road must be planted on both sides of the ponds and
branches. Tell him to select the best land to plant in field back
of old quarters. I want all the corn planted that he can manage
tell him now is the time to push early and late if he wants to
make a crop. He can plant for two or three weeks yet— but he
must not neglect his young corn–he must push hard for next
three months, don’t let the folks lay off for every little com-
plaint you will have to force them out sometimes as they will
impose on you. The box was–a great treat for which I am
much obliged, how nice the hams are.12
George
12. The box with hams probably was a birthday present; Scott observed his
thirty-fifth birthday, February 22, only two days after Olustee. He died
at the age of seventy-four in Decatur, Georgia. Although Scott left
Florida in 1870, he continued to be interested in the state, according to
his grandson, Scott Candler, Sr., of Decatur, Georgia. He had owned
a winter home at Clearwater, which was sold by the family after his
death in 1903, Candler to the editor, June 19, 1969. The Tallahassee
Weekly Floridian, April 15, 1886, reported that Colonel Scott and his
wife were the guests of former Governor Bloxham at his home on
Calhoun Street.
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FLORIDA HISTORY IN PERIODICALS
This selected bibliography includes scholarly articles in the
field of Florida history, archaeology, geography, and anthro-
pology published in state, regional, and national periodicals in
1970. Articles, notes, and documents which have appeared in
the Florida Historical Quarterly are not included in this listing
since they appear in the annual index of each volume. The
present listing also includes articles appearing in journals not
published on schedule and which were not included in the list
published in the July 1970 issue of the Quarterly.
BALL, BRUCE W., “Samuel Hodgman, Haines City, Florida, Pio-
neer.” Tequesta [The Journal of the Historical Associa-
tion of Southern Florida] (1970), 53-63.
BELLMAN, SAMUEL IRVING, “Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings: A Soli-
tary Sojourner in the Florida Backwoods.” Kansas Quar-
terly (Spring), 78-87.
BORN, JOHN D., JR., “John Fitzpatrick of Manchac: A Scottish
Merchant in the Lower Mississippi [and British West
West Florida] Prior to the Revolution.” Journal of Mis-
sissippi History (May), 117-34.
BUCHANAN, PATRICIA, “Miami’s Bootleg Boom.” Tequesta. (1970),
13-31.
BULLEN, RIPLEY P., “Regionalism in Florida during the Christian
Era.” Florida Anthropologist (June), 57-61.
------------, “The Sarasota County Mound, Englewood, Florida.”
Ibid. (March), l-30.
--------------, William L. Partridge, and Donald A. Harris, “The
Safford Burial Mound, Tarpon Springs, Florida.” Ibid.
(September), 81-116.
COKER, WILLIAM S., and Jack D. L. Holmes, eds., “Daniel
Clark’s Letter (1800) on the Mississippi Territory [im-
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COVINGTON, JAMES W., “The Yamassee Indians in Florida:
1715-1763.” Florida Anthropologist (September), 119-28.
CUMBAA, STEPHEN L., AND THOMAS H. GOUCHNOUR, “The Colby
Site, Marion County, Florida.” Ibid. (June), 43-56.
DEVORSEY, LOUIS, JR., “Indian Boundaries in Colonial Georgia
[expansion to St. Marys River, 1763],” Georgia Historical
Quarterly (Spring), 63-78.
GARDNER, WILLIAM M., “An Example of the Association of
Archaeological Complexes with Tribal and Linguistic
Grouping: The Fort Walton Complex of Northwest
Florida.” Florida Anthropologist (March 1969), 1-11.
GOLD, ROBERT L., “Conflict in San Carlos: Indian Immigrants in
Eighteenth-Century New Spain.” Ethnohistory (Winter-
Spring), 1-10.
GUERRY, REVEREND JEAN U., “The Matecumbe Methodist Church
Church.” Tequesta (1970), 64-68.
HENSLICK, HARRY, “The Seminole Treaty of 1866.” Chronicles of
Oklahoma (Autumn), 184-96.
KARKINS, KARLIS, “The Fish Creek Site, Hillsborough County,
Florida.” Florida Anthropologist (June), 62-80.
KLEBER, LOUIS C., “The Presidential Election of 1876.” History
Today (November), 806-13.
LAXSON, D. D., “Seven Sawgrass Middens in Dade and Broward
Counties, Florida.” Florida Anthropologist (December),
151-58.
MCMURTRY, R. GERALD, “Lincoln’s Promotion of John L. Wor-
den.” Lincoln Lore (1969), l-3.
MILANICH, JERALD T., “The Alachua Tradition: Extension of
Wilmington-Savannah Peoples into Central Florida.”
Florida Anthropologist (March), 17-23.
MEIER, AUGUST, AND ELLIOTT RUDWICK, “Negro Boycotts of Segre-
gated Streetcars in Florida, 1901-1905.” South Atlantic
Quarterly (Autumn), 525-33.
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MENDEZ, ALFREDO F., “Government Medical Service to the Semi-
nole Indians.” Journal of the Florida Medical Associa-
tion (August), 28-32.
OKENFUSS, MAX J., “First Impressions: The Earliest Description
of Florida to Circulate in Russia (1710).” Tequesta (1970),
69-71.
OLSON , GARY  D., “Thomas Brown, [and the East Florida
Rangers], Loyalist Partisan, and the Revolutionary
War in Georgia, 1777-1782: Parts I, II.” Georgia His-
torical Quarterly (Spring), 1-19; (Summer), 183-208.
REA, ROBERT R., “Redcoats and Redskins on the Lower Missis-
sippi, 1763-1776: The Career of Lt. John Thomas [in the
opening of British West Florida].” Louisiana History
(Winter), 5-35.
---------, AND JACK L. L. HOLMES, "Dr. John Lorimer and the
Natural Sciences in British West Florida.” Southern Hu-
manities Review (Fall), 363-72.
ROTH, CLAYTON D., JR. “150 Years of Defense Activity in Key
West, 1820-1970.” Tequesta (1970), 33-51.
STOLEE, MARILYN S., “The Federal Music Project in Miami.”
Ibid. (1970), 3-12.
STRAIGHT, WILLIAM M., “Josie Billie, Seminole Doctor, Medicine
Man, and Baptist Preacher.” Journal of the Florida Medi-
cal Association (August), 33-40
--------------, “Seminole Indian Medicine.” Ibid. (August), 19-27.
WALLER, BEN I., “Some Occurences of Paleo-Indian Projectile
Points in Florida Waters.“’ Florida Anthropologist (De-
cember), 129-34.
WARREN, LYMAN C., “The Kellog Fill from Boca Ciega Bay,
Pinellas County, Florida.” Ibid. (December), 163-67.
WILLIAMS, WILMA B., “The Coral Springs Site, Southeast Flor-
ida.” Ibid. (December), 135-50.
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A History of Florida. By Charlton W. Tebeau. (Coral Gables:
University of Miami Press, 1971. xiv, 512 pp. Illustrations,
maps, preface, appendices, bibliography, index. $12.50.)
The reader will find this volume to be a truly comprehen-
sive history of Florida–from the Ice Age to Disney World. The
emphasis is on political history, but adequate attention is given
to salient social and economic factors. The treatment is essen-
tially chronological; the textual pattern that emerges is a chap-
ter on politics followed by one on social and economic history.
After a brief chapter on physiography and the aboriginal
inhabitants, the fast-moving narrative covers the 458 years of
Florida’s recorded history in approximately that number of
pages. About one-fourth of the text is devoted to prehistoric
Florida, discovery and exploration, and the Spanish and British
colonial periods; something less than half to nineteenth cen-
tury American Florida, including two chapters on the Civil
War and one on the Spanish-American War; and the remainder
to the present century.
Although the text incorporates the latest scholarly findings
in all periods, the chapters devoted to the twentieth century
are the most valuable. A great mass of information, not readily
available elsewhere, is brought together here. There are in-
teresting chapters on both World Wars, “The Management of
Natural Resources” (which might more appropriately have
been entitled “Water Management Policies”), and the great land
boom of the twenties.
The book seems designed for the general reader, but it un-
doubtedly will be used as a college textbook. Both lay reader
and student can peruse it with pleasure and profit. Unfortu-
nately, the latter should bear in mind that there are errors, in-
significant in themselves but disturbing in number. The most
common mistakes are careless dating and the misspelling of
proper names. Some of the former are inconsequential; others
confuse the reader. Most of the spelling errors seem due to
faulty transcription, but in several instances two men are con-
fused. Major Robert Gamble of Manatee, for instance, is con-
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fused with both his father, John G. Gamble, and his cousin,
Robert H. Gamble, the two Roberts being indexed in the same
entry. The index, in fact, is deplorable. Persons mentioned sev-
eral times in the text but not indexed include Bienville, Ber-
nardo de Galvez, Andrew Turnbull, Woodbine and Nicholls,
and Eligius Fromentin. And where a name is indexed, the entry
does not always include all references in the text. There are
shortcomings, also, in the indexing of subjects: missing are such
entries as tobacco, taxes or taxation, phosphate, and lumber
or timber.
There are two appendices, the first a list of all the govern-
ors of Florida, the second a table of the 1960 and 1970 censuses
of Florida by counties. An eighteen-page bibliography, arranged
by major periods, constitutes an adequate guide to the literature
of Florida. The book, as a book, is handsomely designed and well
illustrated, mainly with contemporary photographs from the
Civil War period on.
This is an important book and, all in all, a good one. It is
to be hoped that the errors mentioned will be eliminated in a
second edition, for this will be the standard history of Florida
for some years to come.
Tallahassee, Florida
Dorothy Dodd
Pioneer Life in Southeast Florida By Charles W. Pierce. Edited
by Donald W. Curl. (Coral Gables: University of Miami
Press, 1970. 264 pp. Foreword, preface, introduction, notes,
illustrations, index. $7.95.)
To read Charles W. Pierce’s first-hand account of “Pioneer
Life in Southeast Florida” is to experience vicariously the emo-
tions of the pioneers who turned a formidable wilderness into
a delightful haven for settlers and tourists.
Charles was only seven years of age in 1872 when he came to
Florida with his family. A good memory enabled him in later
years to record his early adventures. In adulthood, when he be-
gan preparing a book-length manuscript, he used not only his
own diary and logs but the diary which his educated mother
had kept through the years. There was a definite intellectual
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climate in the Pierce family, although Charles himself had
had no strictly formal education. This account of life in the
Lake Worth area begins when the Pierce family arrived and
settled on an orange grove on the Indian River. Excitement be-
gan almost immediately with the loss of their possessions by fire.
They were obliged to move into the Jupiter Lighthouse, where
the author’s father became assistant keeper. In rapid succssion
the boy experienced hurricanes, shipwrecks, and contacts with
drinking Indians and hungry bears. Subsequent experience in-
cluded life in the Orange Grove House of Refuge on Lake Worth
and a two-year stay in the Biscayne Bay House of Refuge, where
the author‘s father became keeper.
As the narrative unfolds, Pierce introduces prominent settlers
and describes commercial, recreational, and political develop-
ments. His accounts of boating, hunting, and exploratory trips
through streams and marshes are as intriguing as the descrip-
tions of the plant and animal life.
Pierce had completed his 200,000 word manuscript a short
while before his death in 1939. Years later through the efforts
of Judge James R. Knott, president of the Palm Beach County
Historical Association, Dr. Donald Walter Curl, chairman of
the history department of the Florida Atlantic University was
persuaded to edit and shorten the manuscript for publication.
Professor Curl’s skill in performing this task is highly praised in
the book’s foreword by Theodore Pratt, author of The Barefoot
Mailman. “An editor must be a very good editor,” wrote Pratt,
“not to give way to the easy temptation to rewrite, correct, and
change what he is editing to conform to his own designs.” Im-
portant also in the printed book is the Introduction, written by
Gilbert Voss, nephew of the author. Voss points out that Pierce
had been at one time one of the area’s barefoot mailmen. The
book’s paper jacket, designed by Bernard Lipsky, is in itself an
invitation to read the book. The illustrations add considerably
to the book’s charm.
The last historical event in the era Pierce was recording was
the coming of the railroad in 1894 to West Palm Beach. By 1893,
he wrote, there were already eight postoffices on Lake Worth, and
the founding of West Palm Beach brought an end to an era.
Pierce closed with these words: “The pioneer days, like the little
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boats with their ‘wings of the wind,’ remained only as a pleasant
memory.” In describing settlers as they turned a wild wilderness
into a tropical paradise, the author had achieved his goal.
Miami, Florida
Ruby Leach Carson
Plant Wizard, The Life of Lue Gim Gong. By Marian Murray.
(New York: Crowell-Collier, 1970. 118 pp. Introduction,
illustrations, bibliography, index. $3.95.)
There was a time when most juvenile biographies tended to
be long on story but often short on historical truth. Fortunately,
the Parson Weems brand of juvenile story is much more rare
today. The writer of books for children and teenagers is still
allowed certain liberties, such as the invention of some dialogue
where the actual words are unknown. But most editors and
writers of juvenile books now insist on basic historical accuracy,
and publishers frequently hire historians to check for errors.
The accurate and clearly written juvenile can pack a tre-
mendous amount of information into a very limited space, and
Marian Murray’s biography of Lue Gim Gong does just that.
For readers of elementary and high school age, it also tells a
very good story about an uneducated Chinese boy who came to
the United States as a coolie laborer in 1871, and by simple in-
stinctive genius made himself an internationally famous po-
mologist, the “Chinese Burbank.”
Miss Murray’s interest has centered chiefly on Lue’s youth
and the problems of an alien’s adjustment to America. This
makes an informative and entertaining story for young readers,
but leaves very limited space for Lue’s work in Florida. Yet in
the four short chapters given to this, Miss Murray crowds a
great deal of fact. Lue Gim Gong first arrived in DeLand,
Florida, in 1886, while still a young man. He remained in De-
Land, except for several summers spent in Massachusetts, until
his death in 1925. As a child his mother in China had taught
him how to cross-pollinate flowers, and apparently this was the
only horticultural instruction he ever had. Yet during his
northern summers he developed a new species of early-ripening
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apple, a late-ripening peach, something called a cherry-currant,
and several other fruits well known and popular in his day.
Lue’s most important work, however, was with Florida citrus.
He developed the Lue Gim Gong grapefruit and the Lue Gim
Gong orange, a summer-ripening species that is still widely grown.
National magazines wrote articles refering to him as “Florida’s
wonderful old plant wizard” and the ‘Chinese wizard of the
orange.” The American Pomological Society awarded him its
Wilder Silver Medal and the state of Florida honored him at
both the 1933 and 1939 World Fairs. A childlike but devoutly
religious man, Lue was an easy mark for various unscrupulous
nurserymen who robbed him blind, and if it had not been for
the help of Edgar Wright, editor of the Florida Grower, he
would have died in poverty.
Anna Maria, Florida
WYATT BLASSINGAME
Homenaje a Don José María de la Peña y Cámara. Edited by
Ernest J. Burrus, S. J. and George P. Hammond. (Madrid:
Ediciones José Porrua Turanzas, 1969. xii, 287 pp. Colección
Chimalistac, Vol. 3, Serie Jose Porrúa Turanzas, illustration.
700 pesetas, $10.00.)
For almost four decades scholars digging through the richest
repository of documents concerning Spain’s role in America at
Sevilla, Spain, have availed themselves of the friendship and
wise acumen of the director of the Archivo General de Indias.
Now Don José de la Peña has retired; but those who knew
him and benefited from his enthusiastic support have not forgot-
ten him. This volume containing fourteen essays from world-re-
nowned scholars who have labored diligently in the AGI is a
fitting testimonial to Sr. de la Peña.
There is something here for everyone concerned in Spain’s
contribution to this hemisphere’s history. There are bibliographi-
cal studies by Father Ernest J. Burrus, S. J.–“Bandelier’s Manu-
script Sources for the Study of the American Southwest”–and
Father Charles Edwards O’Neill, S.J.–“Catalogues and Micro-
film: The Louisiana Project of Loyola University (New Orleans)
in the Archivo General de Indias.” Lewis Hanke, whose classic
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study of the Spanish struggle for justice in the Indies is “must”
reading for all Latin Americanists, explains the University of
California at Irvine (where he recently taught) support of a
project for research and publication of the memorias of colonial
Latin American viceroys. Professor George P. Hammond, who
has spent years of excellent research in Spain, relates the success
of the program of the Native Sons of California in providing
scholarships for qualified scholars to do research in Spain.
Literary historians owe a debt to Irving A. Leonard (of Books
of the Brave fame) for his excellent essay, “Random Thoughts on
Spanish American Letters.” “Mr. Consulado”–Robert S. Smith-
provides an excellent survey of the research done and in prog-
ress on that vital institution of provincial government and eco-
nomics, the consulado. Biographers who have spent many hours
exploring their subjects present some thought-provoking analyses:
France V. Scholes tells us of the “Last Days of Gonzalo de San-
doval Conquistador of New Spain.” Donald E. Chipman lends
substance to the life of the controversial Nuño de Guzmán and
his “Grand Design” for colonial Mexico. W. Michael Mathes
covers the important California explorations of Sebastián Viz-
caíno. Of most interest to Florida historians is the essay by
Professor Charles W. Arnade of the University of South Florida
entitled “More About Gonzalo Méndez Canço, Governor of
Florida (1596-1603).”
Social historians will welcome the essays by the Swedish Latin
Americanist, Magnus Mörner, on Ecuador (“Aspectos sociorra-
cionales del proceso de poblamiento en la Audiencia de Quito
durante los siglos xvi y xvii”); and the penetrating study of the
prohibition against colonial officials’ marrying creoles by Richard
Konetzke, “La prohibition de casarse los oidores o sus hijos e
hijas con naturales del distrito de la Audiencia.” Medical his-
torians should examine with interest John Tate Lanning’s study,
“The Illicit Practice of Medicine in the Spanish Empire in
America.” Miguel Bordeneau y Mas, director of the Archivo de
Protocolos in Madrid, relates the career and contributions of the
man to whom the volume is dedicated, Don José María de la
Peña y Cámara.
It is customary that essays in such a homenaje be uneven in
quality, but this volume is a pleasant exception. All are of great
value to historians in general and to Latin Americanists in par-
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titular. No scholar should fail to acquaint himself with this book.
“Pepe” Porrúa should also be congratulated for publishing this
volume at a moderate price, a departure from the earlier Chimal-
istac Series on New Spain, the volumes of which appeared in
an expensive and limited edition.
University of Alabama in Birmingham
JACK D. L. HOLMES
The Spanish Borderlands Frontier 1513-1821. By John Francis
Bannon. Histories of the American Frontier. (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1970. xii, 308 pp. Preface, fore-
word, maps, illustrations, bibliographical notes, index. $7.95;
$3.95 paper.)
The name Herbert Eugene Bolton is significant for several
reasons. He popularized the Spanish Borderlands as an area in
need of careful study. During the major part of his long and
fruitful academic career, Bolton devoted his attention and that
of his students to research and to writing about the region. In
fact, he may rank as the American historian who stimulated
his students to the greatest productivity. John Francis Bannon
was one of Bolton’s students whose many publications about the
Spanish Borderlands have earned him a richly deserved scholarly
reputation. Father Bannon’s book might, as he suggests, be a
golden jubilee volume, appearing as it does almost fifty years
after Bolton’s Spanish Borderlands was published in 1921.
Father Bannon’s able synthesis covers the Spanish Borderlands
from Florida to California during the years 1513 to 1821. He
purposely did not include the Mexican period (post-1821) in
Texas and the New Southwest. The study is well written. The
essential and important topics appear to provide a good survey
of Borderlands history. A list of the viceroys of New Spain who
exercised some jurisdiction over most of the Borderlands at one
time or another is provided. His footnotes and bibliographic es-
say are a sound guide to the pertinent literature especially for
the area west of Louisiana. The maps are new, and the illustra-
tions well selected.
On behalf of those who have chosen to labor in the vine-
yards of the Spanish Borderlands east of Texas, a slight note of
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disappointment is registered. Father Bannon seemed reluctant to
include this area as a rightful part of the Spanish Borderlands,
and even referred to Luisiana as a quasi-borderland. It is also un-
fortunate that Father Bannon completed his study before he
could take advantage of the research by the current generation
of scholars working on the eastern half of the Borderlands. In
particular, Jack D. L. Holmes, Gilbert C. Din, John G. Clark,
and Father Charles Edwards O’Neill, among others, have all
done yeoman work in recent years on Spanish Louisiana and
West Florida. This reviewer noted only one reference to Holmes
who has published numerous articles and several books on this
area in the last ten years. But, even such old standards as Caro-
line Burson’s study of Governor Esteban Miró published in 1940
is missing from the bibliography. Also absent were many excel-
lent articles on the Spanish period appearing in the last thirty
years or so in the various historical journals published through-
out the southeast. Thus, Father Bannon’s bibliography for this
region should be supplemented with several new guides pub-
lished too late to be incorporated in his book: Jack D. L. Holmes,
A Guide to Spanish Louisiana (New Orleans, 1970), and
William S. Coker and Jack D. L. Holmes, “Sources for the His-
tory of the Spanish Borderlands,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
XLIX (April 1971). In addition, scheduled to appear in the
summer 1972 issue of the Latin American Research Review are
four articles and a 600-title bibliography dealing with current re-
search possibilities and resources for a study of Spanish Louisiana
and West Florida.
In spite of the foregoing caveat, Bannon’s book is an im-
portant contribution to the study of the “Boltonlands,” as some
refer to them. It will serve as a valuable new textbook.
University of West Florida
WILLIAM S. COKER
A History of the Indians of the United States. By Angie Debo.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970. xvii, 386 pp.
Preface, illustrations, maps, selected readings, index. $8.95.)
Miss Angie Debo, well-known for her work on the history of
Oklahoma and the Five Civilized Tribes, now offers a general
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history of the American Indians of the United States, including
Eskimos and Aleuts. This volume is primarily intended as a text-
book for courses in American Indian history on a college under-
graduate or perhaps an advanced high school level, but it would
also be useful to the general reader. The approach is conven-
tional. A brief account of the major Amerindian cultures intro-
duces a history of military, diplomatic, and political pressures
exerted by the United States and its predecessors upon various
Indian peoples with the objectives of, first, depriving them of
their ancestral lands and then destroying their very existence.
Miss Debo’s account is a harrowing one, particularly when
she deals with comparatively recent developments. One can
understand–although certainly not justify–such episodes of the
“bad old days” of Indian Removal and the Dawes Act, but
Chapter 19, entitled “Back to the Old Bad Days,” begins: “The
years from 1950 through 1960 marked the most concerted drive
against Indian property and Indian survival since the removals
following the act of 1830 and the liquidation of tribes and reser-
vations following 1887.” This is too close to our own times for
comfort or complacency. Several otherwise highly respected poli-
ticians come out very badly (e.g., pp. 326, 329; 277-78, 287). The
final chapter is “The Indians Find New Hope,” but this hope
obviously can be easily dashed without eternal vigilance by both
united Indians and concerned whites.
Highly useful are the over seventy well-selected illustrations
and the four maps. No author could write a history of such a
scope without at least minor errors and omissions. The highly
important Chinookan group does not appear among Northwest
Coast peoples (p. 12, but see p. 86). Osceola’s importance is con-
ventionally exaggerated by disregarding all other Seminole lead-
ers (pp. 109-10). Although the Kickapoo settlement near Nici-
miento, Coahuila, received considerable attention, the earlier
migration of Seminole Indians and Negroes to the same location
is not mentioned. I think, too, that the Battle of Dove Creek,
January 8, 1865, in which the Kickapoo trounced the Texans,
has been split into two separate actions (pp. 145-46, 176). That
the Sioux War of 1862 in Minnesota was “the most disastrous
Indian uprising white Americans had experienced” since King
Philip’s War (p. 157) is questionable — vide Pontiac’s Uprising.
The one serious weakness is in the so-called “Selected Read-
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ings” which are nothing more than footnote references, often re-
lating to isolated and not particularly important episodes, trans-
ferred without comment to the end of the volume. The omission
of Frederick W. Hodge’s indispensable if somewhat outdated
Handbook, and David Corkran’s recent works on the Cherokee
and Creek frontiers, and the inclusion of personal reminiscences
and local histories of at best peripheral significance are inex-
plicable. A well-organized and critical bibliographical essay,
which Miss Debo is certainly well qualified to prepare, should
be substituted.
But, as it stands, if I were offering a lower division course
in American Indian history, I should probably use this some-
what detailed and yet not too-detailed textbook.
University of Oregon
KENNETH WIGGINS PORTER
The Removal of the Choctaw Indians. By Arthur H. De Rosier,
Jr. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1970. xii, 208
pp. Foreword, acknowledgments, illustrations, appendices,
bibliography, index. $7.50.)
This book is an account of the nineteenth-century removal
of the Choctaw Indians from their tribal lands in what is today
the state of Mississippi to federal territory west of the Mississippi
River. It is a thoroughly researched study by a more than compe-
tent scholar who has synthesized an enormous amount of primary
information into a lucid and highly readable volume. Dr. De
Rosier’s work fills an important gap in the literature concerning
the Choctaw— perhaps the most interesting as well as the most
numerous of the southern Indian nations. It is not, however, a
a book which will be of interest solely to the student of the
southern Indian. Rather, it has an important place in the litera-
ture bearing on our national history from the administration
of Thomas Jefferson through the presidency of Andrew Jackson.
Thomas Jefferson comes under De Rosier’s close scrutiny
and emerges as a somewhat tarnished hero on the basis of his
cold determination to uproot the Indian tribes from their hal-
lowed eastern lands for transportation to the new federal terri-
tories acquired through the Louisiana Purchase.
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The actual removal of almost 13,000 Choctaws from Missis-
sippi to what is today the state of Oklahoma extended over a
period of sixteen years from 1818 to 1834. It profoundly affected
the lives of the Indians and whites of the regions concerned and,
perhaps more importantly, established the pattern for the re-
moval of many other tribes during the nineteenth century. It
may be convincingly argued that the national conscience of
America’s white majority was severely troubled by the pathos
and human suffering which accompanied these hapless Indians
along their “Trails of Tears” to the west. It may also be that
the present generation in our nation is undergoing a period of
soul searching and is sincerely attempting to redress some of
the sins which our forefathers perpetrated against the original
inhabitants of this continent. Dr. De Rosier’s book, while
not couched in the strident terms of the “Red Power” advocates,
should assist all who read it to conclude that President Nixon’s
recent statements concerning a renewed dedication to insure
Indian rights are long overdue.
The only serious negative criticism which this reviewer
would direct against Dr. De Rosier’s book concerns its paucity
of clarifying maps to accompany his well-written text. The
three maps which are included are very helpful, but others seem
necessary to allow the reader to visualize the several boundaries
and cessions. For example, the western lands ceded by the
federal government to the Choctaws are verbally delineated on
page 124, but they are not shown on any of the maps. Geographi-
cal ignorance of the sort which led to the problems following the
Treaty of Doak’s Stand should not be allowed to plague the con-
temporary reader.
University of Georgia
LOUIS DE VORSEY, JR.
The Papers of Henry Laurens, Volume II: Nov. 1, 1755–Dec. 31,
1758. Edited by Philip M. Hamer, George C. Rogers, Jr., and
Peggy J. Wehage. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1970. xxv, 580 pp. Introduction, list of abbreviations
and dates, illustration, index. $15.00.)
This, the second volume of the Papers of Henry Laurens, con-
tinues the years of Laurens’s junior partnership with George
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Austin. The letters indicate a broadening circle of trade with
prominent merchants in the West Indies, Philadelphia, Newport,
London, Bristol, and other British home ports. The correspond-
ence also indicates the increased energies of the South Carolina
rice and indigo planters, whose heavy custom in slaves and manu-
factured goods laid the basis of wealth for the merchants of the
low country.
The letters are concerned chiefly with business. Then with the
disaster of Braddock’s defeat, especially, July 9, 1755, Charles-
ton businessmen became increasingly worried over the French
threat to the future of the back country into which they were
expanding with land investments and trade and the effect of im-
pending war with France on American commerce. Laurens
reached such prominence by 1756 that he was elected to the
Commons House of Assembly, and in recognition of his talents
and his new identity with the planter interest, having purchased
a plantation, he was immediately accorded a position of first
rank and manned the important committees. Thus matters of
provincial and imperial politics begin in this volume. (See e.g.,
p. 167, ff.)
The editing remains excellent. The Introduction, embracing
the period of this volume, presents much guidance to the user,
and the abstracted materials prove to be peripheral Laurens
papers— standard legal documents, such as deeds— which attest to
the editors’ skill and judgment. Nothing important has been
excluded. (See Journal of Southern History, XXXV, pp. 253-55.)
Even newspaper advertisements of the Laurens-Austin firm, ex-
tracts from governmental journals which recorded Laurens’s
thoughts or activities, and letters signed by Laurens in com-
mon with others enrich this volume.
Georgetown University
RICHARD WALSH
Gouverneur Morris and the American Revolution. By Max M.
Mintz. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970. xiii,
284 pp. Preface, illustrations, bibliography, index. $8.95.)
Gouverneur Morris, outstanding among the Founding Fathers,
has suffered from piece-meal treatment by biographers. We are
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still waiting for a good, comprehensive treatment of the man.
This work by Max M. Mintz is not presented as a full biography,
even though it does include significant materials in the life of
Morris before 1775 and until his death in 1816. The main em-
phasis is on the work of Morris at the opening of the Revolu-
tion, during the course of the Revolution, and at the constitu-
tional convention in 1787. His contributions are clearly described,
with no bias and no attempt at exaggeration.
Morris had such a fascinating personality and such rich and
varied experiences, that it should not be difficult to write an
interesting biography. The average reader will find this book
pleasant reading throughout, and professional historians will be
pleased by the way it elucidates New York politics during the
Revolution, the inner workings of the Continental Congress, and
to a lesser degree, the constitutional convention.
It seems to me that more could have been done to bring out
Morris’s personality. Some topics are unfinished. No attempt is
made, for instance, to account for Morris’s long absences from his
work. This book has the markings of good historical scholarship,
but there are some surprising gaps in the bibliography. Three
collections of papers in the Massachusetts Historical Society are
listed, but there is no mention of the Adams papers. Ford’s
edition of Jefferson’s Writings were used, instead of the Boyd
edition, now in process, which covers the period more thoroughly.
Gilpin’s three-volume (1840) edition of Madison’s Papers is
listed but not Hunt’s nine-volume edition. It is obvious, never-
theless, that Mintz drew his information from a wide variety of
sources. This work is a welcome addition to the growing list




The Slave Catchers: Enforcement of the Fugitive Stave Law,
1850-1860. By Stanley W. Campbell. (Chapel Hill: Univer-
sity of North Carolina Press, 1970. viii, 236 pp. Preface, ap-
pendices, bibliography, index. $8.00.)
Professor Stanley W. Campbell has written a detailed study
of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850, focusing on its operation in
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the free states. The author also includes a discussion of the stat-
ute’s origins, enactment, and constitutionality.
For over a century, historians have accepted the common
antebellum belief that the Fugitive Slave Law was rendered a
dead letter by hostile northern opinion. But before Campbell,
no scholar had taken the trouble to examine the primary sources
in order to test this assumption. After extensive research in rec-
ords of the executive and judicial branches in the National Ar-
chives, in documents of the senate and house, and in newspaper
and periodical files, the author proves that, despite northern hos-
tility, “the law was enforced by those charged with responsibility
for enforcement, namely, officers of the federal courts.” Of the
cases which came before the fugitive slave tribunals created by
the statute, over eighty percent of the runaways involved were
remanded to their owners; only twelve percent of those in
federal custody escaped or were rescued.
Because the Fugitive Slave Law was the one concession the
South received in the Compromise of 1850, the region demanded
that the statute be faithfully observed. But the publicity given
the few cases where fugitive slaves escaped or were rescued con-
vinced many southern leaders that the free states could not be
counted on to keep their part of the bargain. The North had
been given one last chance to prove itself, and it had failed; now,
the only alternative remaining was disunion.
Professor Campbell is quick to point out that “Sesessionists
who justified secession on the grounds that the Fugitive Slave
Law had not been enforced were, perhaps unknowingly, using a
false issue.” There is, undoubtedly, an element of tragic irony
in the author’s discovery that rebellion was founded on an
erroneous conviction, but the fact remains that what men
believe is often more important than what is. Even if citizens
of the free states had not physically interfered with the opera-
tion of the statute, would this really have changed the situation?
The hostility of the North to the Fugitive Slave Law represen-
ted a moral condemnation of the entire South. The unbearable
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Partners in Rebellion: Alabama Women in the Civil War. By
H. E. Sterkx. (Cranbury, New Jersey: Associated University
Presses, 1970. 238 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $10.00.)
Since the thirties most scholarly books about women in war-
time have been regional or national in scope rather than limited
to one state. These more comprehensive accounts, in summarizing
feminine activities in the Union and the Confederacy, have
drawn information from primary and secondary materials per-
taining to all areas. Therefore the historian who confines his
work to women in a single state should produce an in-depth study
that imaginatively presents an abundance of heretofore unpub-
lished information and offers a fresh interpretation. Unfortu-
nately, Professor Sterkx has fallen short of this ideal.
Although Partners in Rebellion: Alabama Women in the
Civil War is well-written, it is an overly sympathetic, uneven, un-
imaginative account. The author shows that Alabama women
were like those elsewhere in the Confederacy. They recruited,
sacrificed, skimped, brooded, wept, nursed, joined aid societies,
devised makeshifts, lost loved ones, and grew weary of the
struggle, while some danced, partied, flirted, wed, and gadded.
But scarcely noted, or ignored completely, were the “partners
in rebellion” who carped, whimpered, sinned, hoarded, and
manifested other human frailities. The author seems reluctant
to discuss the earthy, sordid behavior which surfaced during the
war, as when making cursory mention of prostitution in Alabama
and, with a single exception, supporting his statements with
examples from outside the state (pp. 66-67). There are other
aspects of the woman’s world that are handled superficially, in-
cluding all phases of education, occupations of women who
worked outside the home, especially those in industry, the “thou-
sands” of out-of-state refugees in Alabama, and the Alabama
women who were displaced by the war. Somewhat offsetting the
prosaism and omissions is an interesting and informative dis-
cussion of the articulate women who directly or indirectly exer-
cised influence on officials.
The most glaring weaknesses in this study stem from the
author’s failure to investigate thoroughly and familiarize him-
self completely with manuscripts he mentions as having used,
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and this is especially true of those in the six repositories he
visited outside Alabama. Two examples are the Nathaniel Henry
Rhodes Dawson Papers which include delightful letters written
by Elodie Todd to Dawson, a valuable source of information
about women’s activities in the Selma area, and the Jane Sivley
Letters which give insight to Judson College in wartime and to
a student’s views and problems. The Todd letters are cited
twice and those written by Jane Sivley not at all, although one
she received from her brother is quoted, but he is identified as
a North Carolinian (p. 60), and a careful perusal of the com-
munications clearly indicate both were Mississippians. In the
same collection as these manuscripts are other materials relating
to the subject but apparently not investigated, notably the
Benedict Joseph Semmes Papers containing Mrs. Semmes letters
to her husband which tell of homefront conditions in the en-
virons of Gainesville, Alabama. This is a serious omission, since
Semmes was related to the Alabama family of the same name
and also to the Knox family, both of whom are mentioned in
the letters.
Because most errors are minor ones, no attempt will he
made to list them, but the author should be prepared for criti-
cism from North Carolinians for his having placed Roanoke
Island in Virginia (p. 85). And finally, it is unfortunate that
scores of proper names mentioned in the book are not listed in
the index, including six of the women whose portraits appear in
the interesting array of illustrations.
Winthrop College
MARY ELIZABETH MASSEY
Lincoln and the Politics of Slavery. By John S. Wright. (Reno:
University of Nevada Press, 1970. xiii, 215 pp. Preface, po-
litical calendar, bibiography, index. $6.00.)
In this slim, well-written monograph Professor Wright ex-
amines the interaction between the politician-Abraham Lincoln
— and the moral issue— slavery. Most of the volume is a narrative
of Lincoln’s career from his entrance into Congress in 1846 un-
til his election to the presidency in l860. He is portrayed as a
dedicated Whig who concealed his life-long hatred of slavery
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until the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill of 1854, and
thereafter took successively firmer public positions against it.
According to the author, milestones in the transition were:
(1) joining the Republican Party by 1856 and opposing the
extension of the “peculiar institution” into Kansas, and (2)
slowly moving in 1857-1858 to the posture that slavery should
and could be extinguished by the constitutional methods re-
stricting it to areas where it already existed. During and after
the senatorial campaign against Douglas, Lincoln is depicted
as master politician, always conscious of proper timing, who
realized that public sentiment had finally caught up with his
view of slavery as a moral wrong.
Wright presents a convincing argument that Lincoln bril-
liantly nurtured a moral issue in which he firmly believed to
attain success for himself and his party. However, some readers
may not share the author’s revulsion towards the abolitionists;
others may doubt the contention that Lincoln repeatedly placed
the future of the Republican Party over his personal career, or
that his increasingly rigid public stance on slavery does not
smack of opportunism.
The individual who desires to watch Lincoln on the stage
of Illinois politics will find this book enlightening and readable.
But the historian who has kept abreast of recent scholarship will
wish that the author had gone beyond standard secondary re-
search. Those who have read Don Fehrenbacher’s Prelude to
Greatness: Lincoln in the 1850’s will have a feeling of deja vu.
University of South Florida
JOHN M. BELOHLAVEK
Frontier Law and Order: Ten Essays. By Philip D. Jordan. (Lin-
coln: University of Nebraska Press, 1970. x, 182 pp. Preface,
index. $6.95.)
One wishes this book could have been written for popular
consumption. No one likes crime or condones it, but in placing
the present lawless condition of our country in historical per-
spective, we can at least take some assurance that we are not
hell-bent for chaos— or if we are, it has been long in coming
and is still far away in time. Such is the conclusion reached by
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Dr. Jordan, and he documents his statements convincingly.
In a series of ten essays (seven of them previously published)
he dispenses with the traditional treatment of frontier crime
and violence. Instead, he analyzes the laws concerning the wear-
ing of weapons in the new country, including a carefully com-
piled appendix of these laws in the several states as of 1890. He
becomes descriptive in his essay on “The Mississippi— Spillway
of Sin,” and in other papers he attempts to separate facts from
myths concerning gamblers, prostitutes, horse thieves (he gives
statistics on horse-thief penalties), and the general condition of
law enforcement and judicial procedure on the American fron-
tier. In the process a different, obviously more accurate portrayal
of the real situation regarding frontier law and order emerges.
Geographically the concentration is on the Mississippi Valley,
but all sections of the nation enter into the story. This is as it
should be, since all sections were once frontier areas. Northern
Florida, as a part of the Old Southwest, is well represented by
implication if not by specific examples.
A collection of essays which have for the most part appeared
elsewhere is likely to suffer from repetition and a lack of co-
hesion. As for the latter, the subject matter is acceptably strung
together. As for the former, a criticism of slipshod editing is
in order. There is much repetition of incidents (the Galt House
murder, the lynching of gamblers at Vicksburg, the burning of
a Negro at St. Louis, the murder of a deaf and dumb prostitute),
and there is even repetition of documentation. Possibly this is
unavoidable in a book of essays, but in any case it is annoying.
Yet, with Professor Jordan’s colorful language, his well-turned
phrases, and his obvious gusto in writing on the subject, this is an
interesting book; in its carefully researched subject matter, it is
also an important one.
Florida State University
RICHARD A. BARTLETT
Theodore Roosevelt and the Art of Controversy: Episodes of the
White House Years. By Willard B. Gatewood, Jr. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1970. vii, 294 pp.
Preface, index. $8.95.)
Disclaiming any attempt to offer a new interpretation of
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the Republican Roosevelt or of his presidency, Professor Gate-
wood has focused upon some half-dozen, diverse issues to “reveal
something of significance about Roosevelt as a man and political
leader” and to provide commentary on the “Rooseveltian affinity
for combat.” An introductory essay summarizes and synthesizes
what Roosevelt’s contemporaries, as well as leading historians
of him and his era, have said about his many-sided, pugnacious
personality. Then three essays deal with Roosevelt’s approach
to the race question in his famed bread-breaking at the White
House with Booker T. Washington; his closing of the postoffice
at Indianola, Mississippi, after local whites had intimidated the
Negro woman who was postmistress; and his appointment of a
Negro physician, Dr. William D. Crum, as customs collector at
Charleston, South Carolina. Four additional essays deal with such
varied topics as the President’s fight for an artistic gold coinage;
his troubles with a close personal friend who was the wife of
his ambassador to Vienna and an incurable devotee of high
Papal politics; a labor problem in the Government Printing
Office; and a fight about the secret service that eventually led to
the creation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
These are sprightly essays that the non-specialist is able to
enjoy, and preferences among them will no doubt vary. The
piece on Booker T. Washington’s dinner (not lunch) at the
White House is both hilarious and tragic-hilarious because it
catches politicians, journalists, and, alas, historians in all sorts of
verbal shenanigans; and tragic because the whole episode is
rooted in and reflects the white racism that boiled to an all-time
high during the period. None of the racial essays deal with the
later period when politics helped push Roosevelt in other and
perhaps less “liberal” directions. Yet Gatewood shrewdly con-
cludes that Theodore Roosevelt sought for the blacks what he
termed decent treatment rather than full citizenship; that the
President’s quarrel with rabidly racist white Southerners, such
as Senators Tillman and Vardaman, was more about what he
regarded as their barbaric bad manners than their concept of
Anglo-Saxon supremacy; and that the fact that some Negro
Americans came for a while to regard him as a “worthy suc-
cessor to the Great Emancipator” is more of a commentary on
the “desperate nature of their plight in the Progressive Era
than on the magnitude of his cautious efforts to extend the
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Square Deal to black people.”
For sheer Rooseveltian fun and games, perhaps the essay
about the gold coins takes the prize. He believed that art en-
hanced the “beauty of living and therefore the joy of life”
and that what might be called his obligations as “Chief Pulpi-
teer” to the great public included artistic as well as more mun-
dane matters. Roosevelt, therefore, commissioned his favorite
sculptor, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, to design some new gold coins.
Subsequently, Liberty’s head acquired an Indian feather head-
dress (T. R.‘s suggestion), and the traditional motto about
trusting in God came off for aesthetic reasons (Saint-Gaudens’s
suggestion). The ensuing brouhaha must surely rank as one
of the most entertaining episodes in the era when Theodore
Roosevelt more than compensated for the lack of radio and
television.
College of William and May
ROBERT F. DURDEN,
The Lure of the Land: A Social History of the Public Lands
from the Articles of Confederation to the New Deal. By
Everett Dick. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1970.
xii, 413 pp. Preface, illustrations, bibliography, index. $9.50.)
For forty years, ever since Everett Dick earned his doctorate
from Wisconsin, historians have come to regard his work as schol-
arly and well-written. His major efforts, The Sod House Frontier
(1937), Vanguards of the Frontier (1941), and The Dixie Fron-
tier (1948) have delighted students of American pioneer move-
ment and stimulated thoughtful reflections on frontier history.
The Lure of the Land is everything you would expect from a
seasoned scholar.
A long line of studies of land policy reaches back through
such familiar names as Harold Dunham, Paul Gates, Roy M.
Robbins, Carl Coke Rister, Payson J. Treat, and Benjamin
Hibbard, only to name a few. What does Dick offer that war-
rants fresh consideration? As he states it himself, after a lifetime
of “writing about the everyday life of the frontiersman . . . I
became convinced that land, before it was separated from the
United States government and during the process of its actual
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change in ownership from the nation to the individual, was the
most important single social factor in frontier history.” The book
attempts to tell the story of exactly how the land passed
from public ownership to private hands.
Lure of the Lund focuses on people, rather than on legisla-
tive history. All the familiar landmarks are observed, the en-
actment of the original land laws and all the changes in that
system right up to the end of the era of public land and the
close of the frontier, which Dick dates in 1935 when Franklin
D. Roosevelt withdrew the remaining public land from entry.
The American system of land distribution did not work the
way it was supposed to. Whatever the changes in our land laws,
the frontiersman rarely abided by them. His narrative is one
of people either breaking the law or simply ignoring it until
it conformed to the pioneer’s wishes. Yet, a continent was occu-
pied and civilized by these “lawless” people. Dick explains the
paradox this way: “Long before Abraham Lincoln’s famous
statement, that the United States was a house divided against
itself, the nation had been divided, with East and West forming
the two sections.” The East, conservative in its thinking, wanted
a slow, orderly, pay-as-you-go land policy, while the more radical
West saw land as an inexhaustable resource to be used without
delay or caution. Fortunately, Dick concludes the sections were
fluid. On land policy, for example, Ohio in the early nine-
teenth century was radical and western, but by mid-century, with
the frontier having moved on, she adopted a conservative and
eastern outlook. This fluidity and the ability to accommodate
each other, avoided the kind of sectional conflict that split the
Union and led to a Civil War between the North and South.
In light of current concerns for our environment, one of
Dick’s conclusions warrants special notice. His research has led
him to conclude that “Although the national government is
not perfect, it has been freer from corrupt rings than have local
and state governments; and history indicates that the national
government should guide in the use and enjoyment of the
remaining remnant of our national resources.”
The Lure of the Land is an excellent summary of the fraud
and corruption in which “the land laws were evaded or used to
further the interest of the frontiersmen.” This is the theme
for 364 pages. At this point Dick shys away from the implication
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of his study and impales himself on a platitude: “But what per
cent of the land was subject to these practices is difficult to de-
termine. It is axiomatic that in a well-regulated community the
violation of a law is newsworthy. The law-abiding man . . .
never gets his name in the newspaper.” This may be true, but
his book suggests a different conclusion. Indeed, one wonders
why the title wasn’t The Lust for Land.
The bibliography is good, although a preponderance of the
material cited is dated prior to 1950. The index is excellent and
the format pleasing. The last chapter is a brilliant summary of
American land history, and it alone is worth the price of the
book.
State College of Arkansas
WADDY WILLIAM MOORE
Technology and Humanism: Some Exploratory Essays for Our
Times. By William G. Carleton. (Nashville: Vanderbilt Uni-
versity Press, 1970. xiv, 300 pp. Foreword, introduction, index.
$12.50.)
The author of this book is personally known by thousands
of Floridians and by scores of members of the Florida Historical
Society. William G. Carleton has been associated with Florida
since the late 1920s, first as a law student and then as professor
at the University of Florida. In his earlier years he was best
known as an orator of style and dynamism, and he achieved
note as an energetic campaigner for Al Smith in 1928. Though
active as a speaker in the 1930s in the Roosevelt campaigns, the
decade saw him turn his energies into college teaching. A gen-
eration of Florida graduates remember the intellectual excitement
of a classroom presided over by “Wild Bill.”
Early in the 1940s he increasingly turned to writing, and it
is in the period since 1947 that he has made his most lasting con-
tributions. This volume is a compendium of the best of those
writings, each introduced by an introspective, critical comment
by the author. There are eighteen essays divided into three
groups: “World Politics,” “American Politics,” and “Changing
Cultural Ethos and the Technocratic Society.” They combine the
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insights of the incisive journalist and the perspectives of a
broadly-educated academician.
In the first group, Carleton shows an early appreciation of
the lack of solidarity in the Communist world and of the
disruptive impact nationalism would have upon it. He shows,
too, a perception of the nationalistic barriers to World Federal-
ism and of the limitations nationalism would place upon the
development of the United Nations. In the same vein of re-
surgent nationalism, one essay deals with McCarthyism as a
blindness which distorted the American mind into believing in
a mythical or highly exaggerated Communist monolith. To
undermine another Communist myth, one essay views the
former colonial regions and finds little to support the notion
that all are trending toward Communism. The more pervasive
influence in most is that of the former European ruling powers,
preserving in the new nations a primarily western orientation.
Perhaps, however, the major theme of the international essays
is that the great world political crises of this century are mostly
behind us, that big wars will be avoided, that in their mutual
interest in stabilizing the balance of power, the United States
and Russia may create a too rigidified status quo.
The second section of essays, dealing with American
politics, emphasizes themes of centralization, the nature of the
presidency, and the anachronism and irrelevance of American
conservatism. Professor Carleton’s view of centralization is that
its general impact in America has been to broaden both democ-
racy and liberty— a logically convincing argument that empha-
sizes the narrowness and unresponsiveness of state and local
governments and the objectiveness and liberating activities of
the federal government. Reaching into history he points out
that, “Most tyrannies in history, and some of the most onerous,
have been local.” In regard to the presidency, he associates strong
presidents with growing democracy and sees that branch of gov-
ernment as being more representative of national majorities
than has been the legislative branch of government. One article,
on Woodrow Wilson, depicts him as a foremost exponent of the
strong twentieth century presidency and takes issue with Wilson’s
latter-day academic critics. Another essay, on John F. Kennedy,
respects his status as a romantic folk hero and a symbol of the
values of his time— a paradoxically attractive figure in our
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prosaic, technocratic age-but points up the sparseness of his
achievements in statesmanship.
For American conservatism he has little respect. The trouble
with American “conservatives,” he says, is that they are too in-
fused with technocratic and economic values and too lacking
in humanist values. The few genuine conservatives (examples
cited are Walter Lippman and Robert A. Nisbet) are deeply
rooted in America’s liberal tradition, have a genuine lament for
the past, and are keenly conscious of “how difficult it will be to
preserve traditional values in our technocratic age.”
In many ways, the last section of this book is the most
fascinating— here Carleton copes with the “feel” of twentieth
century American society and reveals himself as a “true” con-
servative in the traditional sense. Here he finds a non-technocratic
sense of identification with Hawthorne’s more romantic, bucolic,
less specialized and rationalistic, more playful nineteenth century
Here, too, he laments the passing of nineteenth century gre-
garious and merry cultural pluralism in favor of exclusive,
confined, antiseptic urban America, and he taxes Americans for
their lack of humanism and the conformist tendencies their
new society increasingly generates. Finally, he turns to the anti-
technocratic trends, to the young dissidents who, vaguely
feeling the shortcomings of the materialist technological society
which nurtures them, seek to remake it. Going against the grain
of America’s soulless technocracy, they seek the leavening hu-
manism of an earlier western European tradition.
For a book of essays, there is remarkable unity in this volume.
The essays logically blend into each other, and their selection
testifies to the sure sense of unity and purpose that characterizes
this author’s other writings. Reading these essays is an exciting
experience.
University of Florida
HERBERT J. DOHERTY, JR
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Everglades, by Patricia Caulfield, was published by the Sierra
Club of San Francisco. It is a strikingly beautiful book, filled with
Miss Caulfield’s photographs taken over a five-year period. Pas-
sages from the published and unpublished writings of Peter
Matthiessen were selected by Miss Caulfield to complement, in
mood and spirit, her photographs. John Mitchell, editor-in-chief
of the Sierra Club, a newspaperman and former science editor
of Newsweek, has written a lengthy essay on the Everglades which
describes the beauty of this Florida area, its human inhabitants,
and the animal, bird, and marine life that is there. Mr. Mitchell
also reflects on what man has done to save and to destroy
America’s only subtropical wilderness. This volume, an im-
portant addition to Florida bibliography, sells for $27.50. It
may be ordered from Sierra Club Books, 250 W. 57th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10019.
The handiest and most up-to-date reference volume about
Florida is The Florida Handbook, compiled biennially by Allen
Morris. The thirteenth edition has been published by Penin-
sula Publishing Company, P. O. Box 2275, Tallahassee. As in-
dicated by its index, this volume ranges in subject matter from
“abandoned property” to “Zolfo Springs,” and it includes in-
formation on topics as varied as the following samples: Adams-
Onis Treaty, John James Audubon, grapefruit production,
Lafayette Land Grant, Asolo Theatre, Gregor MacGregor,
Seminole Indians, the Suwannee River, and the American Revo-
lution Bicentennial Commission. There is a separate index for
the Florida Constitution. Several new chapters have been added
to this edition, and many of the features found in earlier vol-
umes, such as “Origin of Florida Place Names,” “Indians in
Florida,” “Through the Years,” and “Women in Government,”
are also included. The book sells for $6.75.
Mrs. Julia Lake Kellersberger of Melbourne Beach has pub-
lished a personal narrative of her life in Florida since 1945. Bre-
vard County’s major cources of income before and after World
War II were cattle and the tourists who arrived to fish in the un-
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polluted waters of the area. By the 1960’s the Kennedy Space
Center had been established, bringing with it overnight boom
conditions to a large area of east coast Florida. Mrs. Kellers-
berger’s monograph describes these changes, and the impact that
they have had on her life and the lives of the people of Mel-
bourne. Her book is Volume Number 1 in the Local History
Series subsidized by the Kellersberger Fund of the South Brevard
County Historical Society. It was published by the Society in
cooperation with the Florida Institute of Technology Press of
Melbourne. The book may be ordered from the Society, Box 847,
Melbourne 32901. It sells for $1.50.
The Mat(t)hews Family: An Anthology of Mathews Lineages,
compiled by John R. Boots, Jr., of Ocala, includes much material
relating to Florida history. Brigadier General George Mathews,
former governor of Georgia and a member of the first United
States Congress, was actively involved on the Georgia frontier
at the time of the East Florida Revolution, 1811-1812. Another
Mathews of interest to Florida historians was F. E. Mathews
who was born in Brazil of American parents who had fled there
after the Civil War. Later, members of this branch of the family
returned to settle in Marion County, Florida. F. E. Mathews
built and was captain of some of the Hart Line steamers which
operated on the Oklawaha River. Another Mathews relative,
George G. Mathews, founded a Fort Lauderdale newspaper.
The book, which contains a number of Florida-scene pictures,
may be ordered from the author, Box 1341, Ocala 32670. The
price is $25.00.
Apalachee 1968-1970 is the seventh volume of papers pub-
lished by the Tallahassee Historical Society. This volume con-
tains ten essays: “Construction of Florida’s Overseas Railway,”
by O. Burton Adams; “Social Life and Recreation in Tallahassee
During Reconstruction 1865-1877,” by John B. Myers; “The
Night Lincoln Was Not Assassinated,” by Claude R. Flory;
“The Florida Highway Patrol,” by H. D. Smith, Jr.; “Perry’s
Brigade of Florida’s Fighting Rebels,” by J. Adrian Jackson;
“The Middle Florida Agricultural Fair, 1879-1885,” by Judy R.
Nichols; “Florida’s Reaction to the ‘Military Bill’,” by Terrance
H. Nolan; “Florida Observes the Civil War Centennial: 1859-
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1959,” by James W. Cortada; “John Branch, Florida’s Last Terri-
torial Governor,” by Barbara Lou Rich Long; and “The Cross-
Florida Barge Canal: Fact or Folly,” by Lanue B. Ryan. Apa-
lachee sells for $5.00, and it may be ordered from Dr. Daisy
Parker, Tallahassee Historical Society, Florida State University,
Tallahassee.
Arno Press and the New York Times are reprinting a number
of significant source documents dealing with the history of
political violence in the United States. The series, Mass Violence
in America, includes eyewitness reports, government documents,
and other descriptive and analytical material. One of the volumes
reprinted is The American Siberia or Fourteen Years’ Experience
in a Southern Convict Camp by J. C. Powell, a captain of a
Florida convict labor camp located near Live Oak, Florida. The
book, published originally in 1891, relates his personal experience
in the period after Reconstruction. It has long been out-of-print,
and Florida historians and collectors of Floridiana will welcome
this reprint edition. It sells for $12.50, and it may be ordered
from Arno Press, Inc., 330 Madison Avenue, New York 10017.
An important reprint volume for Florida historians is Pro-
ceedings of the Electoral Commission and of the Two Houses of
Congress in Joint Meeting Relative to the Count of Electoral
Votes Cast December 6, 1876 for the Presidential Term Com-
mencing March 4, 1877. This primary source volume was first
published in 1877. The submission of Florida’s controversial
election results to the electoral commission, the decision by
that commission, and the certificates and objectives referred to
the commission are included. Published by DaCapo Press, New
York, the volume sells for $37.50.
British West Florida, 1763-1783, by Cecil Johnson, was pub-
lished originally by Yale University Press in 1943 in its Yale
Historical Publication Series. Long out-of-print, it has now
been republished by Archon Books, 995 Sherman Avenue, Ham-
den, Connecticut 06514. It sells for $8.00.
Tampa Boy is by George Ryland Bailey who for many years
lived in the Tampa area. It concerns the adventures of two
young boys in the period between 1912-1916. All of the ad-
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ventures are “real,” and “Archie,” “Tampa Boy” in the book,
was the late Colonel Archibald Yarborough Smith of the United
States Air Force. Curt Barry, the other lad involved in these
Florida adventures, is the author of this novel. The book, pub-
lished by Dartnell Press of Chicago, is distributed by Scribner’s.
It sells for $4.95.
Interstate is by Borden Deal, a resident of Sarasota. It is the
fictional account of the construction of a giant highway through
Florida and the impact that it has on a Florida town and its
people. Published by Doubleday and Company, Garden City,
New York, the book sells for $7.95.
Zora Neale Hurston, one of Florida’s outstanding writers,
was born in the all-black community of Eatonville, where her
father was a preacher and a carpenter. After working as a maid
and waitress, she migrated North where she was educated. While
living in New York during the mid-twenties she became asso-
ciated with the young black intellectuals and artists who became
a vital part of the Black Rennaisance. Her teacher, the celebrated
anthropologist, Franz Boas, helped her secure a grant to study
folklore in Florida and Louisiana. Mules and Men, published
originally in 1935, was in part the result of her investigations.
It is a collection of Negro folktales and voodoo practices in the
South. A paperback edition of Mules and Men has been pub-
lished by Perennial Library, Harper & Row, New York. It sells
for $1.50.
All about Wills for Florida Residents by Ralph Richards, of
Clearwater, has been reprinted by Trend House Publishers, P. O.
Box 2350, Tampa 33601. It sells for $1.50.
Floridians should have more than a casual interest in
Barbara W. Tuchman’s Stilwell and the American Experience
in China, 1911–45. Joseph Warren Stilwell, one of the great mili-
tary personalities of World War II, was born in Palatka, Florida
on March 19, 1883. His father, Benjamin W. Stilwell had pur-
chased land in Putnam County and had moved with his wife
and young daughter to Florida in the early 1880s, planning to
operate a lumber business. Abandoning this venture after a few
years, the family returned to Yonkers, New York. Family records,
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letters, and other papers dealing with General Stilwell’s parent-
age and youth, including the short sojourn in Florida, are in the
Stilwell Papers at Carmel, California. This book was published
by MacMillan Company, and it sells for $10.00.
The Historical Journal of the Establishment of the French
in Louisiana is the third volume in the University of South-
western Louisiana’s monograph series. The journal carries the
name of Jean-Baptiste Bénard de La Harpe as author but there
seems to be some question about this. One scholar attributes it to
the Chevalier de Beaurain, the royal geographer. The document
has been translated by Joan Cain and Virginia Koenig, and it
was edited and annotated by Glenn R. Conrad. The journal be-
gins with a description of the activities of Ribault and Lau-
donniere on the St. Johns River in the 1560s, but the main
body of the manuscript relates to the West Florida-Louisiana
region. The volume sells for $2.00 and it may be ordered
from University of Southwestern Louisiana, P. O. Box 831, USL
Station, Lafayette, Louisiana 70501
The Dead Town of Sunbury, Georgia, is by Paul McIlvaine, a
native of Jacksonville. Sunbury at the mouth of the Midway
River was founded in 1758 by descendants of Massachusetts
Puritans who migrated into the area. At one time its population
exceeded an estimated 2,000 people, but by the Civil War it had
faded into oblivion. It was unable to compete as a port city
with Savannah; rice production on its nearby plantations de-
clined, and the area was subjected to periodic malaria and
yellow fever epidemics. Many famous people lived in Sunbury
or were closely associated with the town. These included three
signers of the Declaration of Independence, three United States
senators, and several congressmen and governors. Near Sunbury
stood Fort Morris, a pre-American Revolution structure. It was
one of the bases from which Georgia militia and Continental
troops launched offenses against the Loyalists in Florida and the
British regulars occupying St. Augustine. The monograph may
be ordered from its author, Route 3, Box 55, Hendersonville,
North Carolina 28739. It sells for $2.95.
Man and the River: The Mississipi is by Hodding Carter,
the Greenville, Mississippi, newspaper editor and publisher who
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won the Pulitzer Prize for his editorials advocating racial and
religious tolerance. This is still another of the many books he
has written about the South, its land, and its people. The
photographs for this volume were supplied by Dan Guravich.
The Mississippi is a 2,500-mile-long river which serves both as
a divider and a uniter of the North American continent. The
giant waterway is really two great streams, an Upper and a
Lower Mississippi. The latter begins at Cairo, Illinois, where
the Ohio joins the Mississippi, and it flows south to the gulf. It
is the Lower Mississippi which has played such an important
role in West Florida history. LaSalle, Iberville, Bienville,
LaClede, and Bernardo de Galvez are among the colorful per-
sonalities who have influenced the Louisiana-West Florida area.
Man and the River is published by Rand McNally and Company
(Chicago, New York, San Francisco), and it sells for $14.95.
Artillery and Ammunition of the Civil War, by Warren
Ripley, catalogues and describes in detail cannon and cannon
projectiles that were employed in both land and sea engagements
during the Civil War. Many of these weapons were utilized in
the defense of Florida and in the few military activities in this
area. The book includes a photograph of the 1841 ten-inch
seige piece used at Fort Barrancas in Pensacola and which is now
on display at the Fort. A twelve-inch mortar, utilized by Federal
troops at Fort Pickens in November 1861, is also described.
Smooth-bore and rifle projectiles and a section on rockets are
included in Mr. Ripley’s work. Appendices contain statistical
data on weapons, carriages, and ammunition, as well as lists of
ordinance manufacturers and inspectors. There is also a short
bibliography and an index which offers a cross reference guide
to the book. Published by Van Nostrand Reinhold Company
(New York, Cincinnati), it sells for $22.50.
Georgia as Colony and State, by Amanda Johnson, is another
of the out-of-print, hard-to-find books that are being made avail-
able by the Cherokee Publishing Company, P. O. Box 1081,
Covington, Georgia 30209. There is much Florida material in the
book. The military action in the St. Marys-St. Johns rivers
area during the 1740s and the eighteenth-century Georgia-
Florida boundary dispute are described. This edition also in-
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eludes a biographical sketch of the author. The volume sells
for $25.00.
Southeastern Broadsides Before 1877, A Bibliography, edited
by Ray O. Hummel, Jr., was published by the Virginia State
Library under the sponsorship of the Association of Southeastern
Research Libraries. It edits the thousands of broadsides covering
a wide variety of topics in various southern libraries. Each
state is separately indexed. Thirty-four Florida broadsides are
listed, showing the holding of the Florida State Library, Uni-
versity of West Florida Library, University of South Florida
Library, and the Robert L. Strozier Library, Florida State Uni-
versity. The book sells for $10.00. It is available from the Univer-
sity Press of Virginia and the Virginia State Library, 11th and
Capitol Streets, Richmond, Virginia 23219.
__The American Revolution, 1763-1783, was edited by Richard
B. Morris for the Documentary History of the United States
series that is being published by the University of South Carolina
Press. Professor Morris is also general editor of the series. This
volume is described as a Bicentennial Collection since it contains
many of the major documents associated with the Revolutionary
period. It begins with James Otis’s speech against the Writs of
Assistance in Massachusetts in 1761 and concludes with the
view of the Revolution written by David Ramsey in 1789. While
there is nothing specifically on Florida, all of the documents
relate in various ways to this area, and particularly is this true
of the section dealing with the Loyalists. The book sells for
$7.95.
The Partisan Leader, A Tale of the Future, by Nathaniel
Beverly Tucker, has been published by the University of North
Carolina Press in its Southern Literary Classics Series. In his
introduction, Professor C. Hugh Holman notes that the novel
was written originally as a campaign document supporting the
Whigs in the presidential election of 1836. Tucker vehemently
opposed Jackson’s policies, but for Van Buren, he had only
contempt, and he uses the book to warn of the dangers that
would result from the latter’s election. The book was used later
as propaganda by both the Union and the Confederacy in the
Civil War. It sells for $3.95 in paper.
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Amistad, which is the Spanish word for friendship, is the
name of a new publication of selected essays and fiction that its
editors hope will serve as a cohesive body of basic material for
black studies courses in secondary schools and colleges. Of par-
ticular interest to Florida and Southern historians in Amistad 1 is
an essay by C. L. R. James on the Atlantic slave trade and slav-
ery. The varied role of racism in constitutional law and the study
of American history is examined by black writers and scholars in
Amistad 2. Published by Vintage Books, a division of Random
House, New York, each of the paperback volumes sell for $1.95.
The Five Civilized Tribes: Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw,
Creek, Seminole, by Grant Foreman, published originally in 1934,
is now available in paperback. It is one of the important sources
for the history of the Indians in the Southeast. Published by
the University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, it sells for $3.95. A
History of Negro Education in the South From 1619 to the
Present, by Henry Allen Bullock, was reviewed in the Florida
Historical Quarterly, XLVII (October 1968). It is now available
in a paperback edition published by Praeger Publishers, New
York, and sells for $3.45. “Gentlemen of Property and Standing,”
Anti-Abolition Mobs in Jacksonian America, by Leonard L. Rich-
ards describes the white Northerners who attacked abolitionists
and blacks during the 1830s. The paperback edition is from Ox-
ford University Press, New York, and sells for $2.75. Free Soil,
Free Labor, Free Men: The Ideology of the Republican Party
before the Civil War is another Oxford University Press paper-
back publication. It sells for $2.75.
Mary Gordon Duffee’s Sketches of Alabama is best described
by its subtitle: “Being an Account of the Journey from Tusca-
loosa to Blount Springs through Jefferson County on the old
Stage Roads.” The articles appeared originally in the Birming-
ham Weekly Iron Age from 1885 through 1887. During the 1930s
the WPA Writers’ Projects copied and collated all of the sketches
and from these records Virginia Pounds Brown and Jane Porter
Nabers have edited an amusing, entertaining, and historically-
important book. Published by the University of Alabama Press,
University, Alabama 35486, it sells for $6.75.
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The sesquicentennial marking the formal transfer of Florida
from Spain to the United States will be celebrated in July 1971.
After long negotiations, the Adams-Onis Treaty was signed and
sealed February 22, 1819, and it was unanimously approved by
the United States Senate two days later. Spain procrastinated and
delayed but finally ratified the agreement on October 24, 1820,
and it was re-ratified by the senate the following February. Presi-
dent James Monroe proclaimed the treaty February 22, 1821,
exactly two years after the first signing.
When Monroe offered the governorship of Florida to Andrew
Jackson in a letter, January 24, 1821, he wrote: “I have
full confidence that your appointment will be immediately
and most beneficially felt. Smugglers and slave traders will hide
their heads; pirates will disappear, and Seminoles cease to give
trouble.” Jackson somewhat reluctantly accepted the appoint-
ment, and Secretary of State John Quincy Adams issued his
commission on March 12. The general and his family shortly
thereafter left Nashville for his new assignment. They went
first to New Orleans, then to Blakeley on Mobile Bay, and finally
to Montpelier, Alabama, to await the readiness of Spanish
officials to turn over the province. Jackson refused to enter
Pensacola until he could arrive as governor. Colonel James Grant
Forbes, who delivered the royal Spanish order to the governor-
general of Cuba for the transfer of the provinces and their forts,
was forced to wait in Havana from April 22 to May 26 for
the formal order to be issued. Forbes returned to Pensacola on
June 9 with the papers authorizing the transfer of West Florida.
Five days later Jackson moved to a Spanish home north of the
city, where he remained until July 17 when the change of
flags took place.
Meanwhile, Colonel Robert Butler, adjutant-general of the
southern district and a close friend of Jackson, was sent to St.
Augustine to accept the transfer of East Florida. Butler arrived
in St. Augustine on May 24, but had to wait for the order of
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delivery, just as Jackson had had to wait in Pensacola. Spanish
troops, except for a small detachment, vacated the Castillo de San
Marcos on July 9 and prepared to leave St. Augustine the follow-
ing day. On the morning of July 10 the guns from the fortress
fired a salute as the Spanish flag was lowered over the city and
a similar honor was paid the American flag as it was raised.
Don Jose Coppinger, Spanish governor of East Florida, then re-
tired, and the American troops marched into the fort.
A week later, July 17, a more colorful flag exchange ceremony
was held at Pensacola. The whole town was in a festival mood,
and the streets were gaily decorated. At half-past six in the
morning, Jackson and members of his staff entered the city and
took breakfast with Mrs. Jackson who was already established
in a house near Plaza Ferdinand VII. Promptly at ten o’clock
Jackson emerged from his house followed by aides, a secretary,
and interpreters. He and José Callava, Spanish governor of West
Florida, marched through a double column of soldiers represent-
ing both nations into the Governor’s House where the formal
transfer document was signed. Shortly afterwards, Jackson and
Callava returned to the Plaza where a large crowd had assem-
bled. The Spanish colors were slowly lowered and the American
flag was raised as the United States Fourth Infantry Band played
the “Star-Spangled Banner.” Salutes were then fired by the ar-
tillery company and a twenty-one gun salute reverberated from
the U.S.S. Hornet anchored in the harbor. Florida had at last
become an American territory.
To mark this important event in Florida history, the Florida
Historical Society at its annual meeting in Punta Gorda, May
1971, adopted the following resolution: BE IT RESOLVED, that
since July 1971 will mark the 150th anniversary of the acquisi-
tion of Florida by the United States, the Florida Historical
Society requests the legislature of the State of Florida to take
appropriate action to recognize and commemorate this event,
and that all historical organizations within the state be encour-
aged to mark the sesquicentennial with educational and patriotic
exercises befitting this historic occasion. Following this action
Governor Reubin Askew proclaimed July 10-17 as sesquicenten-
nial week and 1971 as sesquicentennial year.
The Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board, the Florida
Department of Military Affairs, and the National Park Service
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marked the event with special ceremonies on July 10, 1971, at
the Castillo de San Marcos in St. Augustine. General Henry W.
McMillan, adjutant-general of the Florida National Guard, is
chairman of arrangements and Dr. Carlton I. Calkins, John W.
Griffin, and George Schesventer are members of this committee.
There will be a colorful change of flags ceremony and an ad-
dress by Florida Secretary of State Richard Stone.
A special Pensacola Jackson Day Committee appointed by the
city commission with Pat Dodson as chairman, organized a va-
riety of events to celebrate “Andrew Jackson Weekend.” All
historical organizations and agencies in Pensacola and Escambia
County, garden clubs, and representatives from the city and
county governments and the military services have been in-
volved in the planning. On Wednesday, July 14, the Pensacola
Historical Society held a meeting and heard an address by W. B.
(Woody) Skinner of the Escarosa Humanities Center. On Thurs-
day evening, July 15, a symposium was held in the John C. Pace
Library, University of West Florida. Delivering papers were
Dr. William S. Coker, University of West Florida and Dr. Jack
D. L. Holmes, University of Alabama in Birmingham. On Fri-
day, the Pensacola Chamber of Commerce held a banquet with
Governor Reuben Askew as the principal speaker. This was
preceded by a reception honoring Congressman Robert Sikes
and the Peruvian ambassador to the United States. The high-
lights of the weekend was Saturday, July 17, beginning with a
breakfast served at Seville Square featuring some of General
Jackson’s favorite dishes. This was followed by a symbolic
change of flags ceremony in Ferinand VII Plaza at 10:00 a.m. On
Saturday evening a flag pageant and a band concert by the
United States Marine Corps Band, Parris Island, South Caro-
lina, marked the end of the celebration. Special guests of the
weekend activities were Dr. Maria Pares of Birmingham, a des-
cendant of Spanish Governor Callava, and John Donelson, a
descendant of Rachel Jackson. Among the special events was the
presentation of a commemorative medal to descendants of the
more than thirty families who were living in West Florida in
1821. Historical exhibits are on display in the Escambia County
Courthouse, Pensacola City Hall, and the Hispanic Museum,
Dorothy Walton House in the Pensacola Historical District. The
Pensacola Historical Society is selling a sesquicentennial bronze
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and silver commemorative medal that has been struck by the
Franklin Mint. A commemorative volume, Andrew Jackson
and Pensacola, edited by Dr. James R. McGovern, Faculty of
History, University of West Florida, has been published. On
Saturday, July 17, a special sub-post office operated at Ferdinand
VII Square so that commemorative envelopes could be marked
and mailed.
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History
Dr. Durward Long, vice-chancellor, University of Wisconsin
Center System, is the 1970-1971 recipient of the Arthur W.
Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History for his article,
“The Making of Modern Tampa: A City of the New South, 1885-
1911,” which appeared in the April 1971 number of the Florida
Historical Quarterly. The presentation was made at the annual
meeting of the Florida Historical Society on May 8, 1971, in
Punta Gorda. The prize of $100 is given annually for the best
article appearing in the Quarterly. Dr. Long, a graduate of Troy
State College and Auburn University, received his Ph.D from
the University of Florida in 1959. He has taught at the Univer-
sity of Florida, Wheaton (Illinois) College, Florida Southern
College, and the University of Georgia. His articles have ap-
peared in Civil War History, Alabama Historical Quarterly,
Labor History, Journal of Southern History, and the Florida
Historical Quarterly. The article which earned Dr. Long the
award was read as a paper at the Southern Historical Associa-
tion meeting, Washington, October 1969. The judges making
the selection this year were Dr. Jerrell Shofner, Florida State
University; William M. Goza, Clearwater; and Earle Newton,
Historic Pensacola Preservation Board. The award honoring the
late Dr. Arthur W. Thompson, formerly a member of the De-
partment of History, University of Florida, was made possible
by an endowment from Mrs. Thompson of Gainesville and Mr.
and Mrs. Jacob Siegel of New York City.
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award
This award was established in 1970 by unanimous action of
the board of directors and the membership of the Florida His-
torical Society to memorialize Dr. Rembert W. Patrick, a mem-
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ber of the history faculty, University of Florida, and former
editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly. The first recipient of
this award was Mrs. Polly Redford of Coconut Grove for her book
Billion-Dollar Sandbar: A  B i o g r a p h y  o f  M i a m i  B e a c h ,
published in 1970 by E. P. Dutton Company. Mrs. Redford was
unable to be present at the banquet in Punta Gorda, but David
Alexander, director of the Historical Association of Southern
Florida, received the award and the check for $100 on her
behalf. Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau of the University of Miami and
Miss Margaret Chapman of the University of South Florida
were the judges for this year’s award.
Award of Merit
The Award of Merit for Excellence in Presenting Florida
History Through News Media was awarded by the Florida His-
torical Society this year to Edwin B. Browning, Sr., of Madi-
son. He was selected because of his articles, “Ripplings on the
Suwannee” and other material appearing in the Madison Enter-
prise-Recorder, and for his weekly broadcasts, “The North
Florida Scene,” over radio station WMAF of Madison. The
award was made by Milton D. Jones of Clearwater at the ban-
quet in Punta Gorda, and Mr. Browning was present to receive
this recognition.
Florida History Award
The Peace River Valley Historical Society has presented its
1970 Florida History Award for Distinguished Service in Florida
History to Vernon E. Peeples of Punta Gorda. Mr. Peeples helped
organize and is a former president of the Peace River Valley
Historical Society. He was also president of the Charlotte County
Historical Society. He has served on the board of directors of
the Florida Historical Society, and he was in charge of the
arrangements for the sixty-ninth annual meeting of the Society
in Punta Gorda, May 6-8. Mr. Peeples is a collector of Floridiana
and a specialist on the history of the lower gulf coast of Florida.
He read a paper on railroading in the Charlotte County area at
the 1971 annual meeting of the Florida Historical Society. He has
also published in the Florida Historical Quarterly.
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Announcements and Activities
The Orlando Public Library has been designated as a deposi-
tory for Disney World records by the Walt Disney World Ar-
chives. The library already has a collection of newspaper clip
pings, economic reports, and other materials on the project since
it was first announced five years ago. Disney World will turn
over to the library books, press releases, operating manuals,
guidebooks, employee newsletters, periodicals, photographs, and
samples of tickets, handbills, and advertising matter.
A special exhibit of James Weldon Johnson, who was born
in Jacksonville in 1871, was mounted at the National Portrait
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, from June 15,
1970 to June 1, 1971. An exhibit brochure was published by the
Smithsonian which includes pictures of Mr. Johnson’s elemen-
tary and high school classes at Stanton School in Jacksonville.
He was one of the first blacks to be admitted to the Florida bar
and one of the first to hold a United States consular post. He
was also the first Negro executive secretary of the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Colored People. Not only was
Johnson a leader in the civil rights movement, but his poetry
and anthologies, his historical writings, and his position as
professor of creative literature at Fisk University made him one
of the primary contributors to the Harlem Renaissance.
A Jacksonville Historical and Cultural Conservation Commis-
sion has been appointed with responsibility for planning for the
preservation of the historical and cultural resources of the city;
to advise the mayor, the city council, and the Jacksonville Area
Planning Board with respect to matters involving the preserva-
tion of these resources; and to conduct studies and investigations
of Jacksonville’s historical and cultural heritage. Appointed were
Audrey Broward, supervisor of the Florida Collection in the
Swisher Library at Jacksonville University and a member of the
board of directors of the Florida Historical Society; Mrs. LeRoy
Gardner; Mrs. Edward W. Lane, Jr.; Hershel Shepard; Mark A.
Gluckman; Dena Snodgrass, former president of the Florida
Historical Society; Russell Hicken; George W. Simmons, Jr.;
and W. N. Galpin.
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The Southeast Banking Corporation has made available the
funds necessary to save the Union Bank Building in Tallahassee.
It will be moved to a site in the proposed Cascade Park area,
restored, and turned into a bank museum. A check for $30,000
was presented by Harry Hood Bassett, chairman of the board
of the bank holding company, to Secretary of State Richard Stone
and to Mrs. T. Aubrey Morse, Tallahassee civic leader who
helped lead the fight to save the building. State Comptroller
Fred R. Dickinson, brought the problem of the bank to the
attention of the bank officials, and he was present when the check
was received. The building, which dates to the Florida territorial
period, was threatened with demolition by a church that is
planning to convert the site into a parking lot.
Personals
John W. Griffin, chief of the Southeast Archaeological Center,
National Park Service, Macon, Georgia, has been appointed di-
rector of the Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board. A grad-
uate of the University of Florida and the University of Chicago,
Mr. Griffin taught at Florida State University and served as
executive historian for the St. Augustine Historical Society. It
was during this latter period that he was responsible for prepar-
ing a calendar of the John E. Stetson Papers in cooperation with
the St. Augustine Historical Society and the P. K. Yonge Library
of Florida History, University of Florida. His book, written with
Mark F. Boyd and Hale G. Smith, Here They Once Stood: The
Tragic End of the Apalachee Missions, was published by the
University of Florida Press in 1951.
Dr. Evans C. Johnson has been appointed chairman of the
Department of History, Stetson University, replacing Harold J.
Schultz who was elected president of Bethel College, North
Newton, Kansas.
Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau has retired as a member of the
teaching faculty of the Department of History, University of
Miami. His retirement and his many contributions to Florida
history, to the Florida Historical Society, and to other historical
organizations and causes were recognized at the banquet of the
Florida Historical Society at Punta Gorda in May 1971.
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Local Societies and Commissions
Alachua County Historical Society: The March 1971 meeting
was held jointly with the Santa Fe River Area Historical Society
in Gainesville. Professor Blair Reeves of the University of
Florida’s Department of Architecture spoke on historic preserva-
tion in Florida and showed slides of Florida buildings on the
National Register for Historic Sites and in the Historic Ameri-
can Buildings Survey archives of the Library of Congress. Theo-
dore R. Crom spoke at the April meeting on “Antique and
Specialized Time Keepers.” Robert W. Digglesworth, a registered
surveyor in Gainesville, spoke at the May meeting. His topic
was “Old Land Lines,” and he gave a history of surveying in
Florida. New officers elected at the May meeting include: John B.
Opdyke, president; Merlin G. Cox, vice-president; and Marinus
H. Latour, secretary-treasurer. Elected to the board were Charles
A Hoffman, Helen C. Ellerbe, Gerald Evans, Mrs. Chris Mathe-
son, and Robert A. Smith Mr. Smith is also editor of the
Newsletter. On March 14 the Society sponsored a field trip to
the antebellum Haile plantation southwest of Gainesville. On
May 16 Jess Davis, chairman of the Alachua County Historical
Commission, took the group to the Ocala National Forest to
examine the remains of two former nineteenth-century towns
Bradford County Historical Society: Members of the Society
recently visited the Fort Harllee site on the Santa Fe River to
determine its exact location. When the location is determined,
a historical marker will be erected, showing the role that the
fort played during the Second Seminole War.
Dunedin Historical Society: E. Reinhold Rogers, Jr., chairman
of the Pinellas County Historical Commission, has been elected
president of the Society which meets on the third Tuesday eve-
ning of each month in the Dunedi:n Chamber of Commerce
building. The restoration of the First Presbyterian Church in
Dunedin is a major project of the Society. Members are also
researching newspaper and other data on the early history of
the community and its inhabitants.
Historical Society of Fort Lauderdale:: The latest issue of “New
River News” reports that more than 1,000 students, teachers,
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scouts, and others visited the Society’s headquarters the first half
of 1971. At the time of the annual Scout Camporee in February,
634 scouts, representing sixty-seven troops, came to the Society’s
headquarters to see the various artifacts and displays. “New
River News History Section” carries a short biographical article
on George E. Andrews, for whom a Fort Lauderdale street is
named, by Florence C. Hardy, and some of the Florida poems
Ray Whyte. Mrs. Hardy is president and treasurer of the Society.
Historical Society of Okaloosa and Walton Counties: This is one
of the newest and one of the most active historical organizations
in Florida. It meets monthly, publishes a regular newsletter, and
it has an office and museum on Westview Avenue in Valparaiso
which was dedicated February 21, 1971. Newspapers, letters,
manuscripts, pictures, and memorabilia associated with the area
are being collected. The Young Historians, involving junior and
senior high school students, meets regularly. The students re-
search local institutions and old buildings, do volunteer work
at the museum, conduct field trips to historic sites, tape inter-
views with old timers, write papers, and present programs. The
Young Historians recently made a field trip to the Pensacola
Historic District. In April the Society visited historic sites in
the Santa Rosa Beach area, and in May it met in DeFuniak
Springs and toured some of the old homes in the area.
Officers of the Society are Mrs. James N. LaRoche, president;
Wells Nelson, Mrs. Bill Meigs, and Mrs. A. A. Hilton, vice-presi-
dents; Reginald Adams, treasurer; Allen Kelley, recording secre-
tary; and Melvin Kessler, corresponding secretary. Robert John-
son, Fort Walton Beach High School, is president of the Young
Historians.
Jacksonville Historical Society: Luis R. Arana, chief park his-
torian at the Castillo de San Marcos National Monument, St.
Augustine, spoke on “Manuscripts on the St. John River De-
fenses, 1784-1821,” at the annual meeting of the Society on
May 12. The Society’s archives at Jacksonville University were
inspected by the board of directors in April. A special room has
been set aside for the collection in the Swisher Library, and
Audrey Broward is identifying and cataloging the manuscripts
and papers. The Society has recently acquired a number of new
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items, including letters and papers relating to John Houstoun
McIntosh.
Okaloosa County Historical Commission. The recently
appointed members of the commission are Cecil Anchors, Crest-
view; Mrs. A. A. Hilton, Baker; Allen E. Kelley, Milligan; George
McEwen, Niceville; Ruth Bruner Winecoff, Destin; and Mrs.
James LaRoche, Mrs. Lowell Longaker, John Landis, Henry
Dodson, and Bob Echlos, all of Fort Walton Beach. The ap-
pointees are also members of the Historical Society of Okaloosa
and Walton Counties.
Orange County Historical Commission: The historical museum
operated by the Commission is moving to new quarters an the
second floor of the Elks Club building at the corner of Central
Avenue and Court Street in Orlando. The museum was started as
a feature of the Orange County Centennial in 1941 and has
increased its holdings through the years by contributions of
photographs, furniture, farm implements, tools, and other mem-
orabilia associated with this area of Florida. The March issue of
the “Orange County Historical Quarterly” carried a brief article
on Aaron Jernigan, Orlando’s first settler.
Palm Beach County Historical Society: Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau
of the University of Miami and former president of the Florida
Historical Society spoke at the March meeting on “Ten Thou-
sand Years of Florida Population Growth.” Dr. Tebeau’s book,
A History of Florida, was published recently by the University
of Miami Press, and parts of his book were utilized in this
address. Professor David A. Forshay of the Palm Beach Com-
munity College and a former member of the board of direc-
tors of the Florida Historical Society, was the speaker at the
April meeting of the Society. His topic was “Florida Becomes A
State.” The annual membership meeting of the Society was held
on April 15, and new officers and a board of governors were
elected.
Peace River Valley Historical Society: Harold W. Bell of Sebring
was the speaker at the March meeting of the Society in Pioneer
Park, Zolfo Springs. The April meeting was held at the DeSoto
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Middle School, Arcadia. This was the annual business meeting
of the Society. Members were invited to attend the Highlands
County Jubilee at Sebring on April 24 and the Hardy County
Jubilee in Zolfo Springs on April 25.
Pensacola Historical Society: Pat Dodson was the speaker at the
March meeting of the Society, and he described the proposed
“Shoreline Parkway” for the downtown waterfront area. W. B.
(Woody) Skinner, history specialist for the Escarosa Humanities
Center and the Society’s historian, was the speaker at the May 17
meeting. His topic was “General Jackson— The Invader! 1814-
1818.” In connection with the activities for Jackson Day, July 17,
1971, the Society will sponsor a Sesquicentennial Commemora-
tive Medal minted by the Franklin Mint. The medal will be
struck in both bronze and silver. The annual business meeting
of the Society was held in April, and the following officers were
elected: Mrs. Charles H. Blanchard, president; Mrs. Wendel C.
Switzer, Henry H. Cary, and Charles C. Sherrill, vice-presidents;
Lucia Tryon, recording secretary; Mrs. Oscar A. Pickett, Jr.,
corresponding secretary; and Mrs. Holiday Veal, treasurer. Mrs.
Raymon Hahn, Mrs. E. P. Nickinson, Mrs. D. B. Smith, Mrs.
Lee Chapin, Dr. Oscar A. Pickett, Jr., Mrs. E. R. Moffett, Hank
McRoberts, Mrs. A. K. Doyle, and Dudley G. Sheppard are
members of the board. The museum has acquired a number of
new gifts and acquisitions, including books, letters, postal cards,
and pictures. Several important additions have been made to
the Lelia Abercrombie Research Library.
Pinellas County Historical Commission: William M. Goza of
Clearwater and Colonel H. M. Salley of Tarpon Springs have
been appointed as a special committee to plan historical
activity in connection with the American Revolution Bi-
centennial celebration in 1976. Ralph D. Reed, executive direc-
tor, reported that the historical museum has received several.
gifts recently including a check from the Questers, Seminole
Chapter, to purchase books on Florida. Pieces of timber re-
putedly salvaged from two Confederate gunboats have also been
presented to the museum.
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society: Miss Margaret Chapman,
vice-president of the Florida Historical Society and Special Col-
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lections Librarian, University of South Florida, spoke at the
March meeting on “The Florida Historical Society, The State’s
Oldest Cultural Organization, Its History and Present Con-
dition.” Anthony P. Pizzo of Tampa, a member of the Florida
Historical Society’s board of directors, spoke at the April meet-
ing on “Tampa Town,” which is the title of his recently pub-
lished book. Taver Bayly, a Pinellas (County pioneer, described
early days in Clearwater at the May meeting. The following
new board members were selected at the June business meeting:
Dr. Newman Hoopingarner, Gus Nelson, Sam Prentice, Victor
Sellers, and Dr. Bernard Raymund.
St. Augustine Historical Society: William L. Wessels of St.
Augustine talked about his recently published book, Born To Be
A Soldier, at the April meeting of the Society. Mr. Wessels’s
monograph, published by Texas Christian University Press, de-
scribes the military career of General William Wing Loring of
St. Augustine; On March 25, the Society was host at a reception
in its library for the trustees of the Historic St. Augustine Pres-
ervation Board and George F. Schesventer, the new superintend-
ent of Castillo de San Marcos and Fort Matanzas National Monu-
ments. The April 1971 number of El Escribano carried an article,
“Military Manpower in Florida, 1670-l703,” by Luis Arana, and
an abridged article, “The Site of the Minorcan Chapel,” by Doris
C. Wiles. a previous issue of El Escribano included an article by
John D. Ware.
St. Lucie Historical Society: Jessie Parker Hamilton spoke at the
March 16 meeting on “My Early Memories of Fort Pierce.”
Charles Miley, editor of the Fort Pierce News–Tribune, was
the speaker at the May meeting. Officers of the St. Lucie Histori-
cal Society are Vivian Davis, president; Sam Lowder and Walter
R. Hellier, vice-presidents; Addie H. Emerson, secretary; and
Ora Cox, treasurer. The directors are D. H. (Bandy) Saunders,
Vivian Davis, Lee Keen, and Walter R. Hellier.
Santa Fe River Area Historical Society: On March 27, the Society
invited members of the Alachua County Historical Society and
Lake County Historical Society to join in a field trip which re-
traced a portion of the Bellamy Road and visited Newnansville,
the old county seat of Alachua County, and other historic places
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in the area. Members and their guests assembled at noon at Camp
O’Leno, north of High Springs, for a picnic lunch. Arthur
Spencer of the Santa Fe River Society and Loren Stover of the
Lake County Historical Society were in charge of arrangements.
Southern Genealogist’s Exchange Society: Aurora C. Shaw was
the speaker at the Society’s April 19 meeting in the Haydon
Burns Public Library, Jacksonville. Her topic was “Periodicals,
‘Review and See’.” The Society has deposited a number of genea-
logical reference books in the Burns Library. Plans are being
formulated for the annual workshop to be held in Jacksonville,
October 22-23. John M. Arnsdorff is president; Mildred Tomlin-
son and Helen Lineberger, vice-presidents; Jeanne Batson, treas-
urer; Nancy Sciurba, recording secretary; Dorris Sweeney, corre-
sponding secretary; and Doris Wilson, historian.
Tarpon Springs Historical Society: The Society’s new officers are:
Miss Marie Tipping, president, and Harold Craig, vice-president.
Mr. Craig is in charge of the Oral History program, and pioneers
in the area will be interviewed.
Notes
The Biblio-Card Company now includes articles and book
reviews from the Florida Historical Quarterly in its historical
index card service. Those desiring additional information should
write the company, P. O. Box 138, Mentor, Ohio 44060.
The National Archives and Records Services has launched a
program to improve services to genealogists seeking information
about family history. According to Dr. James B. Rhoads, director
of the National Archives, a master list of published indexes relat-
ing to genealogical data is being prepared. The National
Archives is also requesting publishers of indexes to the census
schedules to notify it of existing indexes and of those that are
being reprinted or newly published. These services will facilitate
genealogical researchers who are concerned not only with tracing
family trees but in proving land titles, citizenship, pension eli-
gibility, and other legal points. For additional information write
the National Archives and Records Service (NNC), General
Services Administration, Washington, D. C. 20408.
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G REAT EXPECTATIONS. . . . . .
1971
Sept. 15-18 American Association for Portland, Oregon
State and Local History
Oct. 8-11 National Oral History Bloomington, Ind.
Colloquium
Oct. 13-16 American Society for University of Georgia
Ethnohistory
Nov. 17-20 Southern Historical Houston, Texas
Association
Dec. 3-4 Third Annual Gulf Coast Pensacola
History and Humanities
Conference
Dec. 11 Board of Directors Stetson University
Florida Historical Society
Dec. 28-30 American Historical New York City
Association
1972
Feb. 18-19 Workshop: Architectural University of Florida
Preservation, “Preservation
for Profit”
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T H E  F L O R I D A  H I S T O R I C A L  S O C I E T Y
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF FLORIDA, 1856
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, successor, 1902
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, incorporated, 1905
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J AMES  C. C RAIG ,  p r e s i d e n t
J OHN  E. J O H N S ,  pre s id en t - e l e c t
M A R G A R E T  E. C H A P M A N ,  v i c e -p r e s id en t
MRS . M ILTON  D . JONES ,  recording secretary
M A R Y  J ANE  K UHL ,  exe cu t iv e  s e c r e t a ry  and  l i b ra r i an
S AMUEL  P R O C T O R ,  ed i to r ,  The  Quar t e r ly
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The Florida Historical Society supplies the Quarterly to its
members. The annual membership fee is $7.50, but special
memberships of $15.00, $50.00, $75.00, and $150.00 are available
Correspondence relating to membership and subscriptions should
be addressed to Mary Jane Kuhl, Executive Secretary, Uni-
versity of South Florida Library, Tampa, Florida 33620. In-
quiries concerning back numbers of the Quarterly should be
directed to Mrs. Kuhl.
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